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1. 연구개발목표 및 내용

 - 우리나라에서 개발된 원자력 관련 전산코드를 OECD/NEA 데이터 뱅크에  등록 및

   제공 함으로서 국내코드의 국제적 활용도 제고

내용

 - 그동안 원자력 연구원에서 개발된 원자력 관련 전산코드 수집

 - OECD/NEA 데이터뱅크에 제공가능한 10종의 전산코드 선정

 - 전산코드 테스트 및 결과물 확인

-OECD/NEA Data Bank에 코드등록

2. 연구결과

- 그동안 원자력연구원에서 개발된 원자력관련 전산코드를 10여종 선정하여 코드 수정 및

 샘플 데이터 작성 작업및 출력  작업을 하였으며 또한 매뉴얼 작성을 새로이 하고 이를

 영문으로 번역하는 작업을 수행하였다.

 10종의 전산코드를 OECD/NEA Data Bank에 현재 등록을 완료한 상태이다.

3. 기대효과

 - 국내 원자력 관련 전산코드의 적절한 제공을 통하여 OECD/NEA 와의 국제협력 증진 및

  우리나라의 기여도 제고

 - 국내 전산코드 개발자와 회원국 이용자간의 인적네트워크 형성 및 국내 전문가 

  인지도 증대

 - 원자력기술 수출에 대비한 원자력 전산코드 분야의 국내 전문가 그룹의 기반 구축

   

색  인  어

(각 5개 이상)

한  글  원자력 관련 전산코드,국제협력, 원자력 기술수출,코드등록,메뉴얼

영  어  Nuclear computer code,International cooperation,Manual, Nuclear Technology



요      약      문

Ⅰ. 제 목

    OECD/NEA Data Bank 이용에 관한 국제협력 증진

Ⅱ. 연구(운영)의 목적 및 중요성

  - 우리나라에서 개발된 원자력 전산 코드를 OECD/NEA Data Bank에 등록

    및 제공함으로써 국내코드의 국제적 활용도 제고

  

Ⅲ. 연구(운영)의 내용 및 범위

  - 원자력 연구원에서 개발된 원자력 관련 전산코드 수집

  - OECD/NEA Data Bank에 제공가능한 전산코드 선정

  - 등록할 전산코드 관련 자료 작성 : 매뉴얼 영문화 작업,

     소스코드, 샘플 입력 및 출력자료

  - 코드 검증작업 시행 

  - OECD/NEA Data Bank 에 등록

  

Ⅳ. 연구(운영)결과 및 활용계획

  - 국내 원자력 관련 전산코드의 적절한 제공을 통하여 OECD/NEA와의 국제협

력 증진 및 우리나라의 기여도 제고

  - 국내 전산코드 개발자와 회원국 이용자간의 인적 네트워크 형성 및 국내 전

문가 인지도 증대

  - 원자력기술 수출에 대비한 원자력 전산코드 분야의 국내 전문가 그룹의 기반 

구축



S U M M A R Y

I. Title

  - Enhancement of international cooperation on use of OECD/NEA Data 

Bank.

II. Purpose and Significance of research

  - The purpose of research is to register Korean computer codes  at 

OECD/NEA Data Bank and to promote cooperation on use of the 

computer codes and libraries between the international organization 

and  foreign countries

III. Area and Scope of Research

  -  Collection of KAERI - developed computer codes related to nuclear 

industry

  - Selection of the codes which are available to supply to OECD/NEA

  - Preparation of Materials related to the computer codes to be 

registered : User's Manual, list of source codes, data for sample input 

/ output

  - Conduct of computer codes verification

  -  Registration of the computer codes to OECD/NEA

IV. Research Results and Future Utilization.

  -  10 computer codes related to nuclear industry have been registered 

at  and supplied to OECD/NEA through this project, which is regarded 

as good example of close international cooperation among the member 

states of OECD/NEA

  -   This project has provided member ststes with motives on creating 

human networks and high level of expertise between domestic code 



developers and foreign users of the codes

  - Expert group in the field of nuclear related computer codes is formed 

in this project, that is also beneficial for Korea in preparation of 

exporting and marketing nuclear technologies in the world.
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서   론

  이 보고서는 2007년 7월부터 2008년 6월까지 한국원자력연구원의 원자력국제

협력기반 조성사업 과제의 하나로 수행되고 있는 “OECD/NEA 데이터 뱅크 이용

에 관한 국제협력 증진” 과제의 결과를 기술한 것이다.

 

  우리나라는  1994년 5월 OECD 산하 NEA Data Bank에 가입하였다.

이의 결과로 가입 전에는 IAEA를 통해 1년에 2종의 전산코드만을 입수할 수 있

었으나 가입 후에는 선진국에서 개발된 전산코드를 U.S. 코드를 포함하여 NEA 

Data Bank에 등록되어 있는 전산코드를 무제한으로 입수할 수 있게 되었다. 가

입 이후 현재까지 우리연구원은 NEA Data Bank로 부터 779종의 원자력 관련 

전산코드를 도입하였다. 그리고 국내 원자력 기관에서도 원자력 관련 전산코드를

입수하였는데 국내에서 1994년도부터 입수한 코드의 수는 무려 2500종의 코드를

OECD/NEA Data Bank에서 입수하여 사용하고 있다.

그러나, 우리나라에서 OECD/NEA Data Bank에 1994년도부터 2006년 말 까지

전산코드를 등록한 건수는 4종에 불과하여  OECD/NEA Data Bank에서는 지속

적으로 이런 관계를 개선하여 줄 것을 요구하였다. 이런 점을 시정하기 위하여

시범적으로 원자력연구원에서 개발한 10여종의 전산코드를  OECD/NEA Data 

Bank에 등록하여  OECD/NEA Data Bank와의 국제협력 관계를 개선하고자

한다.

 

  본 보고서에서는 2007년에 NEA Data Bank로부터 전산코드 입수 및 배분한 

국내이용자에 대한 기술적 지원활동과  NEA Data Bank 에 등록한 10종의 전산

코드에 대하여 기술하였다.
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제 1 장  서  론

제 1 절  OECD/NEA 소개

1. NEA 개요

  NEA(Nuclear Energy Agency)는 OECD 산하의 준 독립기구로 원자력발전의 

경제성 및 안정성 제고를 위한 회원국간의 원자력 기술개발 협력 증진을 위하여 

설립된 원자력 관련 국제기구이다. 

  N E A 는 1 9 7 5 년 에 발 족 된 유 럽 경 제 기 구 ( O E E C ) 내 유 럽 원 자 력 기 구

(ENEA:Euro-pean Nuclear Energy Agency)가 1972년 12월 비유럽국인 미국, 

캐나다, 호주, 일본을 새로 가입시킴으로 인하여 경제협력개발기구(OECD) 산하 

원자력기구(NEA)로 명칭이 변경된 것이다.

2. NEA 위원회

  NEA 산하에는 운영위원회를 포함한 다음의 8개 위원회가 활동하고 있다.

   - 운영위원회(Steering)

   - 방사성폐기물관리위원회(RWMC)

   - 방사선방호 및 공중보건위원회(CRPPH)

   - 원자력시설안전위원회(CSNI)

   - 원자력규제위원회(CNRA)

   - 원자력손해배상에 관한 전문가 그룹(LEG)

   - 원자력개발위원회(NDC)

   - 원자력과학위원회(NSC)

  또한 NEA는 정보관리 및 출판업무를 담당할 정보.출판 프로그램팀을 두고 있

으며, 독자적인 데이터뱅크를 운영하고 있다.
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Radioactive Waste Management
Committee(RWMC)

Committee on Radiation Protection
and Public Heath(CRPPH)

Committee on the Safety of Nuclear
Installations(CSNI)

Committee on Nuclear Regulatory
Activities(CNRA)

Group of Govemmental Experts on Third Party
Liability in the Fileld of Nuclear Energy

Committee for Technical and Economic
Studies on Nuclear Energy Development

and the Fuel Cycle(NDC)

 Data Bank

Nuclear Science Committee(NSC)

NEA Information and Publication
Programme

Steering Committee for
Nuclear Energy

OECD Council

3. NEA 회원국

NEA에는 2008년 6월 현재, 28개 국가가 

회원으로 활동하고 있으며, 우리나라는 

1993년 5월에 정식 회원국으로 가입하였

다.

[그림-1] NEA 회원국
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제 2 절  OECD/NEA Data Bank 소개

1. 데이터뱅크 개요

  NEA 데이터뱅크는 1978년 원자력 연구를 위한 핵자료 및 원자력 관련 컴퓨터 

프로그램을 개발하여 회원국을 지원할 목적으로 설립되었다. 데이터뱅크는 NEA

회원국 중에서 OECD 사무총장에게 가입을 신청한 국가에 한해서만 이용할 수 

있는데, 2008년 6월 현재, 27개 회원국 중 우리나라(1994. 1월 가입)를 포함한 

21개국만이 회원에 가입되어 있다.

2. 데이터뱅크 제공 서비스

  

  NEA 데이터뱅크는 크게 다음 3가지 서비스를 제공한다.

  ① 핵자료(Nuclear Data)서비스 : Nuclear 중성자 분석관련 데이터로 원자로의 

설계, 핵융합, 차폐계산 등에 필요한 제반 자료를 데이터뱅크에 수록하여 각 

회원국에 제공한다.

  ② 화학자료(Chemical Data)서비스 : 핵물질 원료들의 화학적 특성 및 열역학

적 데이터를 데이터뱅크에 수록하여 각 회원국에 제공한다.

  ③ 전산코드 서비스 : 테스트가 끝난 약 1,800개의 원자력 관련 전산코드를 전

세계 500여 기관에 가공하여 제공한다.

3. 데이터뱅크 이용방법

  NEA 데이터뱅크는 NEA 웹사이트(http://www.nea.fr)를 통하여 이용할 수 있

다. 특히 핵자료와 화학 자료의 경우에는 회원국의 이용자들이 누구나 이용할 수 

있는 공개 자료와 허가된 이용자만 이용할 수 있는 대외비자료로 구분되어 있는

데, 만일 대외비자료를 이용하고자 할 경우에는 아래의 E-Mail 연락처로 이용자

가 직접 신청하면 2-3일 이후부터 사용할 수 있다.

 ․ 핵 자료의 경우 : nearogot@nea.fr

 ․ 화학자료의 경우 : tdb@nea.fr
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  반면 전산코드는 NEA 웝사이트 상에서 코드의 개요까지 이용자들이 자유롭게 

검색할 수 있지만. 코드 자체를 원할 경우에는 NEA 전산코드 Liaison Officer인 

한국원자력연구원(KAERI)담당자에게 다음과 같은 절차를 밟아야 한다.

  ① 이용자는 NEA 웹사이트를 통해 코드를 검색한 후원하는 코드를 KAERI 

Liaison Officer에게 전화나 E-Mail로 신청한다.

  ② KAERI Liaison Officer는 NEA에 접속하여 원하는 코드를 신청한다. 그러

면 NEA데이터뱅크에서는 코드 용량(size)통보와 함께 데이터 전송방법

(On-line 또는 우편발송)을 알려준다.

  ③ KAERI Liaison Officer가 NEA 데이터뱅크로부터 코드를 접수하면, 전산코

드와 함께 관련 자료를 이용자에게 전송하다.

         (*) : KAERI Liaison Officer : TEL)042-868-2095

                                      E-Mail)hclee@kaeri.re.kr
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  한편, NEA 데이터뱅크에 접속하여 원하는 자료를 검색하는 과정을 보면 다음과 같다. 

여기에서는 편의상 전산코드 검색과정을 소개하였다.

                            

☜ ① NEA 홈페이지

        

           

② NEA 데이터뱅크 초기화면 ☞

 

[그림-2] NEA Data Bank 전산코드 검색화면
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 ☜ ③ 전산코드 서비스 초기화면

                                                     ↓ ④ 탐색어 입력화면         
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 ⑤ 검색된 레코드 리스트  출력화면

 ⑥ 전체레코드(코드개요) 출력화면
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제 3 절  우리나라와 NEA Data Bank와의 협력 현황

1. OECD/NEA Data Bank 전산코드 도입

  우리나라는 1994년 OECD/NEA Data Bank 에 가입하였다.

이의 결과로 가입 전에는 IAEA를 통하여 1년에 2종의 전산코드만을 입수할수 있

었으나 가입 후에는 NEA Data Bank에 등록되어 있는 전산코드를 입수할 수 있

게 되었다. 가입이후 현재까지 우리연구원은 779종의 전산코드를 도입하였다.

  NEA Data Bank에 있는 전산코드들의 정보는 WWW(http://www.nea.fr)를 통해 

검색할 수 있다. NEA Data Bank에 있는 전산코드가 필요한 이용자는 원하는 코

드의 정보를 그림3 원자력지식정보관문국(http://www.atomic.or.kr) site를 통해 

검색하여 코드의 상태를 파악한 후 웹에서  전산코드신청을 하면  원하는 코드를 

입수할 수 있다. 다음 <표2>는 2007년도 전산코드 배포 현황이다.
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[그림-3] 원자력지식정보관문국 메인 페이지

[그림-4] 전산코드 페이지
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연도 도입코드수

1994 58

1995 36

1996 29

1997 66

1998 51

1999 43

2000 51

2001 54

2002 45

2003 91

2004 112

2005 57

2006 56

2007 30

합계 779

[표-1] 전산코드 입수현황
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기        관 ~2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 합   계

강원대학교 1 1

건국대학교 1 1

경기과학고등학교 1 1

경북대학교 1 1

경희대학교 2 2 4

고등기술연구원 28 28

고려공업검사㈜ 1 2 3

국가핵융합연구소 2 2

국립암센터 2 2

군산대학교 1 1

농협 1 1

대불대학교 1 1

두산엔진주식회사 1 1

두산중공업 4 4

마이다스/기술연구소 1 1

명지대학교 2 2

목원대학교 2 2

방사선처분연구부 1 1

방재시험연구소 1 1

벤처기업(최영화씨 

개인회사)
1 1

부산대학교 1 1

삼성 1 1

삼양테크놀로지㈜ 

부설연구소
1 1

서울대학교 47 1 6 3 3 4 64

서일대학교 1 1

성균관대학교 2 1 3

아주대학교 26 1 1 28

연세대학교 1 3 4

영남대학교 2 2

원광대학교 1 3 4

원자력안전기술원 6 6

원자력의학원 6 1 7 1 15

원자력환경기술원 1 2 2 5

원전연료주식회사 32 3 1 9 3 48

유원엔지니어링㈜ 1 1

이화여자대학교 2 2

익산방사선영상과학연구소 2 2

인공위성연구센터 1 1

인제대학교 1 1

인하대학교 1 1

자원연구소 1 1

전북대학교 4 4

㈜미래와도전 5 4 9

[표-2] 2007년도 전산코드 배포현황
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중앙대학교 1 1

충남대학교 22 22

충북대학교 1 1 2

카톨릭대학교 2 5 7

케이돔엔지니어링 2 3 5

포항가속기연구소 10 2 12

포항공과대학교 7 3 1 11

포항산업과학연구원 1 1 2

한국과학기술원 1 1

한국대학교 1 1

한국수력원자력 1 2 3

한국원자력연구원 353 43 106 63 59 42 666

한국전기연구원 1 3 4

한국전력공사 영광 

원자력본부
1 1

한국전력연구원 34 1 2 5 3 45

한국전자통신연구원 1 1

한국표준과학연구원 1 1 12 1 15

한양대학교 1 1

한전기술주식회사 60 74 38 3 3 178

한전원자력연료㈜ 4 4

현대모비스 1 1

현대엔지니어링㈜ 7 6 2 18 3 36

현대중공업㈜ 2 1 3

KAIST 3 2 1 6

KIST 2 2

KNDT&I 기술연구소 1 1

KOPEC 2 2

LG전자 1 1

합        계 679 150 172 137 88 72 1298
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2. OECD/NEA Data Bank 전산코드 국내 배포

  2007년도에 Liaison Officer가 지정되어 있지 않은 타기관에서 우리연구원을 

통해 NEA Data Bank에 전산코드를 신청하여 입수한 예는 아래 <표3>과 같다. 

현재 국내에는 우리연구원을 포함하여 9개 기관(*)에만 Liaison Officer가 지정되

어 있어 Liaison Officer가 지정되어 있지 않은 국내 원자력 관련기관이나 각 대

학의 경우에는 우리연구원에서 신청업무를 대행하여 주고 있다. 국내 관련 기관들 

사이에 공식적인 정보교류를 할 수 있는 체제가 구축되어 있지 않기 때문에 중복

되는 자료를 NEA Data Bank로부터 계속 전송 받고 있는 실정이므로 보다 신속

한 자료입수를 위해서는 국내 관련기관들 간의 정보를 교류할 수 있는 방법을 모

색해야 할 것으로 생각된다.

  <표4>는 우리연구원에서 1994년도부터 2007년까지 NEA Data Bank로부터 

전산코드를 입수하여 배포한 현황이다.
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기        관 ~2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 합   계

강원대학교 1 1

건국대학교 1 1

경기과학고등학교 1 1

경희대학교 2 1 3

고등기술연구원 19 19

고려공업검사㈜ 1 2 3

국가핵융합연구소 2 2

군산대학교 1 1

대불대학교 1 1

두산중공업 4 4

마이다스/기술연구소 1 1 2

명직대학교 1 1

목원대학교 2 2

방사선처분연구부 1 1

부산대학교 1 1

삼양테크놀로지㈜ 1 1

삼성전자 1 1

서울대학교 29 3 1 1 34

서일대학교 1 1

성균관대학교 1 1 2

아주대학교 13 13

연세대학교 1 1 2

영남대학교 1 1

원광대학교 1 3 4

원자력안전기술원 5 5

원자력의학원 4 1 7 12

원자력환경기술원 1 2 3

원전연료주식회사 20 2 1 7 1 31

유원엔지니어링㈜ 1 1

이화여자대학교 2 2

익산방사선영상과학

연구소
2 2

인공위성연구센터 1 1

인제대학교 1 1

인하대학교 1 1

자원연구소 1 1

전북대학교 2 2

㈜미래와도전 4 1 5

중앙대학교 1 1

충남대학교 12 12

카톨릭의과대학교 1 3 4

케이돔엔지니어링 2 1 3

포항가속기연구소 7 2 9

[표-3] 연구원 보유 전산코드 및 Manual의 국내 타기관에 제공현황
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포항공과대학교 5 2 7

한국과학기술원 1 1

한국대학교 2 2

한국수력원자력 1 2 3

한국원자력연구원 97 30 28 35 22 22 234

한국전력공사(영광) 1 1

한국전력연구원 23 5 4 2 34

한국전자통신연구원 1 1

한국표준과학연구원 1 6 1 8

한전기술주식회사 36 12 11 3 1 63

한전원자력연료㈜ 2 2

현대모비스 1 1

현대엔지니어링㈜ 4 1 1 3 3 12

현대중공업㈜ 1 1

KAIST 3 2 5

KIST 1 1

KNDT&I 기술연구소 1 1

KOPEC 2 2

LG전자 1 1

합        계 305 59 60 80 32 42 578
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기        관 ~2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 합   계

경북대학교 1 1

경희대학교 1 1

고등기술연구원 9 9

국립암센터 2 2

농협 1 1

두산엔진주식회사 1 1

명지대학교 1 1

방재시험연구소 1 1

벤처기업(최영환씨개인회사) 1 1

삼성 1 1

서울대학교 17 1 3 2 3 3 29

성균관대학교 1 1

아주대학교 13 1 1 15

연세대학교 2 2

영남대학교 1 1

원자력병원 2 1 3

원자력안전기술원 1 1

원자력환경기술원 2 2

원전연료주식회사 12 1 2 2 17

전북대학교 2 2

㈜미래와도전 1 3 4

충남대학교 10 10

충북대학교 1 1 2

카톨릭대학교 1 2 3

케이돔엔지니어링 2 2

포항가속기연구소 3 3

포항공과대학교 2 1 1 4

포항산업과학연구원 1 1 2

한국원자력연구원 314 13 78 28 37 20 490

한국전기연구원 1 1

한국전력연구원 11 1 1 1 14

한국표준과학연구원 1 6 7

한양대학교 1 1

한전기술주식회사 24 62 27 1 114

한전원자력연료㈜ 2 2

현대엔지니어링㈜ 3 5 1 15 24

현대중공업 1 1 2

KAIST 1 1

KIST 1 1

합        계 433 91 112 57 56 30 779

[표-4] 원자력연구원에서 입수하여 배포한 전산코드
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3. 등록된 전산코드의 분야별 분류

  우리 연구원에 등록되어 있는 전산코드의 응용 분야별 분류는 아래 <표5>와 

같다. 이러한 분류 방식은 ANL(Argonne National Laboratory)의 분류법에 따른 

것이다. 또한 2007년도에 도입한 코드를 분야별 분류는 <표6>이다.
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[표-5] 2007년도 등록된 전산코드의 응용 분야별 분류 

***** The Classification of KAERI Computer Code *****

----------------------------------------------------------- 

A 2 Cross Section and Resonance Integral Calculations

B
4

Spectrum Calculations, Generation of Group Constants, 

  Lattice and Cell Problems

C 4 Static Design Studies

D
4

Depletion, Fuel Management, Cost Analysis, and Power 

Plant Economics

E Space-Independent Kinetics

F
Space-Time Kinetics, Coupled 

Neutronics-Hydrodynamics-

Thermodynamics and Excursion Simulation
G 2 Radiological Safety, Hazard and Accident Analysis
H 2 Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow

I Deformation and Stress Distributions Computations, 

  Structural Analysis and Engineering Design Studies

J 2 Gamma Heating and Shield Design

K Reactor System Analysis

L Data Preparation

M Data Management

N Subsidiary Calculations

O 1 Experimental Data Processing

P 5 General Mathematical and Computing System Routines

Q Materials

R Environmental and Earth Sciencies

S Space Sciences

T
1

Electronics, Engineering Equipment, and Energy 

Systems Studies

U 2 Chemistry

V Particle Accelerators and High-Voltage Machines

W Physics

X Magnetic Fusion Research

Y 1 Biology and Medicine

Z Data
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[표-6] 2007년도 Class별 입수현황

CLASS 도입코드수

A 2

B 4

C 4

D 4

E

F

G 2

H 2

I

J 2

K

L

M

N

O 1

P 5

Q

R

S

T 1

U 2

V

W

X

Y 1

Z

총계 30
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4. OECD/NEA Data Bank와 우리나라와의 현안

○ 우리나라는 1994년부터 OECD/NEA와 Data Bank Service 협력협정을 맺고 

NEA로부터 다수의 전산코드 및 실험데이터를 제공받아 왔다.

○ NEA는 2006년 9월 13일 이전까지 우리나라가 신청한 전산코드를 즉시 제공해

주었으나, 9월 13일 이후 신청한 전산코드들에 대해서는 보내주지 않고 있었다.

○ 2006년 11월 18일 NEA DataBank의 Mr. Sartori는 우리나라 NSC 위원인 

장종화 박사에게 다음의 메일을 보냈다.

- 한국이 그간 제공받은 서비스는 많은데, 기여는 미흡하다며 이의 시정을 요구

- 한국은 NEA에 전산코드를 계속 신청하였으나, NEA는 CD로 1건만 제공

5. NEA와 우리나라와의 협력 현황 (1994년-2006년)

○ 우리나라가 NEA로부터 제공받은 서비스  

- 전산코드 : 2500건 (코드 및 데이터 라이브러리)

- 실험 및 벤치마킹 자료 : 핵연료성능, 노물리 실험, 방사선차폐, 열수력 실

증시험, 핵임계 실험 등 6개 분야의 각종 데이터

○ 한국이 제공(기여)한 서비스

- 전산코드 : 4건 (대부분 핵단면적 자료에 한정됨)

- 전문가 파견 : 3인 (2002년~2003년, 노물리 분야)

6. NEA의 한국에 대한 평가 (Mr. Sartori 편지 내용)

○ 한국은 Databank를 활용하는 큰 고객이나, NEA에 대한 기여도가 매우 낮음.

- 2006년에도 223건의 전산코드를 제공받았지만, 1건의 기여도 하지 않음.

○ 예산 측면에서 한국은 3.5%를 기여했지만 실제적으로 약 6.5%를 제공받음.

○ 따라서 NEA는 한국과의 불균형한 협력관계가 단기간 내에 시정되기를 희망함.

7. 본사업 추진

○ KAERI는 과기부 원자력협력과와 협의하여 시범 과제를 통해 우선적으로 전

산코드 10개를 NEA에 등록하기로 하고 본 사업을 추진하였다.

○ 2007년 6월 현재 우리나라와 NEA Databank와의 기술적 문제가 원만히 해

결되어 우리나라는 NEA Databank로부터 전산코드를 받아 사용하고 있다.
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제 2장 연구개발 수행 내용 및 결과

제 1절 과제 수행 결과

1. 국내 전산 코드 조사 : ~ ‘07. 12

○. 한국원자력연구원 내 전산 코드 조사

o 컴퓨터 프로그램 보호위원회에 등록한 전산코드 조사 및 분석

- OECD/NEA 등록할 만한 코드가 있는지 확신할 수 없음

o 각 본부장님들께 협조를 구하여 연구원 전체 차원에서 OECD/NEA에 

등록 가능한 전산 코드를 추천을 받았다.

○. 원자력 산업체 및 학계 코드 조사

o 원자력 유관기관(한수원 및 KNFC,원자력안전기술원 등)과 국내 원자

력학과가 있는 대학에 협조 요청을 하였으나 등록할 코드가 없다고 

하였다.

○. 연구원 및 대외기관의 협조를 위한 인센티브 방안 설정 필요

o 한국원자력연구원 에서는 규정개정이 필요할것으로 판단되어 관련부

서에 규정개정을 요구한 상태이나 원내 다른 규정과 맞물려 있어서

            아직 시정되고 있지않고 있으나 조만간  시행이 될 것이다.

            개정내용은  아래와 같다.

- 코드 등록 시 SCI 등재와 동등한 점수 부여

  (현재 국외 코드등록 : 2점, SCI : 5점)

o 원자력 산업체 및 학계

- 각 기관에 현황을 설명하고 최대한 협조를 구하였으나 원하는

              코드를 얻지는 못하였다.

- 자문위원회 등을 통한 인센티브 방안을 세워야 할 것이다.
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2. 등록 가능한 전산코드 분석/선정 및 등록자료 작성 : ‘08. 1 ~ ‘08. 4

○. 조사를 통해 등록 가능한 전산코드 선정

o 10개가 목표이므로 분야별로 총 20개의 코드를 1차로 선정하였다.

○. 선정된 전산 코드에 대한 자료작성 지원 방안 설정

o 개발자에게 전산코드 등록에 필요한 양식 등을  지원하였다.

o 개발자가 최대한 부담을 갖지않고 메뉴얼등을 작성할 수 있도록 지원  

            하였으며  한글 메뉴얼의 영문화 작업은 별도로 지원 하였다.

   ○. 등록 가능한 전산코드 최종 선정절차 수립

o 등록할 전산코드의 선정 등을 위한 자문위원회 구축

o 1차로 선정된 코드에 대한 자문위원회의 자문을 거쳐 등록할 코드

           선정하였으며 국가 안보 및 지적재산권 등의 확인 작업을 하였다.

○. 선정된 자료의 등록을 위한 자료작성

o 등록할 전산코드의 매뉴얼, 샘플 입력 및 출력 자료  검토 작업을

           하였다.

○. OECD/NEA에 코드 등록

         o OECD/NEA Data Bank에 10종의 코드를 2008년도 5월 30일에

           등록하였다.

3. 원자력 관련 전산코드에 대한 제도화 방안 강구

     ○.  OECD/NEA 데이터뱅크 이용 활성화 방안 자문회의 결과는 다음과 같  

           다.
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    o. 향후 OECD/NEA와의 코드 관련 협력 및 지속적인 코드 등록을 위해  

  서는 이에 대한 지원방안 및 제도화 등이 필요함

   o. 자문위원회의 논의 및 과기부와의 협의를 통해 원자력관련 전산코드  

   의  전담 조직화가 필요함

4. 이 과제에서 OECD/NEA Data Bank에 등록한 코드는 다음과 같다.

 1. 레이저 위치 탐색기를 이용한 원자로 수중 탐상 로봇의 원자로 벽면주

행경로와 검사절차 자동생성 및 주행 시뮬레이션 프로그램

 2. Bayesian 분석용 BURD 소프트웨어 개발

 3. GTSP-카메라 영상을 이용한 원자로 제어봉 안내관 및 지지핀 위치 자

동 인식 프로그램

 4. IPLOT

 5. KCUT

 6. SOLTRAN

       7. KAFAX-E70, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and

         12-Group Photon Cross Section Library Based on ENDF/B-VII.0

   for Fast Reactors

       8. KAFAX-F31, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and

         12-Group Photon Cross Section Library Based on JEFF-3.1 for 

Fast Reactors

       9. KAFAX-J33, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and

         12-Group Photon Cross Section Library Based on JENDL-3.3 for 

Fast Reactors

      10. KASHIL-E70, A MATXS-Format, 199-Group Neutron and

         42-Group Photon Cross Section Library Based on ENDF/B-VII.0 

for Shielding Applications
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<첨부 1> 레이저 위치 탐색기를 이용한 원자로 수중 탐상 로봇의 원자로 벽면주

행경로와 검사절차 자동생성 및 주행 시뮬레이션 프로그램

<A Program Manual for the Travelling Simulation and Automatic Creation of the 

Travelling Path and the Inspection Procedure on the Nuclear Reactor Wall by 

Nuclear Reactor Underwater Exploring Robot using a Laser Positioner>

  

1. Outline of the system

This program is a part of the results of the ultrasonic automatic exploring 

system development for a nuclear reactor. This system consists of RIROB 

(Reactor Inspection Robot), LASPO (Laser Positioner), SODAS (ultrasonic signal 

acquisition and analysis system), and the main control system (MCS) that controls 

them from the center. This program is included in MCS.

RIROB is an underwater inspection mobile robot, which is using a manipulator 

with an ultrasonic scanner. It travels on the walls of the reactor filled with water 

by using magnetic wheels, and collects ultrasonic signals by using the 

manipulator motions. Since RIROB has a processor in itself, it can control the 

motions of the manipulator by itself. However, the movement of the wheels for 

the ultrasonic signal collection of RIROB and the data in relavance with the 

manipulator motion are supposed to be transferred from MCS, and the error 

occurrence data of RIROB are transferred to MCS, in order to have influence on 

the inspection process. Therefore, MCS provides communication modules to 

communicate with RIROB, and RS-422 communication protocol was used in this 

research development.

LASPO provides a function to move the robot exactly to the reactor inspection 

part. As there are extraneous matters and holes (nozzles) that can obstruct the 

movement of the robot in the reactor, the robot should move avoiding these 

obstacles. The easiest way would be to attach CCTV to the robot and the 

inspector would directly check the moving location of the robot. However, if the 

location checked with naked eyes is wrong, the robot can fall into the nozzle or 

hit the extraneous matter. Therefore, it is necessary to have a system to drive 

the equipment by grasping the automatic moving path of the laser indicator, 

which guides the robot to move to the inspection location, based on the design 

data of the reactor. MCS provides the function to control the movement of 

LASPO, and RS-422 communication protocol was used to communicate with 
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LASPO.

SODAS equipment is a computer system formed separately from MCS, and it 

should be always able to be controlled from MCS. The data related to the start 

and the end of the ultrasonic signal collection of RIROB should be informed to 

SODAS, and MCS controls this process using RS-232.

The match-up function of MCS and other equipments were mainly explained 

above. However, MCS should collect all data on the conditions of these 

equipments, and always transmit and check the data on the inspection process. 

Following is the explanation of the complex relationship with these equipments.

MCS prepares for automatic inspection files on each inspection item for the 

reactor. These automatic inspection files provide the data to move RIROB with 

laser by interpretating the coordinates of LASPO and the laser detecting device 

of RIROB in three dimensional space. In addition, when RIROB arrives at the 

inspecting location, the files provide all values of the manipulator's motions to 

collect the ultrasonic signals.

Before RIROB arrives at the inspecting location and collects the signals, the 

order of the preparation for the signal collection is transferred to SODAS, and 

RIROB is ordered to perform the signal collection. When RIROB starts the signal 

collection, it generates the trigger and the signals start being transmitted to 

SODAS. Therefore, MCS checks the constant status of RIROB, LASPO, and 

SODAS during the automatic inspection. If any equipment sends an abnormal 

signal, it suspends the inspection and takes measures.

MCS provides various modules in order to perform these complex functions, and 

the graphic user interface was applied to all system for the convenience of the 

user. MCS provides various functions, such as data input of reactor production, 

selection of the reactor for inspection, the creation of automatic inspection file, 

the selection of the inspection item, simulation, and automatic inspection. It also 

provides all other functions, which are necessary for the inspection, such as 

operating program download and manual control of LASPO and RIROB, the 

inspection simulation and the inspection status display by means of the graphic 

screen, and SODAS drive verification.
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2. MCS structure

a. H/W structure

 

Windows XP

IBM Pentium PC

Visual C++

Serial  Communication

API 

Motion Lib.

Figure 1. H/W structure of MCS

IBM pentium industrial PC with windows XP as OS was used for MCS. Both of 

the user interface and the interface with the inspection equipments were 

embodied by Visual C++ 6,0.

Motion control library was used for the control of RIROB and LASPO, and 

RS-422 serial communication protocol was used for the communication with 

RIROB and LASPO. RS-232 protocol was also used for the communication with 

SODAS. Further more, in order to drive MCS, medvc50f.lib file, the motion 

control library, should be copied in the directory of c:/windows/system.

Therefore, Visual C++ and Motion control library are loaded in MCS, and 

besides two com ports provided for basic PC, additional serial communication 

port is installed. PS-2 type was used for the mouse and the keyboard.
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b. S/W structure
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Figure 2. S/W structure plan of MCS

Figure 2 shows S/W structure plan of MCS.

The input module for the reactor data provides the environment to input and 

save the production data for the reactor, which is going to be inspected. The 

production data of all reactors in the world are input in this module, and they 

can be used by directly connecting to the program. After building a new reactor, 

the connection data regarding the reactor should be added in the program.

The selection module for inspection is mainly classified into two types. In this 

module, the function to select the reactor held in the specific country and the 

function to select the selected reactor as the present inspection item are 

supported. For this module, it is possible to select a specific regional reactor in 

the world. For the inspection item, setting for the major classification such as 

nozzle and the core of column and for the specific inspection method for each 

item  is supported.
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The module for the creation of automatic inspection commands automatically 

creates the graphic expression of the reactor and an automatic inspection plan 

for pre-inspection item by using the reactor data. If the reactor selection for the 

inspection is made, this module is automatically performed before the selection of 

the inspection item. According to this automatic inspection plan, the movement of 

RIROB in the reactor is automatically performed using the laser indicator. RIROB, 

which  moved to the inspection location, performs the manipulator motions for 

the collection of ultrasonic signals according to the procedure decided in the 

plan.

The automatic inspection control module centrally controls the operation of 

RIROB, LASPO, and SODAS, and it controls the communication among them by 

using this inspection plan data. The automatic inspection control module reads 

the inspection plan files of the selected inspection items, and controls the whole 

process from the inspection preparation of RIROB to the automatic inspection 

completion. In this module, all situations regarding the inspection can be also 

graphically shown by sending the data of pre-inspection simulation and the status 

display during the inspection to the graphic process module.

In the graphic process module, the graphic windows are shown on the MCS 

screen, and the graphic displays, such as two dimensional reactor picture, the 

robot picture, and the sensor values, are processed.

The control modules of RIROB, LASPO, and SODAS independently communicate 

with MCS by means of separate communication classes respectively. MCS 

analyzes these results, and decides each activity. The control modules of RIROB 

and LASPO provide the functions to control each system manually or 

automatically, and the control module of SODAS provides the functions to check 

a good communication status with MCS, such as checking the status of SODAS, 

and the functions to include or exclude SODAS in MCS.
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3. Detailed functions by S/W modules

Figure 3 shows the main screen of MCS.

Figure 3. The main screen of MCS

This figure can be referred to explain GUI of MCS in the contents described 

below.

a. The input module of the reactor data

The input module of the reactor data is the module to input and save the 

production data of the reactor. The production data of the reactor decides the 

paths of all automatic inspections and the motions of the manipulator, and the 

movement of RIROB can be expressed in the data by expressing the reactor 

picture graphically during the inspection process.

The input of the reactor data is run by selecting RX DATA EDIT, the submenu 

of FILE, among the main menus of MCS. The initial run screen is as follows.
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Figure 4. The initial screen of the reactor data input

In the initial screen, the name and unit of the reactor can be set, and following 

is the created data file.

-1 Ulchin5 //name of reactor: Ulchin5/Korea/Asia

0 INCH //unit indication

Above description is the definition of variables defined in the initial input module 

among the production data files of the reactor. The first number represents ID of 

the variable, and the second is the content of the defined variable. The last is 

the explanation of the variable.

Above is the production data of Ulchin nuclear reactor No. 5, showing that INCH 

is used as the unit. All variables used in MCS are unified as mm, and 

consequently they will be changed into mm depending on the units of data files 

before they are used.

(1) GUI and data structure

The input module of the reactor data is made to divide the inputs according to 

the characters of the data. The reactor data are classified to be distinguished 

and input according to the characteristics of the data. The classification of the 

data is as follows.

(a) The number of the item

The number of the item is the number of the components, which form the 
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reactor. For this concept, the following variables should be defined.

Figure 5. Inputting the number of the item

The values defined in the above input modules are as follows.

1 6 //NumOfNozzles      Number of Nozzle

2 6 //NumOfSpecimens      Number of surveillance capsule

3 6 //NumOfStabLugs      Number of Core Stabilizing Lug

4 6 //NumOfStopLugs      Number of Core Stopping Lug 

5 4 //NumOfCirWelds      Circumferencial Welds

6 -1 //NumOfVerWelds      Number of Vertical Welds

7 54 //NumOfStudHoles      Number of Stud Bolt Holes

(b) Distance variables

The distance variables define the variables regarding the distances from the 

central axis (vertical) of the reactor to the corresponding parts and the diameter 

of the nozzle.
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Figure 6. Inputting the distance variables

The contents of these variables are as follows.

101 98.91 //RrxFlgOutside Radius from center of RX to external 

wall of flg 

102 87.50 //RrxFlgSealOuter Radius from center of RX to external 

diameter of flg Seal

103 81.63 //RrxFlgSealInner Radius from center of RX to inside 

diameter of flg Seal

104 77.85 //RrxIntSupportLedge Radius from center of RX to wall side of 

stairs below flg 

105 92.70 //RrxFlgStudHoleC Radius from center of RX to center of 

flg Stud Hole

106 81.35 //RrxUpperShellInside Distance from center of RX to internal wall 

of Up. Sh.

107 91.71 //RrxUpperShellOutside Distance from center of RX to 

external wall of Up. Sh.

108 81.84 //RrxMiddleShellInsideDistance from center of RX to internal wall 

of Mid. Sh.

109 90.06 //RrxMiddleShellOutside Distance from center of RX to 

external wall of Mid. Sh.
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110 81.35 //RrxNozInThresHold Distance from center of RX to nozzle 

projection of Inlet

111 77.54 //RrxNozOutThresHold Distance from center of RX to nozzle 

projection of Outlet

112 131.81 //RrxNozInletSEWeld Distance from center of RX to Inlet SE weld

113 117.09 //RrxNozOutletSEWeldDistance from center of RX to Outlet SE 

weld

201 15.0 //RnozInPipe Radius of Inlet nozzle (Pipe part)

202 17.635 //RnozInCone Radius of Inlet nozzle (cone part: 

entrance of nozzle)

203 30.63 //RnozInWeld Radius of weld of Inlet nozzle 

204 20.78 //RnozOutPipe Radius of Outlet nozzle (Pipe part)

205 22.43 //RnozOutCone Radius of Outlet nozzle (cone part)

206 33.85 //RnozOutWeld Radius of weld of Outlet nozzle

207 3.37 //RflgStudHole Internal radius of Stud Bolt Hole

208 82.87 //RbottomHead Radius of Bottom Head 

211 20.78 //Rnoz1Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 1

212 15.0 //Rnoz2Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 2

213 15.0 //Rnoz3Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 3

214 20.78 //Rnoz4Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 4

215 15.0 //Rnoz5Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 5

216 15.0 //Rnoz6Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 6

217 -1 //Rnoz7Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 7

218 -1 //Rnoz8Pipe Radius of external nozzle of Noz 8

221 22.43 //Rnoz1Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 1

222 17.635 //Rnoz2Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 2

223 17.635 //Rnoz3Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 3

224 22.43 //Rnoz4Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 4

225 17.635 //Rnoz5Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 5

226 17.635 //Rnoz6Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 6

227 -1 //Rnoz7Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 7

228 -1.0 //Rnoz8Cone Radius of Rx wall side of Noz 8

-1 or -1.0 in the data part (the second column) means that there is no 

corresponding variable (i.e. no corresponding structure).

(c) Depth variables
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The depth variables define the depth from the upper part of the reactor flange to 

the corresponding part.

Figure 7. Inputting the depth variables

The contents of these variables are as follows.

121 3.0 //ZflgSealSurface Depth of projection of flg Seal 

Surface (upper stairs) 

122 13.0 //ZintSupportLedge Depth of projection of flg Internal 

Support Ledge

123 24.0 //ZflgKeywayBottom Depth to lower slope of flg Keyway 

124 153.75 //ZnozCenter Depth from flange to center of nozzle

125 30.95 //ZupperShellTop Depth from flange to top of Up Sh

126 217.72 //ZupperShellEnd Depth from flange to bottom of Up Sh

127 223.72 //ZmiddleShellTop Depth from flange to top of mid Sh

128 374.38 //ZmiddleShellEnd Depth from flange to bottom of Mid 

Sh

131 251.06 //ZspecimenUpper Depth from flange to upper part of 

specimen

132 350.80 //ZspecimenLower Depth from flange to lower part of 

specimen

133 361.13 //ZStabLugUpper Depth from flange to upper part of 

Stab Lug
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134 380.13 //ZStabLugLower Depth from flange to lower part of 

Stab Lug

135 393.32 //ZStopLugUpper Depth from flange to upper part of 

Stop Lug

136 412.32 //ZStopLugLower Depth from flange to lower part of 

Stop Lug

137 457.25 //Zrx Entire depth of Rx (including bottom 

Head)

141 30.95 //ZweldC1 Depth from flange to Cir Weld1

142 114.45 //ZweldC2 Depth from flange to Cir Weld2

143 244.65 //ZweldC3 Depth from flange to Cir Weld3

144 387.35 //ZweldC4 Depth from flange to Cir Weld4

151 -1 //ZweldV1Top      Top depth of vertical weld 1

152 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 1 

153 -1 //ZweldV2Top      Top depth of vertical weld 2 

154 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 2 

155 -1 //ZweldV3Top      Top depth of vertical weld 3 

156 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 3 

157 -1 //ZweldV4Top      Top depth of vertical weld 4 

158 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 4 

159 -1 //ZweldV5Top      Top depth of vertical weld 5 

160 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 5 

161 -1 //ZweldV6Top      Top depth of vertical weld 6 

162 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom      Bottom depth of vertical weld 6

163 -1 //ZweldV7Top      Top depth of vertical weld 7 

164 -1 //ZweldV1Bottom     Bottom depth of vertical weld 7

(d) The angle variables

The angle variables refer to the position angle of the structure included inside of 

the reactor and its inclination angle by parts.
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Figure 8. Inputting the angle variables

The contents of these variables are as follows.

301 0.0 //Qnoz1 Position angle of Noz 1

302 60.0 //Qnoz2 Position angle of Noz 2

303 120.0 //Qnoz3 Position angle of Noz 3

304 180.0 //Qnoz4 Position angle of Noz 4

305 240.0 //Qnoz5 Position angle of Noz 5

306 300.0 //Qnoz6 Position angle of Noz 6

307 -1 //Qnoz7  Position angle of Noz 7

308 -1 //Qnoz8 Position angle of Noz 8

311 -1 //QnozSI1 Position of safety Injection Noz 1

312 -1 //QnozSI2 Position of safety Injection Noz 2

321 83.0 //Qspecimen1 Angle of specimen 1

322 97.0 //Qspecimen2 Angle of specimen 2

323 104.0 //Qspecimen3 Angle of specimen 3

324 263.0 //Qspecimen4 Angle of specimen 4

325 277.0 //Qspecimen5 Angle of specimen 5

326 284.0 //Qspecimen6 Angle of specimen 6
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331 0.0 //QStabLug1 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug1

332 60.0 //QStabLug2 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug2

333 120.0 //QStabLug3 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug3

334 180.0 //QStabLug4 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug4

335 240.0 //QStabLug5 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug5

336 300.0 //QStabLug6 Angle of Core Stablizing Lug6

341 16.0 //QstopLug1 Angle of Core Stopping Lug1

342 76.0 //QstopLug2 Angle of Core Stopping Lug2

343 136.0 //QstopLug3 Angle of Core Stopping Lug3

344 196.0 //QstopLug4 Angle of Core Stopping Lug4

345 256.0 //QstopLug5 Angle of Core Stopping Lug5

346 316.0 //QstopLug6 Angle of Core Stopping Lug6

351 -1 //QweldV1     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 1

352 -1 //QweldV2     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 2

353 -1 //QweldV3     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 3

354 -1 //QweldV4     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 4

355 -1 //QweldV5     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 5

356 -1 //QweldV6     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 6

357 -1 //QweldV7     Direction angle of VerticalWeld 7

381 5.0 //BnozInCone Angle of Inlet nozzle (beta)

382 8.0 //BnozOutCone Angle of Outlet nozzle

383 5.7 //BshellJunctionSlope Angle of curving part of Middle Shell(beta)

384 30.0 //BflgDownStairSlope Angle of stair below flange and Upper Shell

(e) Variables of height, width, and thickness

These variables define welding thickness of welded parts, width of lug, and 

height of lug and specimen.
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Figure 9. Inputting the angle variables

The contents of these variables are as follows.

401 12.36 //TweldNozIn thickness of inlet nozzle weld

402 12.36 //TweldNozOut        thickness of outlet nozzle weld

403 3.28 //TweldNozInSE thickness of inlet nozzle SE weld

404 4.345 //TweldNozOutSE thickness of outlet nozzle SE weld

411 15.0 //WstabLug width of core stabilizing lug

412 8.0 //WstopLug width of core stopping lug

413 8.0 //Wspecimen width of Surveillance Capsule 

421 7.34 //HstabLug height of core stabilizing lug 

422 14.59 //HstopLug height of core stopping lug 

423 4.0 //Hspecimen height of specimen
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b. Selection module of the reactor and the items for inspection

The selection module of the reactor for inspection already includes the data 

related to the existing worldwide light water nuclear reactors and the regional 

light water reactor that can be activated in the future, when MCS is produced. In 

order to select the inspection for a new reactor, MCS program should be 

modified.

Since this module only provides the functions to display simple information based 

on GUI, and to connect to the production data of the reactor for inspection, there 

is no special data structure.

If the user selects RX Selection among the inspection menu of MCS, following 

screen appears.

Figure 10. Selection of corresponding inspection country

All countries in the world that have the nuclear reactor are displayed on this 

screen. If the user selects a corresponding inspection country and then selects 

OK, the data on the reactor, which the country has, are displayed as follows, and 

at the same time, two dimensional floor plan of the corresponding reactor and 

the figure of the robot are displayed on the graphic screen of MCS.

In this manual, Korea was selected for the convenience of explanation.
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Figure 11. An example of the screen showing the reactors by countries

Above screen shows the light water reactors that Korea has, the nuclear 

reactors that Korea will have in the future, and the data on the mockup reactor 

installed in the nuclear research institute. If the user selects a reactor for 

inspection and then select OK, the selection process for the reactor is over, and 

then automatic inspection files related to all inspection items of the reactor are 

created in the internal routine of MCS. The creation routine of the automatic 

inspection files is actualized in InspectCmd.c, and the automatic inspection data 

are created as external executable files using the system("InspectCmd") 

commend.

If the selection process of the reactor is done, inspection items should be 

selected. If the user presses Part Sel & Setting button to select the inspection 

item, following screen appears.

Figure 12. A screen to select inspection items
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For inspection items, the reactor inspection structures are divided into 5 parts, 

such as Nozzle, Cir. weld, Ver. weld, Safety Injection, and Flange, and Calibration 

is the menu for LASPO calibration to check the laser movement of LASPO.

Following pictures are the selected screens for the detailed inspection items of 

Nozzle, Cir. weld, and Safety Injection.

Figure 13. Selected screens for the detailed inspection items by the inspection 

items

The data related to the inspection object are displayed on data message windows 

of MCS.
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c. Graphic process module

The graphic process module graphically processes the data regarding the floor 

plan of the reactor, the profile of RIROB, the motion angle of the manipulator, 

and the humidity of RIROB.

For the graphic process, two windows are used in MCS. The big screen on 

upper right side of the MCS screen is for the display of the reactor, and the 

small window on the lower is the window to process the other tasks. The 

graphic process module of MCS does not provide the function for a simple 

mockup display, but the functions for both of the inspection simulation and the 

inspection status display.

Using the reactor display screen, it is possible to simulate in advance if the 

robot performs the inspection following planned traces and moving through safe 

areas, before the real reactor inspection. During the real inspection, whenever 

RIROB changes its position, the screen displays the changes on the floor plan of 

the reactor. The small window on the lower side displays the movement and the 

motion direction of the manipulator of RIROB during the performance of the 

inspection. In addition, the humidity data are transmitted to the process from 

RIROB at the regular interval, and the risk rank of the humidity divided into 

three levels is displayed on the small screen with a form of a bar chart.

(1) Inspection simulation module

If the reactor for inspection is selected in MCS, the automatic inspection files 

related to all inspection items for the reactor are created. In addtion to the 

creation of this automatic inspection files, the inspection simulation files of RIROB 

are also created using the same method to make the former files.

The automatic inspection files are divided into the inspection run command file 

and the inspection simulation file. While the former includes the command sets of 

the moving paths of LASPO, the manipulator movements of RIROB, and the 

motion control of SODAS by means of the laser sensor of RIROB, the latter only 

includes the moving paths of LASPO and the inclination value of RIROB.

Therefore, it is possible to check to which part of the reactor RIROB moves only 

with the position and the inclination posture of RIROB's laser sensor.
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The position of the laser sensor can be obtained using pan and tilt values of 

LASPO, and the formula to find out the position of RIROB is as follows.

Qrob = DEG( atan2((  cos(RAD(pan)) *   Dpsd * sin(RAD(Frob))

 + sin(RAD(pan)) * (-Hpsd + RrobPHI(RAD(Frob)))),

 (- sin(RAD(pan)) *   Dpsd * sin(RAD(Frob))

 + cos(RAD(pan)) * (-Hpsd + RrobPHI(RAD(Frob))))));

Zrob = (RrobPHI(RAD(Frob))-Hpsd)/

 (tan(PI/2.0 - RAD(tilt)) * cos(RAD(pan) - RAD(Qrob)))

 + Dpsd * cos(RAD(Frob)) + Hlas;

Qrob stands for the direction angle of RIROB in the reactor, Zrob for the 

distance from the reactor flange to the central position of RIROB, and Frob for 

the inclination angle of RIROB respectively.

Following is the inspection simulation screen for Nozzle 2 Up(Bore)  of Ulchin 4.
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Figure 14. Inspection simulation screen

(2) Inspection status display module

The inspection status display module provides the function to display the data 

related to all the movements of RIROB on the graphic screen, not during the 

inspection simulation, but during the real inspection.

However, it is not possible to exchange the constant data on the movements of 

RIROB and LASPO in real-time. Besides it requires too much data exchange, the 

demand of these data makes it impossible to perform other functions of RIROB 

and LASPO.

Therefore, in this module, the start and end points of LASPO's movement are 

considered as an event, and the new position of RIROB is displayed again on the 

screen after the end of each event.

In case of the manipulator, as O/S of RIROB is currently loaded too much, not 
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the movement value of the real manipulator, but the value in the command file is 

used. Consequently, some movements of the manipulator, such as tilting or 

stretching, are displayed as if it reached the destination in advance, when the 

command file was read.

So far it is difficult to correct this pattern. However, if there is any problem, the 

situation can be displayed again as it is by reading the manipulator value of 

RIROB manually.

The arm direction picture on the lower screen indicates only the directional 

information in which direction the manipulator of RIROB stretches its arm, 

comparing with the center of the column. The humidity screen on the right side 

of the arm direction always displays the humidity value from RIROB as long as 

the graphic screen is on. The levels of the humidity value are divided into three 

levels. The blue bar indicates normal, and the blue and yellow bar indicates 

caution. The blue, yellow, and red bar from the bottom to the top indicates 

warning. Even if the graphic screen is not on, the humidity value is continuously 

displayed in numerical value at the bottom of the data message window of MCS.
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d. Automatic inspection module

The automatic inspection module has a very complicate flow to supervise LASPO, 

RIROB, and  SODAS at the same time. The performance of the automatic 

inspection requires first two steps, the movement of RIROB to the initial 

inspection position and the execution of the automatic inspection. The following 

figure is a flow chart to show the entire control flow of the automatic inspection 

module. First, the following chart will be explained briefly, and then the two 

steps will be described in detail.
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Figure 15. Entire flow chart of the automatic inspection

In order to perform the automatic inspection, the current position of RIROB 
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should be first found out using the laser sensor. Consequently, RIROB should 

change its mode to the laser movement mode, and the execution of the 

simulation should be verified before the execution of the automatic inspection.

If this task is done, the next task is performed to send RIROB from the current 

position to the initial position before the inspection. Then, the actual automatic 

inspection routine is carried out. First, the automatic inspection file is open and 

the inspection command line is brought. The command line is interpreted and 

divided with the parameter by each command unit. Then, according to the order, 

the command is executed. If error occurs during the execution of each command, 

the suspension of the inspection is decided usually after 5 times of repeated 

executions. There are various cases to reexecute the inspection, which will be 

explained in detail below.

(1) Sending RIROB to the initial inspection position

In order to start the automatic inspection, it is necessary to move RIROB to the 

inspection start position.

The structure of RIROB is formed with two driving wheels connected to two 

supporting wheels by caster. Since RIROB moves its body while moving the laser 

on the laser sensing plate, its position should be always located behind the first 

inspection position of the inspection file, and in that situation the tilt value of 

LASPO must correspond to the first tilt value of LASPO in the inspection file. 

Only if it is so, the inclination of RIROB is correct, when it arrives at the first 

inspection position.

In order to perform this task, the command to search RIROB should be carried 

out in advance. Only if the current position of RIROB is known, it is possible to 

calculate the pathway to go to the starting position.

The RIROB search module is executed with Find & Ready button of MCS. The 

following screen appears if this button is selected.
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Figure 16. RIROB search screen

Searching RIROB is the task to find out the position of RIROB's laser sensing 

plate, while moving pan and tilt of LASPO. This task is divided into local and 

global task. In case of the local task, when the position of RIROB is found out by 

the underwater camera attached to LASPO, the laser is manually moved around 

the laser sensing plate of RIROB and then the local scanning mode is executed. 

On the other hand, the global task is executed, when the position of RIROB is 

not known at all. In this case, the depth of RIROB comparing with the upper part 

of flange should be found out by reading the water pressure sensor of RIROB, 

and then the laser sensing plate is searched by rotating the pan of LASPO at 

360 degree and from side to side.

If the laser sensing plate of RIROB is found, the position of RIROB is shown on 

the graphic screen of the reactor, and it is possible to simulate it. When the 

simulation is performed as the next step, going to the initial position of RIROB 

can be executed.

This module is executed by selecting Go Start Pos. button of MCS. When this 

button is selected, the method to send RIROB to the initial position is performed 

in MCS, and the command files are created for RIROB to move from the current 

position to the initial inspection position avoiding the obstacles in the reactor.
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These command files consist of only the movement commands for the pan and 

the tilt of LASPO. The creation method of these files is defined in SartPos.cpp 

and StartPos.h file.

The automatic inspection module includes the method to send RIROB to the initial 

position as well as the automatic inspection method. This method is difined in 

Inspection.cpp and Inspection.h file.

(2) Automatic inspection performance of RIROB

In order to start the automatic inspection, Auto Inspect button of MCS should be 

selected. An important thing to know here is that the range of all detailed 

inspection items is decided by the angle. In other words, considering the overlap 

scan of the ultrasonic scanner, the inspection is carried out at every appointed 

angle, i.e. for the nozzle from 0 degree to 360 dgree based on the prototype of 

the nozzle, and for the welded wall part from 0degree to 360degree based on 

the reactor. Consequently, the inspection index of all inspection files depends on 

the inspection angle. However, not all angles are in the range of 0~360. 

Considering 0degree of the reactor and the nozzle as the norm, in some cases it 

is often indicated as -360~0degree. It happens because the proceeding position 

defers depending on the direction of the manipulator's arm movement. However, 

MCS automatically indicates the inspection start angle and the inspection end 

angle in the inspection file on the column of the automatic angle indication 

positioned above the automatic inspection button, as soon as the inspection item 

is selected. In addition, in case of the reinspection from a certain point due to 

some problem in the middle of the inspection, the user can detect the problem, 

when the range of the inspection is not specified according to the angle 

definition order of the inspection file. Therefore, the user does not have to pay 

close attention to the increase and decrease of the inspection angle, the 

inspection index, and only for the inspection from a certain point, the user just 

need to read the inspection angle of the inspection file correctly and input it 

again. The inspection file is expressed as .cmd file depending on RIROB types, 

and put under data_cmd below the directory where this system is installed.

The performance of the automatic inspection starts with reading the automatic 

inspection file. First, by reading the line of the automatic inspection file, it is 

decided whether the line is the command line. If it is the command line, it is 

transferred to the interpreter for the command line. This method is defined in 
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BOOL CInspection:: CommandInterprete (char *buf, int count) of Inspection.cpp. 

Here the command and the parameter corresponding to the command are divided 

by interpreting the command line, and at the same time the performed task is 

also distinguished. If this interpretation is done, the command execution method 

for each command is carried out in order. This method is defined in BOOL 

CInspection::ExecCommand(int arm, char* what, char* val, int no_wait, int count).

For the nozzle inspection, while RIROB moves along the nozzle and takes the 

manipulator exercise, it sometime gets out of the laser mode since the laser is 

blocked by the manipulator. In order to prevent this accident, the movements of 

the manipulator are beforehand designed in the automatic inspection file to take 

exercise without blocking the laser. However, if the laser is still blocked, the 

laser is moved to the previous step in the automatic inspection module, and it is 

designed to execute the command again after the manipulator is safely folded. 

Due to the safety reason, this procedure can be repeated only once.

Other commands have almost no problem with the safety matter. Consequently, if 

error occurs during the movements of the manipulator, the task can be repeated 

up to 5 times.

For the motion of SODAS, when the scan command starts during the exercise of 

the manipulator, MCS sends the stand-by command to SODAS. If the scan is 

over, MCS notices it again. If SODAS is not ready or gives no response, the 

inspection is automatically suspended.

When the inspection is performed from arbitrary angle during the automatic 

inspection, there is a big difference between the nozzle and the welded wall part. 

For the nozzle, if RIROB moves from the initial inspection position to a certain 

angle at once, it falls into the nozzle. The command to move to the initial 

inspection position should be also fixed in one place all the time, because the 

situation around the nozzle is not safe for RIROB to move freely. Therefore, 

although the inspection for the nozzle starts from a random position, RIROB must 

carry out the task performing the command to return to the initial inspection 

position. This task is proceeded moving only LASPO according to the angle index 

for a certain position, and skipping the manipulator exercise of RIROB.

However, even though the same reinspection method for the nozzle can be 
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applied for the welded wall inspection, it takes long time to move from the initial 

inspection position to a new inspection start position. Therefore, in this case, 

after corresponding the tilt value of LASPO with that of a certain inspection 

angle position, the pan is reversed about 10 degree behind RIROB. Then, RIROB 

is searched, and the automatic inspection mode is applied again.
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4. GUI and operating procedure of main control system

a. The explanation of GUI of the main control system

MCS consists of the main GUI and the GUI for total control manual mode. The 

main GUI is designed to run dialog for the necessary functions whenever the 

button that activates the necessary procedure for the inspection is selected with 

the mouse, or to run the internal method. The main GUI also offers the window 

to provide the graphic presentation of the reactor and robot's movements. GUI 

for manual mode offers most functions that the main GUI offers except the 

graphic function, and it is made for the specialists who are skillful in the 

operation of MCS. The main GUI is composed as the following figure.

 

 

 

 

 

원자로 및 RIROB 이동 

그래픽 디스플레이 창 
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Figure 17. Composition diagram of the main GUI

The following figure is the initial screen of a real main GUI made with this 

structure. On the initial screen, not the graphic display windows, but only copy 

writer appears. After the inspection reactor and the inspection item are decided, 

two graphic windows are created as shown in the composition diagram of the 

main GUI.

Main menu

i n s p e c t i o n 

object info.

RIROB position

A u t o m a t i c 

inspection panel

M e s s a g e 

window

Reactor and RIROB 

movement

Graphic display window

RIROB Arm Status

Graphic display window
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Figure 18. Initial screen of the main GUI

(1) Main menu

① FILE menu

a) Rx Data Edit : Input and save the reactor data.

b) Exit : Send the laser pan-tilt position of LASPO to the end position, and 

terminate MCS program.

② Robot Sel

a) Rirob-King(I) : Use 4-Wheel RIROB type 1 made by KAERI for the inspection.

b) Rirob-King(II) : Use 4-Wheel RIROB type 2 made by KAERI for the 

inspection.

c) Rirob-Baby(I) : Use 3-Wheel RIROB type 1 made by KAERI for the inspection.

③ Manual

a) Manual Popup : Run total control manual GUI.
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④ LASPO

a) LASPO Home Setting : Set the home position of the laser.

Figure 19.  LASPO Home Setting

'Get Home Offset' is the button to display the home offset value, which is set 

currently, by reading from LASPO through communication, and 'Calc. Home 

Offset' provides the function to convert into the motor pulse of LASPO by 

inputting the angle, which needs to be compensated up and down, to the right 

and to the left from the currently set home position. If the 'Send' button is 

selected, the newly calculated motor pulse value is transferred to LASPO and 

set.

b) Last Position : Read and show the last movement angle of pan-tilt saved in 

LASPO.

⑤ Scanner

a) Scanner Setting : Set the diameter of the scanner and the scanning speed.
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Figure 20.  Scanner Setting

It is recommended for the scanning speed not to exceed 80mm per second due 

to  the data transferring speed problem of SODAS. A fixed number of 24mm 

below 1 inch was used as the pulser diameter for the convenience of the 

inspection area calculation with SODAS during the real inspection. The point 

where LVDT is pressed by 30mm is set as the scan press depth of the 

manipulator. These values can be changed anytime depending on the situation.

⑥ SODAS

a) Enable : Set MCS to be connected with SODAS.

b) Disable : Set SODAS not to be connected to MCS.

c) Test : Test the communication verification with SODAS and the transfer 

verification of the command set.

(2) Automatic inspection panel

① Rx Selection : Select the inspection country and reactor.

a) Country selection GUI : The inspection country selection shows all countries 

in the world that currently have the light water nuclear reactor.
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Figure 21.  Country selection GUI

b) Reactor selection GUI : Provide the option to select all light water reactors 

that each country has by the countries that have light water nuclear reactors.

Figure 22. Reactor selection GUI

② Robot-LASPO Init : Download or run the operating program of RIROB and 

LASPO.
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Figure 23.  Robot-LASPO Init. GUI

'DownLoad' of the robot panel transfers O/s of the robot from MCS to RIROB, 

and 'Run' initializes the robot drive by driving the transferred O/S. 'Reset' button 

clears O/S, which the robot currently uses.

'DownLoad & Run' of LASPO panel is the button to newly transfer and run 

LASPO drive program from MCS, and 'Run' is the button to run LASPO drive 

program currently saved in LASPO, as it is.

③ Robot Motor Home : Set the home position for the manipulator of RIROB.

'H' button runs the transfer of the corresponding manipulator to the home 

position. 'Dist. and Velocity' are the sections to define the moving distance 

(angle) and speed of the corresponding manipulator. 'G' button transfers 'Arm' 

according to the defined value, and 'S' button stops this transfer. 'Status' 

indicates the data on the movements of the corresponding arm. The result to run 

the Home button is displayed as 'HM', the result to run 'G' button as 'MV', and 

'Error' is displayed if error occurs. 'Pos.' button displays the current status of 

the entire 'Arm' by distance (angle). The window on the bottom displays the 

performance status of the button command. 
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Figure 24.  Robot Motor Home GUI

④ Part sel. & Setting : Select the inspection item and its detailed items.

a) Inspection item selection

Figure 25.  Inspection item selection GUI

b) Detailed item selection of inspection item
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Figure 26.  Detailed inspection item selection GUI

⑤ Find & Ready : This function is used to move RIROB using the laser. This 

function is usually used in the automatic inspection, and it is also used in the 

laser mode transfer test of RIROB.

This method is divided into 'Local Find' and 'Global Find'. The former is used 

when the position of RIROB can be found out through the camera attached to 

LASPO, and the latter is used when the position of RIROB cannot be found out.

Figure 27.  Find & Ready GUI

'Local Find' searches the position through the local laser scanning around the 

laser beam detecting assembly of the robot, and on the other hand, 'Global Find' 

searches the laser detecting plate by means of the water pressure sensor of 

RIROB, moving the laser downward little by little from the orthocenter of RIROB 

and rotating it from the right to the left by 360 degree. 
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Consequently, the menu for the movement of the laser is provided. If the laser 

sensor is found, the position and the current posture of RIROB are automatically 

displayed on the graphic screen, and these values are also displayed on the 

window of the main GUI. On this occasion, the position of the robot is marked as 

a green circle on the reactor graphic window of the main GUI. 

⑥ Simulation : This function is provided to prevent any possible accident by 

checking the automatic inspection pathway of the robot through the simulation 

before the real inspection.

If this function is run, the process for the robot to move from the current 

position to the inspection start position and to move along the inspection path is 

simulated, and its moving trace also remains. 

Figure 28.  A screen of a simulation result

⑦ Go Start Pos : Move RIROB from the current position to the initial inspection 

position of the inspection item.

⑧ Auto Inspect : If the inspection item is selected, the inspection file is made, and at 

the same time, the start and end values of the inspection section are automatically 

displayed in 'Auto Inspect' section text. If the user wants to change the inspection 
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section, he can change the start and end values of the section, and then run the 

inspection. Wrong section setting is automatically processed as error. 

⑨ Robot Motor All Stop : Stop all motors of RIROB.

⑩ Emergency Stop : Suspend all inspection tasks.
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(3) Inspection object information window

Country, reactor, and inspection item are displayed on this window. Whenever the 

inspection country, the inspection reactor, or the inspection item is selected, the 

corresponding information is displayed in order.

① RIROB position information window : Display the robot position (the depth from 

the reactor flange to the center of the robot, the direction angle and the posture angle 

of the robot) in the reactor, when the robot was found by running 'Find & Ready'.

② Manual control window for RIROB and LASPO

a) Rirob Manual : Control the moving speed and direction of the robot.

b) Laspo Manual : Control the speed and the direction of the laser moving motor 

of LASPO. Also, On/Off function of the laser is performed. 

③ LASPO control window

a) LASPO home : Calibrate LASPO by initializing LASPO.

b) Laser motor movement of LASPO : Provide the function to move the laser 

manually by means of text and spin bar. 

c) Reading the position value of the laser motor of LASPO : Read the current 

pan and tilt angle of LSAPO, and display in the text right above. 

④ Message window : Display the inspection process data, the communication data, 

and the status data, which occur during the inspection. It can be cleared by a double 

click of the mouse. 

⑤ Graphic display window : The graphic display window is divided into two 

windows. The graphic display window on the top for the reactor and RIROB 

movement shows the unfolded picture of the reactor and RIROB's movement 

during the automatic inspection, and it also provides the simulation function. The 

graphic display window on the bottom for 'RIROB Arm Status' shows the 

manipulator status of RIROB with a picture.

The left side of the graphic display for the reactor and RIROB movement 

displays a half of the cross section for the reactor, and the drawing inside of the 

white square shows the unfolded picture of the reactor. The moving path of 
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RIROB is displayed here during the automatic inspection. 

The graphic display window for 'RIROB Arm Status' consists of the 'Arm Move' 

screen on the left to graphically show the information regarding the manipulator 

movement of RIROB, and the 'Arm Direction' screen to inform the inspection 

direction of RIROB manipulator. 

'Humidity' on the right end continuously displays the humidity value in RIROB, 

which is transmitted from RIROB.
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<첨부 2> Bayesian 분석용 BURD 소프트웨어 개발

Chapter 1  Summary

Clause 1  Summary of PSA  

Traditionally, the safety of an nuclear power plant has been assessed by 

combining the deterministic safety analysis and the Probabilistic Safety 

Assessment(PSA). 

The deterministic safety analysis is generally performed through design basis 

accident analysis, and the PSA is used to evaluate the relative influence of the 

events that contribute to the safety or reliability on the system level. Figure 1.1 

shows the procedure of general PSA, and the Table 1.1 summarizes the rough 

explanation of each stage of Figure 1.1.

발전소 친숙화

초기사건 선정

발전소 모델 구축
(사건수목 및 고장수목)

사건 및 고장수목의 분석을 통한 
사건 발생가능성의 정량화고장빈도 또는 

이용불능도

결과 해석

Database

Figure 1.1 Procedure of general PSA 
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Fig. 1.1 내용 Familiarizing power plant

Selecting the initial event

Power plant model building(Event tree and 
fault tree)

Fault frequency or unavailability Quantifying the event occurrence probability 
through the analyzing the event and fault 
trees

Result analysis

Table 1.1 Details of PSA Performance stage
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Stage Contents

Familiarizing 

the power 

plant

 In this stage, general data on the nuclear power plant are 

collected to perform PSA.  Mainly, data on system or 

equipment that can influence on the safety of a power plant 

through the design data of the plant or various operation 

procedure descriptions are collected. 

Selecting the 

initial event

 - Selecting inside event: Selecting events that can influence 

on the safety, among the events that can 

occur in the system or equipment 

installed in a nuclear power plant. It is 

selected mostly by logical evaluation on 

the design data or existing PSA 

experience.

 - Selecting outside event: Selecting events that occurs 

outside of the nuclear power plant and 

can influence on the safety of the plant. 

Mainly earthquake, hurricane, flood and 

fire are considered. 

Power plant 

model 

building

 Modeling on the specific equipment level that how the safety 

of the power plant is endangered by the selected inside and 

outside events. Event tree and fault tree methods are mainly 

used. Here, the event tree expresses the process of the 

events that can influence on the safety of the plants, and the 

fault tree expresses how the events included in the event 

tree are influenced when the fault occurs in each equipment.  

Quantifying 

the event 

occurrence 

probability 

 For the models expressed by event tree or fault tree, after 

analyzing the event tree or the fault tree by inputting the 

fault frequency or the unavailability, the quantitative analysis 

result of the safety of the power plant is found on this 

stage. Generally, it is regarded as the most important part in 

PSA analysis. The safety of a power plant is expressed by 

the core damage frequency or system unavailability.  

Result 

analysis

 Finding the weak part of the power plant by general analysis 

of the quantified event occurrence probability, and suggesting 

the counterplan to compensate the weakness. 

As seen in the Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1, PSA provides a measure to 

generally assess how much the safety of the power plant is influenced by 

physical fault, recovering process, humans' behavior and other events that have 

high level of uncertainty. Therefore, the ultimate goal of PSA is not only to 
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provide the bottom line number of the currently analyzed power plant's safety, 

but also to provide the background data to support a comprehensive decision 

making on what action should be taken to improve the current safety of the 

power plant. Therefore, regarding the models described as event tree or fault 

tree, "Quantifying the event occurrence probability" which obtains the quantitative 

analysis result about the safety of a power plant after analysing the event tree 

or the fault tree by inputting the occurrence probability(fault frequency or 

unavailability of the equipment) of the basic event is included in each fault tree. 

Here, the meaning of fault frequency and the unavailability of the equipment are 

like follows. 

ㅇ Fault frequency: The fault incidence per hour or per operation of an 

equipment. Fault frequency per hour is calculated by dividing 

the sum of the fault in same types of equipment with the sum 

of the operation hours. Fault frequency per operation is 

calculated by dividing the sum of the fault with the sum of 

the operations. 

ㅇ Unavailability: The unavailability means the probability of an equipment 

being unavailable due to the fault/maintenance. It is 

calculated by dividing the sum of each equipment's stopped 

hours with the total operation hour for same type 

equipment.

Therefore, to perform PSA, not only the exact event and the fault tree 

development but also the occurrence probability of the basic events included in 

each fault tree should be provided accurately. 

Clause 2 Quantifying basic event occurrence probability 

Generally, frequency quantifying procedure of basic event needed for PSA 

performance can be summarized like the Figure 1.2, and the brief explanation of 
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each procedure is like follows: 

자료 수집
(Data gathering)

필요한 자료에 대한 모델 결정
(Selection of event models)

모델의 모수 예측
(Estimation of model parameters)

기본사건에 대한 발생확률의 정량화

 Classical approaches
Bayesian approach

Quantifying basic event occurrence probability 

Figure1.2 Quantifying procedure of basic event occurrence probability 

1. Data gathering

Data required for frequency quantifying of basic event can be found from 

various data sources and methods. Most of all, data can be found by investigating 

the operation history or fault history of the power plant. 

2. Selection of event models

Here, the kind of the occurrence probability required in PSA performance for 

each type and property of the equipment included in the basic events is decided 

and the decision of appropriate kind of probability distribution model is followed.  

For example, if the basic event is like "component A cannot operated for τ hours 

after operation" or "component A doesn't operate when requested", time-related 

probabilistic distribution and binomial probabilistic distribution is used to quantify 
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the basic event incidence, respectively. Table 1.2 shows the probability 

distribution mainly used in PSA performance.

Table 1.2 Mainly considered probability distribution in PSA performance

Kinds of model
Mainly considered probability 

distribution 

Time related 

model

 - exponential distribution

 - Weibull distribution

 - gamma distribution

 - lognormal distribution

Demand model  binomial distribution

According to the Table 1.2, the probability of the basic event like 

"component A doesn't operate when requested" can be expressed by the 

following binomial probability distribution.
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According to the expression above, to find the probability that the number of 

operation fail is less than r in operation trial in n times, knowing the failure rate 

p in 1 operation trial is sufficient. Therefore, p is considered as the only 

parameter for the demand model. 

3. Estimation of model parameters

As seen above, to quantify the occurrence probability of basic event, the 

parameter of the model property of the basic event should be predicted. The 

parameter prediction like this can be performed by either the classical approach 

or the Bayesian approach. Here, the procedure of parameter prediction of the 
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classical approach is already established and very easy to apply because it just 

uses the probability and the statistical methods proposed earlier, however, 

regarding PSA application, the Bayesian approach is preferred because of 

following 2 reasons. 

First, the classical approach is hard to consider various conditions that can 

influence on the fault history such as the actual operating circumstances, 

operating condition, and the efficiency of the repair. For example, assume that 

you investigated the operation history and the fault history of the reference 

nuclear power plant  to decide the parameter in the demand model of the 

component A, and the result is 1 fail out of 10000 operation request. In this 

case, the parameter of the demand model of component A has the point 

estimation like follows: 

410
000,10
1 −==p

The problem is that a question like "Does the predicted parameter 

sufficiently reflects the operation history and the fault history, the actual 

circumstance of the power plant and opinion of the operation expert?"  

Therefore, even if the basic event occurrence probability of the component 

A("component A doesn't operate when requested") is predicted to be low by 

using the operation history and the fault history found in consequential aspect, 

when considering that the reliability of the component A can be influenced by 

various conditions such as actual operation circumstance, operating condition, and 

the efficiency of repair, the actual basic event occurrence probability and the 

predicted value can show big difference(For example, in case that the parameter 

p of the actual circumstance is p=10-5 or p=10-2). 

Second, if the number of the data required in the parameter prediction such 

as operation history and the fault history is too low, the classical approach is 

hard to be applied. For example, assume that the component A, same as the 
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component included in the power plant B is included in the newly constructed 

power plant C.  And also assume that the result you got is that there was 1 

operation fail out of 10000 trials in the power plant B, but there were 1 

operation fail out of 10 trials as the result of the investigation of the fault 

history and the operation history in the power plant C. In this case, the 

parameter used to predict the basic event occurrence probability of the 

component A included the power plant C should be 0.1, and this means that the 

basic event occurrence probability of the component A included in the power 

plant C would be very larger than the basic event occurrence probability of the 

component A included in the power plant B. This result is the contrary to the 

actual experience, because the same components are believed to have the 

relatively similar basic event occurrence probability when they are managed and 

operated under similar operation circumstances, operational condition and the 

repair method. Therefore, this problem can be expected to be solved if the 

generic data can be reflected to the parameter decision for the similar 

component.

In this reason, the Bayesian approach has been widely used in PSA 

application and other various engineering areas, and the Table 1.3 shows the 

summary of the Bayesian approach. 

Table 1.3 Summary of the Bayesian approach 

Bayesian 

expression 

of definition ∫
∞=

0
)|()(

)|()()|(
λλλ

λλλ
dELf

ELfEf

)|( Ef λ
Posterior distribution 

(the probability distribution of the parameter found after applying the 

Bayesian method)

λ parameter to predict

)|( λEL
probability distribution of the occurrence of specific event E when  

λ is determined

)(λf Generic data or the probability distribution predicted by the expert's 

decision
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 Based on the above example, the demand model parameter p of component A 

can be found like this: Even though the point estimation value which was found 

through the generic data(or the expert's decision) from the data analysis of the 

power plant B is 10-4, if the p itself has lognormal distribution and the 5 

percentile value and the 95 percentile value are 3×10-4 and 3×10-2,  )(λf  and 

)|( λEL of the component A in the power plant C is determined like follows:

⎥
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As a result. if you use the equation above, you can find out the distribution 

of the parameter p(that is, posterior distribution) for the prior distribution 

considering the generic data(or expert's decision), when the fault history of the 

power plant C is added. 

However, the greatest problem in appling the Bayesian approach is to 

perform the integral calculus included in the denominator part of the Bayesian 

expression of definition. That is, because very complicated distribution such as 

normal, lognormal, and χ2 distribution are generally used as a prior probability 

distribution. performing the manual integral calculus is very hard.  Therefore, 

BURD is developed to solve this problem.  
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Chapter 2 Summary of BURD program

As explained above, even though the Bayesian approach is carrying out an 

important role in the basic event occurrence probability prediction for performing 

PSA, it is indicated as a drawback that the actual calculation is very complicated.  

Therefore, to help users performing this complicated calculation easily, the BURD 

(Bayesian Update for Reliability Data) was developed. Especially, considering that 

the lognormal is mostly used for the prior probability distribution in performing 

PSA, the program was composed first to make the Bayesian process of the 

demand model for the lognormal prior. 

BURD program is constructed using Visual Basic 6.0 to be operated in the 

Windows environment. The reason is, if the program is realized in the Windows 

environment, making version up of the program is easy and because it is realized 

to have user friendly interface, even the beginner who is not familiar with the 

Bayesian procedure can carry out the calculation. Table 2.1 shows the operation 

environment of BURD program.

Table 2.1 Operating environment of BURD program

Hardware
 All IBM-PC compatible computers that 

install a CPU at least Pentium grade 

 OS

(Operating System)
 At least WINDOWS 98 SE(Second Edition) 

program language  VISUAL BASIC 6.0

Additionally needed 

program for operation

 - At least MS Excel 97 version 

 - Graphics Server 4.5 version 

And, the Figure 2.1 shows the overall structure of BURD program. As seen 

in the Figure 2.1, BURD is composed like this: After receiving the users' input 

and processing the data, BURD can provide the screen, file and the probability 

distribution graph for the user's need with the result from the integral calculus 
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and other necessary calculation using the mathematics function included in the 

MS Excel, the commercial spread sheet program. 

사용자 입력 처리
사용자
입력

Excel의
수학함수 library

계산결과 처리

Graphics Server를
사용한 prior/posterior 
확률분포 그래프 생성

분석된 결과를
파일로 저장

분석된 결과를
화면에 표시

BURD

사용자
입력

계산 결과

Figure 2.1 Overall structure of BURD program

Figure 2.1 내용

User's input-> Processing user's input->User's input->Mathematical function 
library of Excel

-> Calculated result

->Processing the calculated result

->Displaying the analyzed result

Storing the analyzed result in the file

Creating prior/posterior probability distribution graph using graphics server

In this structure,  screen composition, main functions and their detailed 

explanation of the BURD program that have been composed until now are like 

follows: 

- Providing various input method for lognormal prior

- Poisson and Binomial likelihood function selecting for Bayesian process. 

- Zero-failure data process function

- Proper numerical value of integral calculus interval setup function
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- Screen indication and storing of a special value for a calculated posterior 

distribution

- Function of indicating a probability distribution with a graph for easier 

comparison with a prior distribution and a posterior calculation result

1. Screen composition of BURD

When the BURD is driven, the initial screen like Figure 2.2 is shown, and 

the screen is divided into 6 parts. Explanation for each part is like follows:  

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D) (E)

(F)

Figure 2.2 Initial screen of BURD

A. General description on the Bayesian process

The part (A) in the Figure 2.2 is the part that makes general description 

when the user make Bayesian process. For example, when the user inputs 

“Power plant A, Pump type B", that means that the Bayesian process is done for 
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the B type pump included in the power plant A.  .

B. Prior input

The part (B) in the Figure 2.2 is where the user inputs the lognormal prior, 

and composed so that the user can make 4 forms of input like Table 2.3. 

Table 2.2 User's input method of lognormal prior

Input methods Meaning

5%-95% Quantile 
When 5 percentile and 95 percentile of 

prior are known

Momentun
When the mean and standard deviation of 

prior are known

50% Quantile & EF
When prior's 50 percentile and the error 

factor value are known

Mean & EF
When the mean and the error factor value 

are known

C. Likelihood function and deciding integral calculus interval

After user's input on prior, the next data to input are number of trials, 

number of failures, and likelihood function decision, and these will be input in the 

part (C) in the Figure 2.2.

As explained above, because only the Bayesian process is available for the 

demand model in current version of BURD, the binomial distribution is basically 

selected. However, a potential problem of binomial distribution is that if the 

number of trial gets higher, the binomial distribution value cannot be calculated in 

some cases.  Therefore, in BURD, the user can apply Possion distribution as the 

approximate equation of the binomial distribution in case that the number of trials 

is relatively high.  And, in case that the Poisson distribution is not selected even 

if the user inputs too high number of trials, the program warns to the user like 

the Figure 2.3 and leads the user to perform the calculation using the Poisson 
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distribution. 

Figure 2.3 Warning window to the user when the Poisson distribution is applied

D. Calculated result display

When all inputs for Bayesian process are completed, the user can calculate 

using the "Calculation" button in the Figure 2.2, and the result from the 

calculation is displayed in parts (D) and (E) in the Figure 2.2. The part (D) 

shows the characteristic values of the prior distribution from the input prior 

information, and the part (E) shows the characteristic value of the posterior 

distribution after Bayesian process found using prior information, likelihood 

function, collected number of trials and number of fault. Table 2.3 organizes and 

shows the kinds of characteristic values that is displayed in parts (D) and (E).

Table 2.3 Characteristic value of prior and posterior distribution provided from 

BURD

Prior distribution Posterior distribution

Mean 5 percentile

Standard deviation 50 perncetile

Median 95 perncetile

Mode Confidence level

Error factor Mean

Eta (mean of lognormal function ) Standard deviation

Sigma 

(standard deviation of lognormal 

function)

However, because information on prior and posterior distribution form can be 
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required rather than these characteristic values in some cases, BURD is realized 

to display the prior and posterior distribution. Figure 2.4 shows the graph 

displayed when the user push the "Show Graph" button for a posterior 

distribution calculated with a random prior.

Figure 2.4 Example of graphic display for prior and posterior distribution

E. Storing calculated result

The result calculated through the processes above can be divided into the 

numeric value result and graph of prior and posterior distribution. And these 

results can be stored or printed as the user selects. First, if the user wants to 

store the numeric value result of prior and posterior distribution, the user can 

use "Save Results" button in the Figure 2.4. The Figure 2.5 shows the result of 

the storage in "test.txt" file after pushing "Save Results" button for the result of 

the Figure 2.4.
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As seen in the Figure 2.5, we can see that not only all input that the user 

made, but also all the calculated result found after the Bayesian process are 

included in the stored file. Besides these numeric results, graphs of prior and 

posterior distribution can be stored through the window like in the Figure 2.6 

that is activated when the user click the right mouse button. 

Figure 2.5 Calculated result stored in "Test.txt" file

As seen in the Figure 2.6, 2 tabs of "Axis“and "System" are provided. User 

can consider various options related to the axis of a graph through the "Axis" 

tab, and the user can select the storing form of the graph through the "System" 

tab. For example, if the "Show" check box is selected among the options 
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included in the "Label" part in the Figure 2.6, the label is displayed in the graph, 

but if it is not selected, the label is not displayed. And. the Figure 2.7 shows the 

window provided when the "System" tab is selected. 

Figure 2.6 Control window related to the graphic property control

Print 관련 option들 Graph 파일 저장관련 option들

Figure 2.7 Options related to storing graphs
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Figure 2.7 내용

Options related to print Options related to storing the graphic files

As seen in the Figure 2.7, functions such as printing a graph or storing a 

graph in a clipboard or in a file are provided to the users. 

2. Functional features of BURD

As briefly explained ahead, when using BURD, a user can proceed to a 

Bayesian process without many difficulties. Such a BURD program has the 

following two additional functional features.

- Process of zero-failure

- Automatic setup of an integral calculus section for a Bayesian process

A. Processing zero-failure

For example, let's take the following cases for collected breakdown data.

- Case 1) 1 breakdown per 10000 demands for operation

- Case 2) No breakdown per 10000 demands for operation (that is  

zero-failure)

As per case 1), a posterior distribution can be easily calculated even if the 

Bayesian approach is used as it is; however as per case 2), it is necessary to 

consider additional factors. Namely, according to the definition of the Bayesian 

approach explained in Table 1.3, it is requisite to perform integral calculus 

included in the denominator of the following formula for the given prior 

distribution and a parameter λ
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Then, as per case 2), BURD was prepared for a user to select two 

approximate expressions additionally. Figure 2.8 shows the type of approximate 

expression a user may select for zero-failure.

Figure 2.8 An approximate expression selection window for zero-failure

In other words, BURD is prepared in a way not only that a user can use a 

zero-failure for a zero-failure, but also that a user can select an upper bound 

estimation or a one-third estimation. The meaning of these approximate 

expressions lies in the fact that a posterior distribution may be distorted by the 

collected breakdown data values when relatively extreme breakdown data values 

to the prior distribution are collected. Generally used prior distribution is 

organized with data obtained throughout a long period of collection relative to the 

breakdown data collection period, and the professional's decision in general; 

therefore, a posterior distribution obtained from the Bayesian process, it may be 

deemed normal that it is highly affected by a prior distribution.  Accordingly, 

even if extreme breakdown data values were collected, they are supposed to 

exist under the higher influence of a prior distribution. However, given the zero 
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failure as it is, there may appear a posterior distribution that goes beyond such 

an expectation. Thus, BURD allowed a user to use an approximate expression as 

he or she pleases. 

 

B. Determining proper integral calculus interval

As explained above, in order for the Bayesian process, it is indispensable to 

perform the following integral calculus for a given parameter λ.
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Then, in order to perform integral calculus of a numerical value for λ, it is 

necessary to determine the appropriate range of integral calculus, and BURD 

applies three rules to this. It is because, as similarly as aforementioned, the 

rules may be usefully used when the collected breakdown data have a relatively 

extreme value for the prior distribution. 

Rule 1) When the mean value of collected breakdown data is within a range 

between the 5th percentile and the 95th percentile of a prior 

distribution: determine the range between the 5th percentile and 

the 95th percentile as an integral calculus interval.

Rule 2) When the mean value of collected breakdown data is less than the 

5th percentile of a prior distribution: determine the range between 

the mean value of collected breakdown data and the 95th percentile 

as an integral calculus interval. 

Rule 3) When the mean value of collected breakdown data is more than the 

95th percentile of a prior distribution: determine the range between 

the mean value of collected breakdown data and the 5th percentile 

as an integral calculus interval.  
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Chapter 3 Conclusion

As reviewed above, the BURD program was developed in order to process a 

demand model(which is a binomial likelihood function) for a lognormal prior for 

an easier Bayesian process which is necessary for PSA performance. The basic 

features of the developed BURD program include the following.

- Easy input of data by a user

- Zero-failure data process function

- Proper numerical value of integral calculus interval setup function

- Screen indication and storing of a special value for a calculated posterior 

distribution

- Function of indicating a probability distribution with a graph for easier 

comparison with a prior distribution and a posterior calculation result

These functions are prepared to be compatible in all Windows environments, 

and even a beginner who is not familiar with the Bayesian process concept may 

do calculation easily as intended. 

The currently implemented BURD program demands not only additional 

development for processing various prior distributions and likelihood functions 

required for PSA, but also diverse benchmark testings for verifying the validity 

of the program. However, given that the demand model process for a lognormal 

prior is a approach for processing breakdown data representatively used and 

required for PSA, the BURD program is supposed to considerably reduce the 

burden of a user required for PSA performance.
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<첨부 3> GTSP - 카메라 영상을 이용한 원자로 제어봉 안내관 및 지지핀 위치  

         자동 인식 프로그램

1. Title

 

A nuclear reactor control column guide tube and a support pin position automatic 

recognition program by using a camera image.

2. Details

 

Used for the ultrasound test of the support pin of a nuclear reactor control 

column guide tube. 

A program for a robot to be able to reach a location automatically by the 

selection of only a location name without any accurate location information of 

the nuclear reactor control column guide tube.

3. Overall summary of algorithm 

a.     Find out the location of the control column guide tube by a camera image 

with the use of a nuclear reactor filter. 

b.     Move the robot by maneuvering it to the central position of the guide 

tube.

c.     Find out the location of the support pin attached to a related guide tube 

by using a nuclear reactor filter 

d.     Estimate the direction error from the robot out of the declination of a 

support pint

e.     Test the robot movement with the related support pin

4. Use environment 

Win XP, Visual C++, OpenCV
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1. Control column guide tube support pin test

The control column guide tube support pin is a mechanical component that 

accurately arrange the control column guide tube to an upper support plate. 

There may appear transformation and damage owing to exposure to the fluid of 

high pressure, high temperature, and high speed during the operation of nuclear 

reactor, and the breakdown may cause a loose part and make it difficult to 

withdraw the control column. Currently, a naked eye test and a ultrasound test 

are required every five years. During the test, the ultrasound probe of the tester 

is closely attached to a support pin, which has a diameter of about 25mm, in the 

control system, which is about 20m above. The existing device is made to test a 

support pin with a manipulator attached to a moving part while the orbit of the 

device is installed on the floor and the tester moves over the orbit. In order to 

solve the inconvenience of the orbit setup, this program enables the testing of a 

support pin by controling a micro size robot from a remote place.   

Figure 1 Location of the control column support pin
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Figure 2 support pin test environment

2. Automatic test of guide tube support pin

In order to prove the soundness of the guide tube support pin, it is necessary to 

conduct regular naked eye and ultrasound tests. In case of testing a target 

device with a small movable tester, it is very important to secure an accurate 

location of the device (hereinafter moveable robot). The support pins of the 

control column guide tube, which is the test target, are arranged evenly at a 

certain distance and angle from the guide tube to the upper support plate of the 

nuclear reactor. Therefore, it may be possible to seek the relative location (상대

위치?) of a moveable robot provided that the center of the guide tube and of the 

support pin can be found automatically and accurately, which will ultimately lead 

to an automated test. This program estimated the location of a robot by 

combining the information of a test target obtained from a 사산법(dead 

reckoning??) based on a mechanic calculation used for the estimation of the 

location of a moving robot and from a camera.         
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A. Estimation of robot coordinates from a guide tube image

The current location of a robot was calculated as follows from the coordinates of 

a guide tube and of its support pin on the image coordinates system estimated 

by a camera. First, the direction of the current robot from the location of the 

guide tube support pin was calculated. 

  


 
  




Herein,  and  are the coordinates of 1 and 2 of the support pin 

on the camera coordinates system image, and  is an error angle made by the 

y axis of a camera in the direction of the movement of a robot wheel.  The 

physical distance between the center of the guide tube and the robot will be 

determined; if the center of the guide tube matches accurately the center of the 

image coordinates system, the coordinates ′′ of the current robot can be 

considered to be as follows.

′  ∙ 
′  ∙ 

The center of the guide tube and the origin of the image coordinates are 

controlled to match each other, but an error may appear. 

In such as case, calculate the distance between the center of the guide tube and 

of the image coordinates and correct the distance error between the center of 

the guide tube and the robot.

   
  

   

Herein  are the central coordinates of the guide tube calculated by a 

matched filter in the current camera, and   are the central 

coordinates of the image coordinates system. K is the ratio of the distance 

between the pixel in the image coordinates and the actual object and the unit is 

mm/pixel.  calculated in this way indicates an error between the center of the 

image coordinates and the center of the guide tube. The central coordinates 
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  of the robot are as follows.

  ′
  ′

Where 

   
 

 

B. Estimation of the central location of a support pin by the matched filter

In order to find out the location of an object from a digitalized camera image, in 

general there are available diversely studied and announced methods. As in the 

test target of this project, in case an object is on a two dimensional plane and at 

the same time the plane is parallel to the moving plane of a robot, the general 

three dimensional image treatment may be simplified as a two dimensional image 

treatment. Also, since the object is only in a round form, it is not necessary to 

consider the change of the object by the rotation of the robot in case of 

calculating the center. Namely, it is acceptable to assume that the rotation and 

scale are invariable from the perspective of PRSI (Position, Rotation, Scale 

Invariant), which may have an influence in the detection of general objects. It is 

appropriate to use a matched filter for finding out only the location of an object 

in case the shape of the object is known in consideration for process speed and 

noise. The process speed is relatively fast as it is able to embody an object by 

using Fast Furier Transform. As well as finding out the location of an object 

accurately in case part of the object is hidden, it is strong at resisting a noise 

as it can seek a correlation coefficient accurately even when the object is mixed 

with other materials. 

The matched filter in general is defined as follows.  

Assume that there is a filter h(x) of which the impulse response is as follows.

 

Herein, A is a constant number and this system may be matched to a signal s(x). 

The output for the random input f(x) of the system is
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∗


 

and   is a complex cross-correlation of f(x) and s(x). If f(x)=s(x),  it 

becomes an autocorrelation and the output comes out as follows.

 

Also, the relationship of

≥ 

always exists. In other words, this means that the output of the system 

generates the maximum value at the original point in case s(x) is entered. In an 

ideal case, it is possible to find out the signal s(x) by setting the threshold value 

as , but a little smaller value is set up as a threshold value given the 

noise of the input signal. Also, in case there is a change of location of the 

signal, such as the input signal is not  but  , the output is as 

follows.

  

 
 

 ∗

   

  

Since the maximum value exists at  , it is possible to know the existence of 

the matched signal as well as its location. When this is extended to two 

dimensions, it is possible to determine the existence of a target object as well as 

its location on the two-dimensional plane. 

This project limited the detection target to a guide tube and its support pin, and 

a binary matched filter was prepared based on the image entered into an actual 

camera. The below figure shows the manufactured matched filter. 

        

(a) Guide tube                         (b) support pin

Figure 3. Manufactured matched filter
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This signal is stored in the matched filter through a two-dimensional FFT. The 

following is the entered image and the binary image to the actual camera. It 

shows that much noise is included in the figure rather than the image of the 

actually manufactured matched filter.  

        

   (a) Original image              (b) binary image

Figure 4 Input image 

In case of passing through the matched filter of the guide tube, there appears 

the following image. From a software perspective, the above binary image was 

done with FFT and then multiplied with the matched filter of the guide tube and 

calculated as IFFT. The brightest spot in the figure is the point where the 

matched filter of the guide tube and the location of the input image match.

Figure 5. Image of a guide tube passing through a matched filter

In the above figure, the central coordinates of the guide tube were calculated 

from the location of the maximum value and the guide tube was removed from 

the binary image by using the radius of the guide duct, which was already 

known. This is for the matched filter of a relatively small support pin to avoid 

the possibility of misunderstanding a part of the guide tube as the support pin. 

The binary image from which the guide tube is removed is shown below.   
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Figure 6. Binary image with guide tube removed

In case of entering the image to the matched filter of the support pin, the 

location of the two support pins is shown as a bright spot. This is shown in the 

below figure.

Figure 7. Image of a support pin passing through a matched filter 

In such a way, it was possible to find out the image coordinates of the guide 

tube and the support pin in the input image; therefore, it is possible to find out 

the relative location of the guide tube and the support pin from the central 

coordinates of the current robot by using the relationship between the camera 

coordinates and the robot coordinates. Also, in case only a part of the guide tube 

was captured by the camera, it was possible to find out the location of the guide 

tube and the support pin. The figure shows that with only about 55% of the 

guide tube entered, the location of its center can be found accurately.  

       

Figure 8 Partial input image and binary image of the guide tube
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Figure 9. Image of the guide tube subject to nuclear reactor filtering

Figure 10. Image after removal of the guide tube    

 

Figure 11. Image of the support pin subject to nuclear reactor filtering
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<< Movement sequence >>  

The process for an ultrasound test of the leaf area of a support pin in the guide tube 

mock-up was prepared as a program, and the test process is monitored and the 

test may be done through the internet from a remote location. 

1. Set up the direction of the robot in a random position (because the two support 

pins may both be changed according to the direction)  

2. Move manually with the joystick until over 1/2 of the edge of the guide tube can 

be seen on the camera.

3. Automatic detection control by placing accurately the tube in the center of the 

image (an error may occur by the optical angle lens in case it does not match the 

center, but this does not affect the actual test).

4. Estimate the current robot position from the line connecting the pins with the 

center of the tube.

5. Automatic detection control by placing the pin to be tested in the center of the 

image => Convert and correct any error of the center. 

6. Automatic control by placing a probe just beneath the pin.

7. probe adhesion and rotation test 

Guide tube 

support pin
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<첨부 4> IPLOT

CONTENTS
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2. Basic functions
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4. Installation
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Figure 7. Multi-source variable selection and graph drawing

Figure 8. Saving the task result on the project management window

Figure 9. The content of project file
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1. Summary

IPLOT(Intelligent PLOTter), MELCOR/MIDAS output handler, was developed to draw 

up variables' trend graph, which is useful for the analysis of a serious accident, using 

the graphic files that are dumped by Plot variables depending on the time among the 

output files of MELCOR/MIDAS code. Since MIDAS code was developed on the basis 

of MELCOR code, and MELCOR code provides HISPLT, floating utility of output 

variables, existing code users have drawn up the necessary graphs by means of 

HISPLT. However, it is a DOS based program and the floating command has an 

appointed form. The user should memorize these appointed commands separately. It 

is also inconvenient for the user to input those commands by text. Consequently, it is 

difficult for the fresh users who have no or little experience with the code to draw up 

the variables' trend graph as they wish. 

IPLOT, the window based program, can accommodate various demands of the users. 

It is also designed to provide the maximum convenience for comparison and analysis 

task of output data, supplying the user friendly environment based on the fast data 

process by means of binary file-searching method. Besides the convenient variable 

search and selection, multi-window is provided for the data comparison, and the 

working environment can be saved and used for the next task. In addition, the graph 

area can be appointed again as the user wishes, or various types of graphs can be 

defined by zoom-in/zoom-out, addition or removal of variables, title and color 

appointment, extra lines, legend appointment, and so on. Also, the graph can be 

printed out using a printer, saved as a graphic file, or used by copying it to clipboard. 

2. Basic functions

IPLOT is a program to replace existing HISPLT utility, and its data source is the 

graphic file (PLOT File) used by HISPLT. If IPLOT is run for the first time, IPLOT 

project management window in figure 1 is run. On this initial window, there is no 

project file name and the number of graphs is set 0. When 'ADD' button on the 

left center of the top of the screen is pressed, the task window appears as 

shown in figure 2. The task window of IPOT has simple file menu on the top, 

and the graphic file can be loaded using the submenu of open -> MELCOR PLOT 

FILE. As shown in the task window, maximum 6 graphic files can be loaded, and 

each file can be allocated to the respective tap attached to the left side of the 

task window.
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Figure 1. IPLOT project management window

Figure 2 shows a procedure to draw up a graph using this program. After 

opening the graphic file, named D:₩MELPLT₩TlofwBase, CVH-LIQLEV.130, 

CVH-LIQLEV.150, CVH-LIQLEV.170, CVH-LIQLEV.180, and CVHLIQLEV.260 

variable, which mean the leading position of CV130, CV150, CV170, CV180, CV 

260 among CVH graphic variables defined in the graphic file, are selected, and 

then the graph is drawn up by selecting 'PLOT' button. The selection of the 

variable is made by selecting the desired package and the variable in the 

package of the search window on the left of the task window, and the number 

list of control volume for the selected variables is displayed on the upper right 

of the search window. The last selected variable is displayed on the selected 

variable list window on the right of the variable number list window, and the 

selected variable list can be adjusted by using 'ADD', 'Delete', and 'Clear' button 

on the right. Information regarding the variable list is available in the user 

manual of each package, and the reference function for this information is going 

to be added in the near future. 

Although the graph on the task window is automatically created in IPLOT, it is in 

some cases necessary for the user to edit the graph. For example, it might be 

necessary to add extra scale and edit the title in the graph. IPLOT prepared for 

the popup menu for these cases, which is run by clicking the right mouse button 

on the graph window (figure 3). In most cases, the details regarding the graph 

can be edited on the graph property window (figure 4), which appears by 

selecting 'Properties' submenu of the popup menu. There are 4 types of tabs, 

such as General, Series, Axes, and #D, in the property window. The property for 

each series can be edited in Series tab, and the property for axes in Axes tab 

respectively. 

Besides the usual graph editing using the popup menu, IPLOT can adjust the 
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graph size at desired scale by means of 'Resize' graph provided in the task 

window of figure 2. Further more, by double-clicking the graph window, the 

precision graph task window that can be enlarged or reduced can be obtained 

(figure 5). Using this window, it is possible to precisely investigate the 

ambiguous variables, and the task result can be printed out using the printer. 

Figure 2. IPLOT task window

Figure 3. Running popup menu on the graph window
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Figure 4. Graph property window

Figure 5. Precision graph task window

3. Multi-source, Multi-window function

Using the basic functions explained above, the desired graph task can be done 

by reading a certain PLOT file. However, the graph task to compare and analyze 

the performance results of MELCOR/MIDAS often requires to compare several 

graphic files at the same time showing them on the several windows, and this is 

rather usual case. In this case, as the user works with various files in various 

conditions, there is high demand to save the user's work environment for the 

similar tasks, which are repeated each time. For this, IPLOT saves the user's 
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work environment by defining the project file that has .plw extension. 

Multi-source file selection

Since IPLOT has multi-source function, it can load more than two graphic files. 

There are two different methods for the multi-source load. First method is to 

load one graphic file, and then load another using the same way. Second method 

is to select several files and load them at once, as shown in figure 6. The 

selected graphic files appear inside of IPLOT with the symbol, such as %1, %2, 

%3, and so on, and up to 6 files can be selected in total. The selected files in 

figure 6 are allocated to 6 taps on the screen, prepared in IPLOT task window, 

and the variables defined in each graphic file are displayed on the variable list 

window on the left of the corresponding tab screen. In this case, the loaded files 

in IPLOT are memorized as follows. 

%1 = D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT-TlofwBase

%2 = D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT_KORI34.SBO

%3 = D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT-SLocaBase 

Figure 6. Mult-source selection screen

Graph drawing from the multi-source

The selected variable list window of figure 7 is the result to select CVH-P.130 

variable in 3 graphic files loaded above. The selection of the source file is made 

by using the tab button of the task window, and the method to select the 

variable on each tab screen is equal to the method to select the variable in the 

basic task. When the graphic file to read the selected variable and the data of 

the variable shows up on the selected variable list window, the graph can be 

drawn up by selecting 'PLOT button of the task window. Figure 7 shows the 

case to draw up the graph by reading CVH-P.130 variable from %1, %2, and %3 

file.
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Figure 7. Multi-source variable selection and graph drawing

Saving task result

Once the graph is done, ‘Add to Project' button of IPLOT task window is 

activated, and using this, this graph can be saved on IPLOT project management 

window, as shown in figure 8. 

Figure 8. Saving the task result on the project management window
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Project File: D:₩MELPLT₩test1.plw
Number of Graphs: 2

PLOTTONG NUMBER:    1
    Shape:    8    16    281    193
    Source Data: D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT-TlofwBase+D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT_KORI34.SBO+D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT-SLocaBase +
    Graph Title:    RCS Pressure
    Number of Variables:    3
    Plotting Variables
        1:    CVH-P.130        %1 (CVH-P.130        %1)
        2:    CVH-P.130        %2 (CVH-P.130        %2)
        3:    CVH-P.130        %3 (CVH-P.130        %3)
        1:    2313
        2:    2314
        3:    2315

PLOTTONG NUMBER:    2
    Shape:    15    233    281    193
    Source Data:    D:₩MELPLT₩PLOT-TlofwBase+
    Graph Title:    Rx Water Level in SLOCA
    Number of Variables:    5
    Plotting Variables
        1:    CVH-LIQLEV.130        %1 (CVH-LIQLEV.130        %1)
        2:    CVH-LIQLEV.150        %1 (CVH-LIQLEV.150        %1)
        3:    CVH-LIQLEV.170        %1 (CVH-LIQLEV.170        %1)
        4:    CVH-LIQLEV.180        %1 (CVH-LIQLEV.180        %1)
        5:    CVH-LIQLEV.260        %1 (CVH-LIQLEV.260        %1)
        1:    2313
        2:    2314
        3:    2315
        4:    2316
        5:    2317

The graph can be added or removed using the buttons of IPLOT task window, 

such as ‘Add to Project', 'Replace Graph', 'Delete From Project', and so on, and 

the size and position of the graph on the project management window can be 

adjusted to desired types, by using the popup menu. The task result of the 

project management window can be saved as a project file with .plw extension, 

by using save menu, and previous task can be continued using the saved project 

file. 

All graphs of the project management window can be modified to have desired 

graph properties and title, and IPLOT task window can be called by 

double-clicking the graph. The creation of the project file creates a directory 

with the same name, and the graph file can be saved with the name, such as 

ZZZTemp1,2,3 and so on. Figure 9 shows the content of the project file, and the 

user can directly use this file after some modification. 

Figure 9. The content of project file
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4. Installation

IPLOT can be installed using the provided installation file, IPLOT_Setup.exe file. 

Since IPLOT_V1 is a program for window and the installation file accesses Temp 

Directory of each user account, the user should log on using English account, in 

order to prevent installation error. If the user does not have English account, he 

or she should make the English account according to the following procedure and 

log back on. 

- Log on to the account with current administrator right  

- After selecting user accounts on control panel, select creating a new account

- Fill out new user name in English

- After selecting computer manager, click creating account

- If English manager account is prepared, log in and run IPLOTSetup.exe 

When the installation file is run, the user should select some options. However, if all 

default values are selected, the installation is completed, and the program is installed 

in C:₩Program Files₩IPLOT Directory.
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3.10 WRTEQN Command

3.11 Comments

3.12 READ Command

3.13 LEVEL Command

3.14 SAVETSV Command

3.15 LOADTSV Command

3.16 LOADNDB Command

3.17 GENPRG Command

3.18 RecoveryRule Command

3.19 Recovery Command

3.20 WRTCAFFRE Command

3.21 SAVERAW Command
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Fault Tree Form

TOP * GA GB

GA + A C

GB + B C

1. Introduction

KCUT is a software to generate minimal cut sets for the Boolean equations. 

KCUT has been developed by Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute since 

1987.

KCUT can be compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ Version 2.0. 

Contact person:

․ HAN, Sang Hoon

․ Integrated Risk Assessment Center

․ Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

․ shhan2@kaeri.re.kr

1.1 Basics

The function of  KCUT is to generate minimal cut sets.  KCUT takes 

Boolean equations as input so that a fault tree should be converted into 

Boolean form.   An example is shown as follows :

Boolean Form

TOP = GA * GB.

GA = A + C.

GB = B + C.where '+' and '*'  represent OR and AND logic, respectively.

+ OR

* AND

/ Complement (Not)
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TOP = (A + C) * (B + C).Merge

TOP = A * B + A * C + C * B + C * C

TOP = GA * GB.  read fault tree logics

GA = A + C.

GB = B + C.

merge (TOP).  substitute gates

reduce (TOP /REPORT).  expand and reduce the top gates

 report cut sets

To generated minimal cut sets, KCUT uses three steps of operations :

․  Merge

  ․  Expand

․  Reduce

For the example given previously, KCUT generates cut sets as follows :

1.2 User Program

There are several kinds of commands in KCUT such as read a equation, 

merge a equation, or reduce a equation. To generate minimal cut sets, it is 

necessary to use those commands properly.  The set of commands is called 

'User Program'.

The following example user program shows how to read fault tree logics 

and how to generate minimal cut sets for a top gate.

The following kinds of commands are used in KCUT.  Each command is 

described in Section 3.
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Command Description

Merge Substitute every gate with input events of the gate

Reduce Expand and reduce a equation (Generate cut sets)

Import Report minimal cut sets and basic event importance

Rdeqn Read a set of equations

Read a Equation Read a equation

Value Read probabilities for basic events

Deltrm Delete nonsense cut sets

Prteqn Report a equation in Boolean form

Wrteqn
Report a equation in Boolean form on a file to use the 

equation in another run

Comment
' Included between two symbols is a Comment  '

 Characters in a line after the symbol is a Comment

Read Read commands from a file

Savetsv Save all equations in a file, which can be reloaded 

Loadtsv Reload equations which are saved by Savetsv

Loadndb Read probabilities of basic events from a NDB file

Genprg

Merge, Expand and Reduce a top event

It generates a set of commands which consists of Merge and 

Reduce, and Execute the set of commands.

Cutoff Delete cut sets below the given cutoff value

RecoveryRule Read Recovery Rules

Recovery Process Rule-based Recovery

Table 1.  Commands of KCUT
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1.3 Fault Tree Format Conversion

As described before, KCUT only accepts Boolean equations, so a fault tree 

should be converted into Boolean form.  KIRAP Fault Tree Editor saves the 

fault tree logic in the form of Boolean equations.  And CAFTA-Win and 

EOOS have the feature to convert CAFTA  fault tree into Boolean equations 

which can be read by KCUT.

1.4 Etc

The features of  KCUT are listed below :

․ Written in C-language. It can run on DOS, Windows 95/NT, or unix   

       work stations.

․ Generate minimal cut sets.

․ Use user programs.

․ Handle complement events.

․ Generate a user program by Bottom-Up algorithm, and execute it to  

       get cut sets.

․ Handle rule-based recovery.

․ Store the results on a file and can use it at another run.

․ Screening cut sets by cutoff value.

․ Handle STOP, OMEGA, PHI, EXCEPT (EXCEPTNONCMP) options of   

       SETS code.

․ Delete term capability  (Delete cut sets containing selected terms).

․ Calculate importance measures

․ Cut Set - Fussell-Vesely

․ Event   - Fussell-Vesely, RRW, RAW

․ Read inputs from several files

․ 16 characters for each event name

․ Fault tree modularization

․ Delete cut set which has more than one initiator
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KCUT interprets any input in the following ways.

․ All blanks and white spaces are neglected

․ Any low case character is converted as an upper case character.

․ Each term is seperated by the following operators.

+  * , / ( ) . = $

․ Each command should be terminated by period (.).

․ KCUT reads and executes command by command.

․ So, input file should include all necessary commands in the proper    

       order. The set of commands are called the user program.
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usage :  KCUT  [-p]  Input-Filename Output-Filename

ex)  c:> KCUT -p  ex.usr  ex.coo

c:>  KCUT

KCUT Version 4.7c  1996.12.23

Boolean Equation Reduction Program

2. How to Use KCUT

2.1 Basics

Before the user runs KCUT, the user has to prepare the follows :

   ․ Copy files to a directory  (KCUT.EXE, KCUT.PAR)

   ․ Open the DOS path to the directory 

To run KCUT,  use the following commands in DOS mode.

2.2 Parameter File

KCUT.PAR file contains  information for the memory allocation. KCUT looks 

for KCUT.PAR file in the following way  :

   ․ It searches KCUT.PAR file on the current directory.  

   ․ If it does not find KCUT.PAR file on the current directory, it 

searches KCUT.PAR file on the same directory where the KCUT.EXE exists.  

If KCUT finds KCUT.PAR file, it reads KCUT.PAR file and allocates the 

memory.  If it does not find KCUT.PAR file, the default values are used.  

To confirm the value of each variable, run KCUT without parameters :

Then, KCUT displays the value of each variable and the estimated memory 

requirement on the screen : 
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Copyright  Han, S.H.         KAERI

          Thu Jan 23 16:40:42 1997

 usage: kcut386 [-p] infile outfile linkfile

 max events        (mxevent) = 20000

 max cut sets      (mxpoint) = 100000

 max cut set array (mxarray) = 450000

 max equations     (mxeqn)   = 13333

 max equation list (mxlist)  = 350000

 max input list    (mxinput) = 250000

 max b-trees       (mxbtree) = 350000

 max stacks        (mxstack) = 8000

 max option        (mxop)    = 500

 max recovery   (mxrecovery) = 500

 Estimated Memory Required = (11.7 - 17.5) MByte 

mx 100000

word 1

mxpoint 70000

mxarray 280000

mxeqn   8000

mxlist  240000

mxinput 150000

mxbtree 240000

mxstack 8000

mxop    200

mxrecovery      400

The contents of an example KCUT.PAR file is shown below : 
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split   4

end

Variable Description

mx

# of cut sets.  mx will set other memory variables as follows :

mx should be larger than 2000

mxpoint = mx

mxarray = 4.5 * mxpoint

mxinput = 2.5 * mxpoint

mxbtree = 3.5 * mxpoint

mxlist = 3.5 * mxpoint

mxop = mxpoint / 200,  100 <= mxop <= 1000

mxrecovery = mxop

mxstack = mxpoint / 20,  1000 <= mxstack <= 6000

mxeqn = mxpoint / 6, 2000 <= mxeqn <= mxevent * 2 / 

3

mxpoint
# of cut sets

20,000 to 100,000 is recommended for mxpoint

mxarray

# of elements in cut sets

mxarray is calculated by multiplying mxpoint and average number 

of elements in a cut set.  If the average number of elements in a 

cut set is 4, mxarray becomes 4 * mxpoint.

mxeqn

# of gates

KCUT generates a lot of  gates internally.  Number of gates times 

1.5 is recommended for mxeqn.

mxlist

# of elements in a equation. 

It is used to expand a equation. 

The similar value as mxarray is recommended.

The description of each variable is given below :
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mxlist should be larger than mxevent, mxeqn, and mxbtree.

mxinput

# of elements in a equation. 

It is used to read data file

A half of mxlist is recommended for mxinput.

mxbtree

# of btrees

It is determined by the size of equations.

The same value as mxinput is recommended for mxbtree.

mxstack

# of stacks

It is used for several purposes.

4000 is enough for mxstack.

mxop
# of elements in options such as STOP, PHI, OMEGA or EXCEPT

Several hundreds is enough for mxop.

mxrecovery # of recovery rules

word

If word 0 is set or not given, KCUT will read input char by char. 

Everything is distingushed by operators. In this case, KCUT can not 

read event names including $, +, *, ....

If word 1 is set, KCUT will read input word by word. Everything 

(Event name, command, operator) will be distingushed by blanks. In 

this case, KCUT can read event names including $, +, *, ....

File : EX.USR

2.3 Examples

In this section, some examples are presented to run KCUT.

2.3.1 Example 1

The user may prepare an input file which contains a user program which 

includes commands such as 'read a fault tree logic' and 'generate cut sets 

for a given top gate'.  

For example,  File ex.usr contains next commands.
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TOP = GA * GB * GC.  Boolean equation 

GA = A + B + C + D + E.

GB = B + C + D + E + F.

GC = C + D + E + F + G.

VALUE.  Data

0.01,  A, B, C.

0.05,  D, E, F.

0.001, G.

END.

MERGE (TOP, T1).  Merge a Top Gate

REDUCE (T1 /PROBA * 1.0E-06 /REPORT).     Generate Cut Set

TOP = GA * GB * GC.  Boolean equation 

GA = A + B + C + D + E.

GB = B + C + D + E + F.

To run KCUT,  usethe following commands in DOS mode.  EX.COO is the 

output file.

c:> KCUT -p  ex.usr  ex.coo

2.3.2 Example 2

Usually, a fault tree logic is stored in a file.  The fault tree logic can be 

read using READ command. The user may prepare a input file which 

contains a user program which  includes commands such as 'read a fault 

tree logic file' and 'generate cut sets for a given top gate'.

Suppose a file ex.cut contains the fault tree logic and probability data.
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GC = C + D + E + F + G.

VALUE.  Data

0.01,  A, B, C.

0.05,  D, E, F.

0.001, G.

END.

READ ("EX.CUT").  Read a Fault Tree Logic File

MERGE (TOP).  Merge a Top Gate

REDUCE (TOP /PROBA * 1.0E-06 /REPORT).     Generate Cut Set

File : EX.CUT

The user may prepare a user program file as follows :

File : EX.USR

And Run KCUT like this :

C:>   KCUT -p EX.USR EX.COO

2.3.3 Example 3

In the above examples, Merge and Reduce pair were used to generate cut 

sets.  Instead of using the pair, the user can use GENPRG command.  

Genprg command generates a user program to solve a fault tree based on 
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READ ("EX.CUT").  Read a Fault Tree Logic File

GENPRG  (TOP /PROBA * 1.0E-06 /REPORT).     Generate Cut Set

Bottom-up algorithm (which consists of  a lot of Merge and Reduce 

commands), and execute it to generate cut sets.

The user may prepare a user program file like this :

File : EX.USR

2.4 GENPRG Command

2.4.1 Basics

The GENPRG command is a key feature of KCUT.  GENPRG command 

generates a user program based on the bottom-up algorithm.  The basic 

algorithm of KCUT is described below :

  ․ Search  multiple occurrence gates, which is called simply mulbt.

  ․ Determine the calculation order of mulbt. The top gate is treated as  

       the last mulbt.

  ․ For each mulbt, do the following process

  ․ Perform the fault tree simplification using Shannon decomposition,    

       where mulbt become pivots of the decomposition.

  ․ Split the mulbt

  ․ If a sub gate includes several mulbt, the sub gate is solved           

       separately.  (SOLVE is to merge, expand and reduce a equation.) It   

       will be described later.  

  ․ Solve the mulbt

It has a lot of options. The computation time depends on how to use each 

option.  The important option is SPLIT.

There are 6 SPLIT options, SPLIT * -1, SPLIT * 0, SPLIT * 1, SPLIT * 2, 

SPLIT * 3, SPLIT * 4.  The numbers determines the how to split a mulbt 

and how to solve the mulbt.  If  SPLIT * 0 is used, any sub gates which 
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User Program File (x.usr)

READ ("ftfile.cut").

LEVEL (3).

GENPRG (TOP /FILE * "ftfile.gen").

C:>  KCUT  -p x.usr  x.coo

includes at least 3 mulbt is solved seperately before calculating a mulbt. If 

SPLIT * 3 is used, any sub gates which includes at least 2 mulbt is solved 

seperated before calculating a mulbt.  SPLIT * 1 and SPLIT * 2 are 

somewhere between SPLIT * 0 and SPLIT * 3.

The default option is SPLIT * 1.

The SPLIT * -1 is unique.  If the option is used, a kind of topdown 

approach is applied to solve a mulbt.

In using SPLIToption, the best option depends on case by case.  Therefore, 

it is better for the user to try every option, if the computation time is too 

long and the same fault tree is to be solved  several times. 

2.4.2 How to Reduce Computation Time

If the computation time is too long, the user may try several options. 

Suppose a fault tree logic is given in ftfile.cut file and the top gate name is 

TOP.  The user can trace where the computation time is required very 

long.  To trace the computation time, use LEVEL (3). command and FILE 

option in GENRPG command.  And run KCUT with -p option.

Run

FILE option in GENPRG command writes the user program on a specified 

file.  The user can review the generated user program.  Level (3) Command 
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TOP = G1A * G1B * G2A * G2B.

G1A = GV1A + GTRAINA.

G1B = GV1B + GTRAINA.

G2A = GV2A + GTRAINB.

G2B = GV2B + GTRAINB.

GV1A = HSCVO2371A + HSCVO5421A + GVCCF + LSCVO1341A.

GV2A = HSCVO2172A + HSCVO5402A + GVCCF + LSCVO1142A.

GV1B = HSCVO2471B + HSCVO5431B + GVCCF + LSCVO1441B.

GV2B = HSCVO2272B + HSCVO5412B + GVCCF + LSCVO1242B.

GVCCF = GCCF + ......

GTRAINA = GTR-A + .......

GTRAINB = GTR-B +.......

shows the detailed output, so the user can see which gate requires much 

computation time.  Option -p in KCUT  DOS command shows  some of 

output on the screen.

Using those options, the user can check the generated user program and 

computation time.  If a gate requires much computation time, the user may 

review the generated user program.  If the user find the reason, he may try 

to change the option or change the fault tree logic.

2.4.2.1 Example 1

Suppose a fault tree like this :

KCUT generates the following user program if  SPLIT * 1 option is used.

[1] = GCCF + ........

MERGE([1]).

REDUCE([1]).

[2] = GTR-A + ........

MERGE([2]).
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REDUCE([2]).

[3] = GTR-B + ........

MERGE([3]).

REDUCE([3]).

TOP = [1] + ([2] + (HSCVO2371A + HSCVO5421A + LSCVO1341A) * 

(HSCVO2471B + HSCVO5431B + LSCVO1441B)) * ([3] + HSCVO2172A + 

HSCVO5402A + LSCVO1142A) * ([3] + HSCVO2272B + HSCVO5412B + 

LSCVO1242B).

MERGE(TOP).

REDUCE(TOP).

2.4.2.2 Example 2

Suppose the user program generated by KCUT where SPLIT * 1 option 

isused.

[1] = ......

[3] = ......

[4] = ......

[5] = ......

[7] = ......

[8] = ......

<1> = HSCVO2371A + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + 

[5] 

  + HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343.

MERGE(<1>).

REDUCE(<1> /PROBA* 1.000e-011).

<2> = HSCVO2471B + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + 

[5] 
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  + HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343.

MERGE(<2>).

REDUCE(<2> /PROBA* 1.000e-011).

<3> = HSCVO2172A + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + 

[5] 

  + HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343.

MERGE(<3>).

REDUCE(<3> /PROBA* 1.000e-011).

<4> = HSCVO2272B + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + 

[5] 

  + HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343.

MERGE(<4>).

REDUCE(<4> /PROBA* 1.000e-011).

HPI14LOP = <1> * <2> * <3> * <4>.

MERGE(HPI14LOP).

REDUCE(HPI14LOP /REPORT /PROBA* 1.000e-011).

prteqn (HPI14LOP).

In the user program, <1>, <2>, <3>, <4> are solved and HPI14LOP is 

solved finally. Equations <1>, <2>, <3>, <4> includes [1], [3], [4], [5], [7], 

[8] which are very large.   Multiplication and summation of equations [1], 

[3], [4], [5], [7], [8] are processed 4 times, that is, one per  each of  

<1>, <2>, <3> and <4>. Equations <1>, <2>, <3>, <4> are also very large 

so it takes long time to solve the top gate HPI14LOP.

Suppose other user program generated using SPLIT * -1 option.

[1] = ......

[3] = ......
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[4] = ......

[5] = ......

[7] = ......

[8] = ......

HPI14LOP = (HSCVO2371A + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + 

[7] + [5] + HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343) * 

(HSCVO2471B +([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + [5] 

+  HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343) * 

(HSCVO2172A + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + [5] 

+  HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343) * 

(HSCVO2272B + ([4] + [3] + [1] + HSMVWGHDR) * ([8] + [7] + [5] 

+ HSMVWGHDR) + HSCVWG540123 + HSCVWG112343).

MERGE(HPI14LOP /STOP * [4] , [3] , [1] , [8] , [7] , [5]).

REDUCE(HPI14LOP /PROBA* 1.000e-011  /EXCEPT * [4] , [3] , [1] , [8] 

, [7] , [5]).

MERGE(HPI14LOP).

REDUCE(HPI14LOP /REPORT /PROBA* 1.000e-011 ).

In the user program, a kind of top-down approach is used to solve a top 

gate.  (Basically the bottom-up algorithm is used.) The top gate is solved in 

two steps : At first top gate is solved without expanding [1], [3], [4], [5], 

[7], [8].  It makes the top gate be simplified.  And the top gate is solved 

finally.

In the example, SPLIT * -1 option is useful to solve this top gate. 

2.5 Rule-Based Recovery

KIRAP has a feature to modify a cut set based on a given rule.  Using this 

feature, the rule-based recovery is utilized.

There are 3 kinds of recovery rules : Add type, Replace type, and Equation 

Add type.  In the Add type, it adds the recovery term to a cut set if the 

cut set includes a term of rules.  The plus (+) means the Add type of the 

rule.
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Recovery RuleA, B + R1.

A, C + R2, R3.

Cut Sets

Cut Sets
A, B, D

A, C

Results after Recovery
A1, B1, R1, D

A, C1

In the Replace type, it replaces the cut set with the recovery terms if the 

cut set includes a term of rules.  The slash (/) means the Replace type of 

the rule.

Recovery RuleA, B / A1, B1, R1.

A, C / A, C1.

In the Add type, there is a special case.  As shown in the following 

example, Ex is not an elment as the above examples, Ex is an equation.  If 

a cut set includes any term of the equation Ex, the recovery rule is applied 

so it adds the recovery terms  to the cut set.  This type of rule is called 

the Equation Add type.  The star (*) means the Equation Add type.
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Add type equation Ex = A * B + C.

Cut Sets

A, B, D

C

A, D

Results after Recovery

A, B, D, R1

C, R1

A, D

Add type equation Ex = A * B + E.

Condition equations

Cond1 = F + G.

Cond2 = F + H * I.

Cond3 = J.

Cut Sets

A, C, F

B, D, H, I

A, B, J

Results after Recovery

A, C, F  F in Cond1

B, D, H, I  H * I in Cond2

A, B, J  J in Cond3

Recovery RuleEx * R1.

In the recovery rules, there is a condition which can be applied to any one 

of three types.  The condition is distinguished by the slash (/).  The 

condition is given by an equation name.  If a cut set includes any term in 

the conditioning equation, it does not perform the recovery.   The example 

is given below.

Recovery RuleA, C + R1 / Cond1.

B, D / B1, D1 / Cond2.

Ex * R2 / Cond3.
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RecoveryRule.

A, B + R1.

A, C + R2 / Con2.

End.

Con2 = E + F.
TOP = A * B * D 

+ A * B * F

+ A * C * E * G

+ A * B * C * H

+ A * C * I

Recovery (TOP / report).

For F,

STEP 1 :  Factor anywhere possible in F,  complement,   expand into disjunctive 

normal form,  drop zero products (p * /p = PHI), repeated leterals (p * p = p) 

An example is given below :

Then, the equation after the recovery will be :

TOP = A * B * D * R1

+ A * B * F * R1

+ A * C * E * G

+ A * B * C * H * R1 * R2

+ A * C * I * R2

2.6 How to Calculate Prime Implicant

KCUT can claculate prime implicants following the procedures given in 

Worrell, "A Prime Implicant Algorithm with Factoring,"  IEEE trans. 

Computers, Vol.  C-24,  1975, pp 1129-1131
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and subsuming products (p + p * q = p), and  call the result G.

STEP 2 :  Factor anywhere possible in G,  complement,   expand into disjunctive 

normal  form,   drop zero products,  repeated literals and  subsuming products, 

and call the result H.

Then H is the prime implicants of F.

 Examples to solve Prime implicants

S  = a*b*g*h + c*d*e*f + a*c*f*h + b*d*f*h + b*c*f*g + c*e*g*h

+ a*c*e*h + /a*/b*/d*/h + /b*/c*/e*/f + /a*c*/f*/h + b*/d*/e*/g 

+ /d*e*/f*/h + /a*/c*/d*h + b*/c*/d*e + a*/c*/g*h + b*/d*/e*f 

+ /c*f*/g*h + a*d*/g*h + b*/e*f*g + e*/f*g*h.

 BOTTOMUP and SPLIT option

REDUCE (S, S0).

S1 = /S0. ' STEP 1 '

genprg (S1 /SPLIT /bottomup).

S2 = /S1. ' STEP 2 '

genprg (S2 /SPLIT /bottomup /REPORT).

KCUT has not factorization routine.  So, KCUT requires much calculation to 

get the prime implicants for an equation with complements.

To get the prime implicants, use the GENPRG commands with both 

SPLITand BOTTOMUP options.  The following example shows how to get 

prime implicants :
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operation

X * X --> X        , X * X * Y --> X * Y

X * /X --> PHI

X + X * Y --> X    , X * Y + X * Y * Z --> X * Y

ex) 

top = a + a * b + b * c + c * b * e.

reduce (top).    -->  top = a + b * c.

Usage

reduce (e1 [, e2]  / O1 /O2 ...).

if e2 is not given, e1 is replaced with the resulting equation, and is 

stored on equation file.

e2 is created, which is the resulting equation, and is stored on equation 

file.
e1, e2  are equation names,

O is option

EXCEPT [* a1, a2, a3, ...., an]

PROBA [* v]

3. Description of Each Command

3.1 REDUCE Command

It expands and reduces a boolean equation to generate cut sets  for a given 

event. It can also report cut sets. To get minimal cut sets, it uses following 

opertions.
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REPORT [* mc]

EVENT [* me]

a1, a2, ... are event names.

mc, me is numbers.

v is cutoff value.

If EXCEPT option is used, the values for events, contained in EXCEPT option, 

are treated as unit.

If REPORT option is used, report cut sets.

If mc is given, max mc cut sets are reported.

If PROBA option is used concurrently,

report cut sets in the decreasing order of values.

Else,

report cut sets in the increasing order of terms.

If PROBA option is used and v is set greater than 0, terms, having value lower 

than cutoff value v, are deleted.

If EVENT option is used, report Importance of events.

If me is given, max me events are reported.

ex)  top = g1 * g2.

       g1 = a + b.

       g2 = c + d.

3.2 MERGE Command

It merges equations. it substitutes every gates with its input events.

If a fault tree has logical loops, the program will be killed.
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       merge (top).

          -->  top = (a + b) * (c + d).

Usage

merge (e1 [, e2]  / O1 /O2 ...).

if e2 is not given, e1 is replaced with the resulting equation, and is 

stored on equation file.

e2 is created, which is the resulting equation, and is stored on equation 

file.
where e1, e2 are equation names,

Oi is a option.

STOP * a1, a2, ..., an

OMEGA * a1, a2, ..., an

PHI * a1, a2, ..., an

a1, a2, ... are event names.

Equations in STOP option are not merged.

Events in OMEGA option become OMEGA.    (X + /X = OMEGA)

Events in PHI option become PHI.        (X * /X = PHI)

ex) 

top = g1 * g2.

g1 = a + b * c.

g2 = g3 * (h + i).

g3 = d + e * c.
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merge (top /STOP * g3 /PHI * i /OMEGA * c).

           --> top = (a + b) * g3 * h.

Usage

import (e1 /O1 /O2 ....).

where e1 is equation name,

Oi is options.

REPORT * mc

EVENT * me

If mc is given, max mc cut sets are reported.

If me is given, max me events are reported.

cutoff  (e1 , [e2] /O1 /O2 ....).

where e1, e2 are equation name,

3.3 IMPORT Command

It calculates importance of cut sets (F-V) and basic events (F-V, RRW, 

RAW).

3.4 CUTOFF Command

This is similar to IMPORT command, but it delete cut sets whose value is 

less than the given cutoff value.
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Oi is options.

REPORT * mc

EVENT * me

PROBA [* v]

If mc is given, max mc cut sets are reported.

If me is given, max me events are reported.

v is cutoff value.

where e1, e2, ... are equation names,

           eqn1, eqn2, ... are equations.

Usage

3.5 RDEQN

It reads equations and store those on the equation file.

rdeqn.

     e1 = eqn1.

     e2 = eqn2.

     e3 = eqn3.

       .

       .

end.

ex)

rdeqn.

top = a * (b + c) * (d + e).

bot = /(a + b) + a + b + c.   /  :complement 
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Usage

e = eqn.

where  e is a equation name,

eqn is a equation.

ex) 

TOP = GA * GB * GC.

GA = GATE1 + A + B.

Usage

value.

     v1, a1, a2, ..., an.

     v2, b1, b2, ..., bn.

       .

       .

end.

where  v1, v2, ... are floating point values,

mid = /a * /b + a + c.

end.

3.6 Read a Equation

It reads one equation and store it on the equation file.

3.7 VALUE Command

It reads probability data for events.
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            a1, a2, ..., b1, b2, ... are names of event having value v1, v2.

deltrm (e1, trm, e2).

where e1, trm, e2 are equation names.

prteqn (e1, e2, ... en).

where e1, e2, ... are equation names.

3.8 DELTRM Command

Any cut set in the equation e1 is deleted if the cut set include a cut set in 

equation trm. The resulting equation is stored on e2.

Usage

3.9 PRTEQN Command

It prints out equations.

3.10 WRTEQN Command

It writes equations on the LNK file.

wrteqn (e1, e2, ...).

where e1, e2, ... are equation names.

3.11 Comments

There are two kinds of comments.  

․ Any string enclosed by ' and ' is treated as a comment.
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Usage

read ("file").

read ("file" /REPORT).
where Filename must be enclosed by ".

Filename can contain directory and path.

The length of filename should be less than 60 characters.

LEVEL (n).

where n is  0, 1, 2, 3.

Default n is 1.

savetsv ("filename").

․ Any strring in a line following ; is treated as a comment.

ex)

' Comments '

 Comments

3.12 READ Command

It reads commands from a other file and process commands.  An include file 

can include a command to read another file.

3.13 LEVEL Command

It controls details of output.  Level (3) gives most detailed output. 

Usage

3.14 SAVETSV Command

It saves all equations in the equation file on a file which can be reloaded.
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Usage

genprg (e1 [, e2]  /O1 /O2 ....).

where  e1, e2  are equation names,

O is option

EXCEPT * a1, a2, a3, ...., an

PROBA [* v]

REPORT [* mc]

EVENT [* me]

STOP * a1, a2, ..., an

OMEGA * a1, a2, ..., an

PHI * a1, a2, ..., an

3.15 LOADTSV Command

It reloads all equations which were saved by SAVETSV command.

loadtsv ("filename").

3.16 LOADNDB Command

It reads reliability data from NDB File which is made by KIRAP-TDBEDIT 

code.

loadndb ("filename").

3.17 GENPRG Command

It genrates a user program based on  Bottom-up. It split a large equation 

into a set of small equations.  It executew the generated user program to 

produce minimal cut sets. It is useful for generation of cut sets for a large 

fault tree.   

If a fault tree has logical loops, the program will be killed.
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FILE * "fn"

NOEXECUTE

SPLIT [* ls]

MODULE * mm

INITIATOR * a1, a2, ..., an

SINGLEINITIATOR * a1, a2, …, an

where

Basically multi-occurence gates will be splitted.

If  NOEXECUTE option is used,

KCUT generate only user program, and do not execute it.

If  FILE option is used,

the program is generated and is stored on file fn.

If  SPLIT option is used,

multi-occurence gates are splitted based on Bottom-up algorithm 

and these are again splitted into more small equations.

If  MODULE option is used

Fault tree modularization is performed.  Kcut modularizes the fault 

tree, generates cut sets with modularized events, and expands 

modularized cut sets. Kcut generates the exactly same cut sets with 

the case that MODULE option is not used.

If  INITIATOR option is used

The cut sets which have more than one INITIATOR event are 

deleted during cut set generation. 

If  SINGLEINITIATOR option is used
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Usage

RecoveryRule  [/NEW] .

a, b + r1.

b, c / b1, c1, d1.

e, f + r2 / cond1.

g, h / g1, h2 / cond2.

l, m * eqn1.

l, n * eqn2 / cond3.

....

End.
If /NEW option is used, the previous recovery rules are deleted. 

Otherwise, recovery rules will be added to the previous rules.

Recovery (e1 [, e2]  / O1 /O2 ...).

if e2 is not given, e1 is replaced with the resulting equation, and is 

stored on equation file.

e2 is created, which is the resulting equation, and is stored on equation 

file.
e1, e2  are equation names,

O is option

PROBA [* v]

REPORT [* mc]

The cut sets which have not one INITIATOR event are deleted during cut 

set generation.

3.18 RecoveryRule Command

It reads recovery rules.

3.19 Recovery Command
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EVENT [* me]

v, mc, me is numbers.

If REPORT option is used, it reports cut sets.

If mc is given, max mc cut sets are reported.

If PROBA option is used concurrently,

report cut sets in the decreasing order of values.

Else,

report cut sets in the increasing order of terms.

If PROBA option is used and v is set greater than 0, terms, having value lower 

than cutoff value v, are deleted.

If EVENT option is used, report Importance of events.

If me is given, max me events are reported.

wrtcaffre (e1 /FILE * "filename").

Usage

3.20 WRTCAFFRE Command

It writes an equation on a file in the CAFTA Free format. The wrtcaffre 

command overwrites the contents of "filename".

3.21 SAVERAW Command

It writes an equation on a file in the CAFTA Raw file format.   If the 

APPEND option is not used, it creates a new file.  If the APPEND option is 

used, it adds an euqation to the existing file.

SaveRaw ( e / File * "fn" [ / APPEND ] )
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<첨부 6> SOLTRAN

1. Introduction

SOLTRAN is a computer code for solving the multi-dimensional simplified 

P2 (SP2) transport and diffusion problems of a hexagonal geometry by a 

nodal expansion method (NEM)1-2. 

The nodal SP2 equations are formulated with minimum modifications of 

thenodal diffusion equation by introducing the SP2 constant α  and flux ζ . 
The response matrix equations that are the final forms of the nodal 

equations involve the spatial flux moments, the surface-averaged flux, the 

surface-averaged partial current, and the surface averaged sources, where 

the last terms are used in the SP2 option only. These equations are solved 

using a fission source iteration with red-black and coarse-mesh rebalancing 

acceleration. 

The BCD inputs3for SOLTRAN are nearly the same as the DIF3D1 nodal 

options in order to minimize the number of input data format modifications. 

SOLTRAN enables the option for a user to provide cross section data by 

means of the BCD format or by the binary ISOTXS format. 

SOLTRAN uses FORTRAN 90 as a programming language and is compiled 

in Compaq Fortran 6.1 or a higher version on a PC. 
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2. Description of the Multi-group Simplified P2 Equations

2.1 Overview of the Simplified P2 Equations

The Simplified Pn (SPn) equations were originally proposed by Gelbard to 

deal with the complexity of general Pn equations4-6. The goal of a SPn 

method is to obtain a relatively inexpensive approximation for a transport 

equation that contains most of the transport physics lacking in a diffusion 

theory. Numerous studies have been performed to investigate the accuracy 

of SPn equations, and it has been confirmed that the SPn equations were 

significantly more accurate than diffusion equations but with almost the 

same computational efforts.7-12 Nevertheless, the lack of a theoretical 

background forthe SPn equations has obstructed the widespread usage of 

this method. Recently, Lasen et al.13,14 provided a theoretical background to 

the SPn equations and showed that the SPnequations could be understood as 

an asymptotic correction to the P1 theory in optically thick and 

scattering-dominant regions. These theoretical backgrounds are consistent 

with the general observation of researchers who have experimented 

numerically with SPn equations7,11,12,14. If the diffusion or P1 approximation is 

reasonably accurate in a problem (i.e., that is diffusive), then the SPn 

equations also give a more transport-like solution. Thus, if we use the SPn 

equations properly, we can obtainaccurate solutions including an additional 

transport effect in a conventional diffusion code with almost the same 

computational efforts. 

According to the previous researches for the SPn equations, we could 

expect a more accurate solution from the SPn equations than from the 

diffusion equations, and thus, the SPn equations were selected to improve 

the accuracy of a fast reactor core design code system of KAERI.15-16 At 

the first stage, we used the SP2 equations because the SP2 equations can be 

implemented by minimum modifications of the conventional diffusion 

equations for an improved accuracy. Although it is true that the SP2 

equations are similar to the P1equations, the existence of the P2 flux gives 

rise to different relationships between the P1 and SP2 approximations: for 

example, the relationship between the partial currents and the surface 

averaged fluxes at the internal interfaces, the boundary conditions at the 

external surfaces, etc. So, in order to implement the scheme of a nodal 
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expansion method with the SP2 equations, some modifications of the 

conventional nodal diffusion equations and additional computation efforts are 

required to obtain the SP2 nodal equations. In this report, we describe the 

mathematical development and numerical solutions of the multi-group SP2 

equations. Specially, sections 2 and 3 discuss the derivations of the 

multi-group SP2 equations and the SP2 nodal equations, respectively. Section 

4 describes the numerical scheme to solve these nodal equations. 
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2.2. Multi-group Simplified P2 Equations

SPnequations can be derived by the replacement of the one-dimensional 

operators into multi-dimensional operators at the one-dimensional Pn 

equations4,14. The multi-group SP2 equations for a homogeneous node k  are 

composed of three equations: 
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φ  denotes the n-th flux expansion coefficient of the angular 
flux. We can reduce the Eqs. (2.2.1) into one equation with an unknown, 

g0φ ,  
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For a simplicity, we omitted the sub- and super-script denoting the group 

and node index in the above equations and φ  denotes the scalar flux, 0φ . 

1φ
r

 is understood as the current which is often represented by J
r
. This Eq. 

(2.2.3) has a different form from the conventional diffusion equations 
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because of the existence of α . If α  goes to zero, Eqs. (2.2.3) ~ (2.2.6) are 

exactly same with the diffusion equations. In order to convert the SP2 

equations into the form of the conventional diffusion equations, we define 

the SP2 flux, ζ ,   

Qr α−φΣα+=ζ )1( , (2.2.8)

and insert it into Eq. (2.2.3), and then we can obtain a diffusion like SP2 

equation, 
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In the above equations, if α  goes to zero, ζ , 
sQ , and 

s
rΣ  become φ , Q , 

and rΣ , respectively, and Eq. (2.2.9) is identical to the diffusion equation. 
So, we call it ‘a SP2 factor’. The relation between the one-dimensional flux, 

usφ , and the partial currents at the right( rs = ) and left( ls = ) normal 
surfaces to the direction u  is 
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In Eqs. (2.2.14) and (2.2.15), usQ  denotes the surface-averaged source and 
out
usJ , 

in
usJ  correspond to the outgoing and incoming partial currents, 

respectively. Boundary condition of a general form
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isspecified at the external boundary surface, bS  with the it’s normal vector, 

sê . Standard boundary conditions (e.g. zero flux, vacuum boundary condition) 

are obtained via an appropriate specification of the constants a , b , and c . 

For examples, the incoming partial current at the external vacuum boundary 

surface is
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and γ  is a constant determined by the conventional "Marshak boundary 

condition" of the P1 approximation.17 The above boundary condition, Eq. 

(2.2.19), has a different form from the conventional "Marshak boundary 

condition" of the P1 approximation16 because of the existence of a 

surface-averaged source. But, if α  goes to zero, Eq. (2.2.19) is identical to 

the conventional "Marshak boundary condition" of the P1 approximation.  
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2.3. Nodal Expansion Method for the Simplified P2Equations

In order to determine the reaction rate in the core, we must know the 

node averaged flux distributions. But since it is possible to represent the 

node averaged-flux by using the one-dimensional flux, to know the 

one-dimensionalflux becomes a key point in the nodal expansion methods 

(NEM).1,2In the nodal expansion method, the one-dimensional flux of a 

homogenous node is represented by the polynomial expansions with 3 or 5 

unknown coefficients. In the 3 unknown coefficients, it is enough to 

represent the one-dimensional flux with second order polynomials. But in 

the 5 unknown coefficients case, a fourth order polynomial expansion is 

required. So, we call the later a higher order nodal expansion method. If 

4,,1.0 L=ia  to denote the coefficients of a higher order NEM from a lower 
order polynomials, the first three coefficients can be represented by node 

average-flux and surface-averaged partial currents, but the last two 

coefficients come from additional equations, e.g., the moments equations. So, 

obtaining the 5 coefficients of the one-dimensional flux is equivalent to 

solving the node balance equations, the partial current equations, and the 

flux moment equations. Therefore, in order to obtain the 5 unknown 

coefficients, we must solve the node balance equations, the partial current 

equations, and the flux moment equations for the nodal expansion method, 

sequentially.

Before describing the nodal expansion method of the SP2 equations, let’s 

discuss the differences between the SP2 equations and the diffusion 

equations. There are two differences. One is the relation between the 

current and the flux. In the diffusion equations, Fick’s Law is enough to 

represent the relation between a current and a flux. But, additional terms, 

i.e., the source and a SP2 factor are needed to represent the relation 

between the current and the flux in the SP2 equations as follows:

 
})1{( QDJ r α−φΣα+∇−= . (2.3.1)

Here the SP2 factor, α , is defined and its meaning was already mentioned 

in the previous section. The other difference occurrs at the node interfaces. 

Eq. (2.2.14) shows the relation between the partial currents and the 

surface-averaged fluxes of the SP2 equations at the node interfaces. The 

last term of Eq. (2.2.14) dose not appear in the diffusion equations. These 
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x
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v

 Figure 2.3.1 The Coordinate System in a Hexagonal Node 

two differences give rise to some modifications for the conventional NEM 

equations in the SP2 equations. That is to say, the surface-averaged 

sources are added to the conventional NEM equations for the response 

matrix equations. By keeping these brief notes in mind, let’s derive the 

nodal equations for the SP2 theory. 

2.3.1. One-Dimensional Nodal Variables

Using the conventional orientation of the hexagon shown in figure 2.3.1, a 

one-dimensional flux and a source in direction x are obtained by partially 

integrating:

∫∫ φ≡φ ),,( zyxdydzx , (2.3.2.a)

∫∫≡ ),,( zyxdyQdzQx . (2.3.2.b)

Because we deal with a homogeneous node and ζ  is defined by a linear 
combination of the scalar fluxes as shown in Eq. (2.2.8), the 

one-dimensional SP2 flux can also be defined by

∫∫ ζ≡ζ ),,()( zyxdydzxx . (2.3.3)

By using Eq. (2.2.12), we can define a one-dimensional current,

∫∫≡ ),,()( zyxdyJdzxJ xx ,  )0( ≠x , (2.3.4)
where
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x

DzyxJ x ζ
∂
∂

−=
.

(2.3.5)

Similar tothe definition of the one-dimensional nodal variables in direction x, 

the u -, v - and z -directional variables can be defined by a replacement of 

the sub-script x. It is also convenient to introduce it for a later use for the 

surface-averaged quantities,
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- radial direction,
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- axial direction,
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Since the node-averaged flux is defined by

∫ ∫∫ ζ≡ζ ),,(1 zyxdxdydz
V , (2.3.10)

the relation between the node- and surface-averaged quantities are given 

by

∫ ζ
∆
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or
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2.3.2 Approximation of the One-Dimensional Fluxes

The one-dimensional surface averaged-fluxes in direction x  are 

approximated by polynomial expansions with 5 unknowns as follows,  
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The coefficients of Eq. (2.3.12) could be determined by,

ζ=0xa , (2.3.14.a)
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where

)2()2( hJhJL iii −−= , ),,( vuxi = ,
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and xrζ , xlζ  denote the surface-averaged fluxes at the right and left 

surfaces in direction x, respectively. In Eq. (2.3.14), 1xζ  is defined by

∫− ζ≡ζ 2

2
1 )()sgn(1 h

h xx dxxx
V , (2.3.16)

and we call it the first order flux moment in direction x. The other radial 

directions, i.e., u, v, are also derived in an analogues manner. 

Although the same higher order of a polynomial expansion is adopted in 

the axial NEM calculations of light water reactors (LWR), only a third order 

polynomial with 4 unknowns is used to approximate the one-dimensional 

axial flux in fast reactor calculations. This choice is based on the 

observation that while LWR nodes are often 10 diffusion lengths, the ~20 

cm axial node size typical of a fastreactor are equivalent to only 3 to 4 

diffusion lengths. So, we adopt a third order polynomial to approximate the 
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one-dimensional axial flux as follows:  
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The coefficients of Eq. (2.3.17) could be determined by,

ζ=0za , (2.3.19.a)

zlzrza ζ−ζ=1 , (2.3.19.b)

ζ−ζ+ζ= 22 zlzrza , (2.3.19.c)
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and zrζ , zlζ  denote the surface averaged-flux at the right and left surface 

in direction z , respectively. In Eq. (2.3.19.d), 1zζ  is defined by
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and we call it the first order flux moment in direction z . As you can see in 

the Eqs. (2.3.14) and (2.3.19), in order to obtain all the coefficients of the 

one-dimensional fluxes, we need the node-averaged flux, and the surface 

averaged fluxes, and the first order flux moments. Thus, we will explain 

how to obtain these nodal unknowns in the next sections. 

2.3.3 Nodal Balance Equation

To obtain the node averaged-flux, we must solve the nodal balance 

equation obtained by integrating the SP2 equation, Eq. (2.2.9) over a 

homogeneous node V . By integrating Eq. (2.2.9) and dividing it by the node 

volume, the nodal balance equation can be written in the form
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2.3.4 The Surface Averaged Outgoing Partial Current

The relationships between the surface-averaged net current and partial 

currents at the right or left node surfaces in direction (i=x,u,v, or z) are 

given by 

in
ir

out
irir JJJ −= , (2.3.25)
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il
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ilil JJJ −= . (2.3.26)

Thesurface-averaged partial current is related with the surface-averaged 

flux at the normal surface in direction x and that is   
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In Eq. (2.3.29), the terms )),(,( zxyx x±ζ  are fluxes evaluated for the u- and 
v- directed surfaces. Eq. (2.3.27) is similar to Fick’s Law, but includes an 

additional term involving fluxes for the u- and v-directed surfaces, which 

do not occur in a Cartesian geometry. By inserting Eq. (2.3.27) into Eq. 

(2.3.25), we obtain the surface-averaged outgoing partial current at the 

right surface of a node in direction x, 
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Using Eq. (2.3.12) to approximate )(xxζ  yields
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Similarly, we can obtain the surface-averaged outgoing partial current at the 

left surface, 
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By an analogue manner, we can also derive u- and v- directional 

surface-averaged outgoing partial currents. Because the axial direction is 

perpendicular to the radial surfaces, the relationship between the 

surface-averaged partial current and the surface-averaged flux at the 

normal surface in direction z is different from Eq. (2.3.27). In direction z, 

Fick’s Law is enough to represent it, i.e.,

)()( z
dz
dDzJ zz ζ−=

. (2.3.32)

By inserting Eq. (2.3.32) into Eq. (2.3.25) and using Eq. (2.3.17), we obtain 

the surface-averaged outgoing partial currents at the both side surfaces in 

direction z, 
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2.3.5 The Flux Moment Equations

In order to calculate the higher order coefficients in Eq. (2.3.12) and 

(2.3.17), we need the first order flux moments defined by Eqs. (2.3.16) and 

(2.3.20). The flux moment equations are derived from the one-dimensional 

nodal balance equations. The one-dimensional nodal balance equation in 

direction x is
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By using the weighted residual method (WRM) with the weighting function, 

sgn(x), we obtain the flux moment equation in direction x,
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The u- and v-direction of Eq. (2.3.37) are readily derived via the following 

transformations by analogy 

u-direction: xvvuux −→→→  , , ,

v-direction: uvxuvx −→−→→  , , .

In direction z, the one-dimensional nodal balance equation is
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By using the weighted residual method (WRM) with the weighting function, 
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)(1 zg , we obtain the flux moment equation in direction z,
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The leakage moment, 1xyzL , is calculated using a quadratic polynomial 
approximation:
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and the super-script – and + denote below and above the current node, 

respectively.

2.3.6 Response Matrix Equations

In order to solve the nodal scheme of the SP2 equations derived in the 

aforementioned sections, we must know the node-averaged flux, the 

surface-averaged fluxes, the surface-averaged currents, and the first order 

flux moments. But it is possible to represent the surface-averaged fluxes 

and currents by using the surface-averaged partial currents as shown in 

Eqs. (2.2.15), (2.3.25) or (2.3.31), the total unknowns per node per group in 

the nodal scheme of the SP2 equations becomes 13, e.g., one node averaged 

flux, four first order flux moments, and eight surface-averaged outgoing 

partial currents which are the incoming partial currents for the neighboring 
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nodes. These situations are similar to the nodal scheme of the diffusion 

equations. But there is one differentfeature in determining the 

surface-averaged fluxes from the surface-averaged partial currents. Eqs. 

(2.2.14) and (2.2.15) show the relation between the surface-averaged flux 

and the surface-averaged partial currents. In the diffusion or P1 

approximations, 3κ  and 4κ  become unity and zero, respectively. But, not 
only do these values become non-unity or non-zero but also a 

surface-averaged source term is added in the SP2 approximation. Therefore, 

these differences require additional computations for the surface-averaged 

sources and modifications of the conventional response matrix equations. 

And the surface-averaged fluxes are discontinuous at the interfaces of the 

intra-nodes in the SP2 approximation, even if they are continuous in the 

diffusion or P1approximations. 

The right and left surface-averaged outgoing partial currents in direction 

x are given by Eq. (2.3.3a) and it is possible to represent all the 

coefficients of Eq. (2.3.30) by using the nodal unknowns as shown in Eq. 

(2.3.14), we can rewrite it as follows:
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where the constants, )9,..,1( =τ ii , are equivalent to the constants defined in 
the nodal scheme of the diffusion equations and they are described in 

reference 14. The surface-averaged fluxes, the net currents, and the 

leakages on the right hand side of Eq. (2.3.49) can be eliminated in favor of 

the partial currents by using the relationships described in Eq. (2.2.14), and 

Eqs. (2.3.25), (2.3.26) and (2.3.15), respectively. Then, we can obtain a 

vector equation at the right surface in direction x, 
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,   (2.3.50)

where 
outJ  and 

inJ  are the column vectors containing the eight 
surface-averaged outgoing and incoming partial currents, respectively; 
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Some of the constants introduced into Eq. (2.3.50) are defined as follows:

73131 1 τ+τ+τκ+=a , (2.3.52.a)

73234 τ−τ+τκ=a , (2.3.52.b)

73131 1 τ+τ+τκ−=c , (2.3.52.c)
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242
1
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, (2.3.52.f)

and the others are equivalent to that defined in the nodal scheme of the 

diffusion equations. One other vector equation can be obtained at the left 

surface in direction x,  
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Additional u- and v-directional vector equations similar to Eq. (2.3.50) or 

Eq. (2.3.53) can be obtained by applying successive 60 rotational 

transformations to Eq. (2.3.50) or Eq. (2.3.53). Since the z-directional 

surface-averaged outgoing partial currents are given by Eq. (2.3.33), we can 

rewrite it by using the nodal unknowns, 
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where the meanings of )7,..,1( =τ izi are equivalent to the constants defined in 
the nodal scheme of the diffusion equations. With ananalogue manner of the 

radial vector equations, we can obtain the vector equation at the right 

surface in direction z,
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Some of the constants introduced in Eq. (2.3.55) are defined as follows:

53137 1 zzza τ+τ+τκ+= , (2.3.56.a)

53238 zzza τ−τ+τκ= , (2.3.56.b)
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and the others are equivalent to that defined in the nodal scheme of the 

diffusion equations. One other vector equation can be obtained at the left 

surface in direction z,  
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By combining all the vector equations for the outgoing partial currents, we 

can obtain the following matrix equation:

ss
inout QBCJL)-QBAJ ++=  (    , (2.3.58)

where matrix B and vector Q-L are equivalent to that defined in the nodal 

scheme of the diffusion equations but matrix A and C are slightly different 

because of the existence of the 3κ  in Eq. (2.3.52) and (2.3.56). The last 
term of Eq. (2.3.58) originates fromthe relation between the 

surface-averaged flux and the surface-averaged partial currents as shown 

in Eq. (2.2.15) and they are defined as
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( )zlzrvlulxlulurxrs QQQQQQQQcol.≡Q . (2.3.60)

If the SP2 factor,α , goes to zero, matrix Bs becomes a null matrix and 

matrices A and Care identical to the matrices defined in the nodal scheme 

of the diffusion equations. The final form of the response matrix equation is 

obtained by inverting A in Eq. (2.3.58) to yield

s
inout SQRJL)-QPJ ++=  (  , (2.3.61)

where

BAP -1= ,
(2.3.62.a)

CAR -1= ,
(2.3.62.b)

sBAS -1= .
(2.3.62.c)

2.4. Numerical Schemes

Since the SP2nodal equations are analogue to the diffusion nodal 

equations, there are no problems to implement the conventional numerical 

methods, such as a fission source iteration procedure accelerated by a 

coarse-mesh rebalancing method and red-black iterations. At each outer 

iteration, the outgoing partial currents for each group are computed by 

solving the response matrix equations with the known group node-averaged 

and surface-averaged sources. In these procedures, the solutions 

areaccomplished by sweeping the nodes in a four-color checkerboard 

ordering for a hexagon plane and a standard red-black checkerboard 

ordering for the axial planes. Then, the flux moments are computed. Once 

all the energy groups have been processed, the outer iterations are 
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accelerated using the coarse-mesh rebalance method. The outer iterations 

are terminated when some convergence criteria, e.g., eigenvalue, fission 

sources, etc., are satisfied. Figure 2.4.1 shows the algorithm used to solve 

the nodal SP2 equations. In a comparison for the computational effect 

between the diffusion and the SP2 equations, there are two additional 

computations in the SP2 equations. First one is to prepare some constants 

appeared in the SP2 equations, e.g., α , 4,3κ  and 
s
rΣ , etc. Second one is the 

computation of the surface-averaged sources to solvethe response matrix 

equation, Eq. (2.3.62). And they may be a big burden for the SP2 nodal 

method because it is difficult to ignore these additional computations for the 

three-dimensional large size problems. 
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Figure 2.4.1 Overview of the SP2 Nodal Solution 
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3. User Information

3.1 SOLTRAN BCD Input

SOLTRAN obeys the BCD input descriptions of DIF3D. Thus, SOLTRAN 

BCD inputs are almost the same as those of DIF3D, but minimum 

modifications are required. For examples, SOLTRAN uses the A.NIP3 and 

the A.HMG4C as the geometric data and the homogenized cross section 

data, respectively, without a change of the DIF3D inputs. But there are 

some differencesin the nodal calculation options. That is to say, we rename 

it A.SP2 instead of A.DIF3D and some options are added to it because 

SOLTRAN has its own solver module instead of the DIF3D nodal module. In 

these BCD input files, a maximum of 120 characters are available per each 

line, but 80 characters are available in the rule of DIF3D BCD inputs. 

The input BCD card images are grouped into "BLOCKs" and the card 

images within each BLOCK are grouped into "UNFORMs" because SOLTRAN 

uses a free field format. BLOCKs and UNFORMs are identified by cards 

containing the following phrases:

     BLOCK=blknam

UNFORM=dsname

NOSORT=dsname

The words to the left of the "=" sign are "keywords" and the words to 

the right of the "=" sign are unique BLOCK or UNFORM names. Keywords 

must start in column 1 of the card and there can be no imbedded blanks, 

the blknam can be SP2 or OLD, and the dsname can be A.SP2, A.HMG4C or 

A.NIP3.

An example of the BCD card images of SOLTRAN is in the following 

form:

     BLOCK=SP2

UNFORM=A.SP2

…

UNFORM=A.HMG4C

…

UNFORM=A.NIP3

…

NOSORT=A.ISO
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Keyword NOSORT means card images are not reordered in any form. Two 

types of cross sections are available in SOLTRAN which are a binary 

dataset ISOTXS and a BCD card image dataset A.ISO. Therefore alternative 

SOLTRAN input with the keyword DATASET which uses the binary cross 

section file ISOTXS can be the following form:

BLOCK=OLD

DATASET=ISOTXS

UNFORM=A.SP2

…

UNFORM=A.HMG4C

…

UNFORM=A.NIP3

The blknam OLD means the DATASET denoted by the dsname (ISOTXS) is 

supplied by the binary file. We highly recommend the use of the P2 

cross-sections becauseSOLTRAN has a capability to control anisotropic 

scattering cross sections. 
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3.2. A.SP2

A.SP2 is an input for describing the calculation options of a simplified P2 

or diffusion theory and it has a similar meaning to the A.DIF3D of DIF3D. 

It contains the calculation parameters, the storage containers, and the end 

edit sentinels. But, since FORTRAN 90 can allocate the memories 

dynamically and SOLTRAN was written by using it, the sizes of the 

memory allocations are not used in A.SP2. But, in order to maintain 

aconsistency of the input structures with the DIF3D, we leave them as 

they are. A.SP2 must be written in a free format, UNFORM=A.SP2. Thus, 

the first two columns must contain the card type number and the options 

must be started from the fourth column.  

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM TITLE (TYPE 01)                                
  
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           01                                                   
CD  2           ANY ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS                   
       
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM CONTROL PARAMETERS (TYPE 03)             
        
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           03                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           PROBLEM TYPE.                                       
 
CD              0...K-EFFECTIVE PROBLEM WITH 
DIFFUSION(DEFAULT).     
CD              1...FIXED SOURCE PROBLEM(NOT AVAILABLE IN 
SOLTRAN).  
CD              2...K-EFFECTIVE PROBLEM WITH SP2.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  3           SOLUTION TYPE.                                       
CD              0...REAL SOLUTION (DEFAULT).                        
 
CD              1...ADJOINT SOLUTION(NOT AVAILABLE IN 
SOLTRAN)       
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CD              2...BOTH REAL AND ADJOINT SOLUTION (NOT 
AVAILABLE    
CCD                 IN SOLTRAN).                                     
CD                                                                   
CD  4           CHEBYSHEV ACCELERATION OF OUTER 
ITERATIONS.          
CD              0...YES, ACCELERATE THE OUTER ITERATIONS 
(DEFAULT).  
CD              1...NO ACCELERATION.                                 
CD                                                                   
CD  5           MINIMUM PLANE-BLOCK (RECORD) SIZE IN REAL*8 
WORDS FOR  CD              I/O TRANSFER IN THE CONCURRENT 
INNER ITERATION       
CD              STRATEGY(NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                  
      
CD                                                                   
CD  6           MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER ITERATIONS 
(DEFAULT=50).     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           RESTART FLAG(NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).       
       
CD                                                                   
CD  8           JOB TIME LIMIT(NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).      
      
CD                                                                   
CD  9           NUMBER OF UPSCATTER ITERATIONS PER OUTER 
ITERATION   
CD              (NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).                       
   
CD                                                                   
CD  10          CONCURRENT ITERATION EFFICIENCY OPTION.      
        
CD              (NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).                       
   
CD                                                                   
CD  11          ACCELERATION OF OPTIMUM OVERRELAXATION 
FACTOR        
CD              CALCULATION.                                         
CD              (NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).                       
   
CD                                                                   
CD  12          OPTIMUM OVERRELAXATION FACTOR ESTIMATION 
ITERATION   
CD              CONTROL(NOT AVAILABLE IN SOLTRAN).             
      
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          CONVERGENCE CRITERIA (TYPE 05)                       
    
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           05                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2   13-24   EIGENVALUE CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR 
STEADY STATE    
CD              CALCULATION (DEFAULT VALUE = 1.0E-7 IS 
RECOMMENDED). 
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CD                                                                   
CD  3   25-36   POINTWISE FISSION SOURCE AND 
SURFACE-AVERAGED PARTIAL  -
CD              CURRENT CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR STEADY 
STATE SHAPE 
CD              CALCULATION                                          
CD              (DEFAULT VALUE = 1.0E-5 IS RECOMMENDED).      
       
CD                                                                   
CD  4   37-48   AVERAGE FISSION SOURCE (AND SURFACE SOURCE 
IN SP2    
CD              OPTIONS) CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR STEADY 
STATE SHAPE  -
CD              CALCULATION                                          
CD              (DEFAULT VALUE = 1.0E-5 IS RECOMMENDED).      
       
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PARAMETERS FOR THE NODAL OPTION (TYPE 10)        
            
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           10                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           NODAL APPROXIMATION IN XY-PLANE.               
      
CD              ENTER 3 DIGIT NUMBER LMN WHERE                 
      
CD                                                                   
CD              L DETERMINES WHETHER THIS IS A DIFFUSION OR 
TRANSPORT  -
CD                CALCULATION.                                       
CD              M IS THE ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
APPROXIMATION TO THE  -
CD                ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLUXES IN THE XY-PLANE.    
        
CD              N IS THE ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
APPROXIMATION TO THE  -
CD                LEAKAGES TRANSVERSE TO THE X- AND 
Y-DIRECTIONS.    
CD                                                                   
CD              L = 0...(ALWAYS ).                                   
CD              M = 2...NH2 FLUX APPROXIMATION.                   
   
CD              M = 3...NH3 FLUX APPROXIMATION.                   
   
CD              M = 4...NH4 FLUX APPROXIMATION (DEFAULT).       
     
CD              N = 0...(ALWAYS).                                    
CD                                                                   
CD  3           NODAL APPROXIMATION IN Z-DIRECTION.            
      
CD              ENTER 2 DIGIT NUMBER MN WHERE                  
      
CD                                                                   
CD              M IS THE ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
APPROXIMATION TO THE 
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CD                ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLUX IN THE Z-DIRECTION.    
       
CD              N IS THE ORDER OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
APPROXIMATION TO THE  -
CD                LEAKAGE TRANSVERSE TO THE Z-DIRECTION.     
        
CD                                                                   
CD              M = 2...NZ2 (QUADRATIC) FLUX APPROXIMATION.    
      
CD              M = 3...NZ3 (CUBIC    ) FLUX APPROXIMATION 
(DEFAULT).  -
CD              N = 0...CONSTANT  LEAKAGE APPROXIMATION.      
       
CD              N = 2...QUADRATIC LEAKAGE APPROXIMATION 
(DEFAULT).   
CD                                                                   
CD  4           COARSE-MESH REBALANCE ACCELERATION 
CONTROL.          
CD              (DEFAULT = XIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER 
ITERATIONS)         
CD           1...NO COARSE-MESH REBALANCE ACCELERATION.      
     
CD          .GT.0...NUMBER OF FINE MESH PER REBALANCE MESH 
IN X- AND 
CD                  Y-DIRECTIONS - CARTESIAN GEOMETRY ONLY 
(DEFAULT=6).-
CD                                                                   
CD  5           NUMBER OF XY-PLANE PARTIAL CURRENT SWEEPS 
PER GROUP  
CD              PER AXIAL MESH SWEEP PER OUTER ITERATION.    
        
CD              (DEFAULT=4).                                         
CD                                                                   
CD  6           NUMBER OF AXIAL PARTIAL CURRENT SWEEPS PER 
GROUP     
CD              PER AXIAL PARTIAL CURRENT SWEEP                
      
CD              PER OUTER ITERATION (DEFAULT=2).                 
    
CD                                                                   
CD  7           HALF-DOMAIN SYMMETRY FLAG(NOT USED IN 
SOLTRAN).       
CN                                                                   
CD  8           ASYMPTOTIC SOURCE EXTRAPOLATION 
SENTINEL(NOT USED IN  
CD              SOLTRAN).                                            
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE BOUNDARIES FOR 
THE NODAL         
CR          OPTION (TYPE 11)                                         
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           11                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           NUMBER OF AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE 
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INTERVALS.     
CD                                                                   
CD  3           UPPER Z-COORDINATE OF THE COARSE-MESH 
REBALANCE      
CD              BOUNDARY.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  4           NUMBER OF AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE 
INTERVALS.     
CD                                                                   
CD  5           UPPER Z-COORDINATE OF THE COARSE-MESH 
REBALANCE      
CD              BOUNDARY.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  6           NUMBER OF AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE 
INTERVALS.     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           UPPER Z-COORDINATE OF THE COARSE-MESH 
REBALANCE      
CD              BOUNDARY.                                            
C                                                                    
CN              THE TYPE 11 CARD IS PERTINENT ONLY WHEN 
THE THREE-   
CN              DIMENSIONAL NODAL OPTION IS SPECIFIED.          
     
CN                                                                   
CN              IF NO TYPE 11 CARDS ARE PRESENT, THE AXIAL 
COARSE-MESH 
CN              REBALANCE BOUNDARIES ARE DEFINED BY THE 
AXIAL COARSE
CN              MESH BOUNDARIES OBTAINED FROM THE GEODST 
FILE.  
CN              THESE BOUNDARIES IN TURN ARE ANY BOUNDARY 
POSITIONS 
CN              SPECIFIED ON THE DATASET A.NIP3 TYPE 09 OR 30 
CARDS.           
CN                                                                   
CN              AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE BOUNDARIES 
MUST BE 
CN              SELECTED-FROM THE SET OF COARSE-MESH 
BOUNDARIES 
CN              CONTAINED IN THE GEODST FILE, AS DETERMINED 
BY THE 
CN              COARSE-MESH BOUNDARIES WHICH ARE 
EXPLICITLY 
CN              MENTIONED ON THE DATASET A.NIP TYPE 09 OR 
30 CARDS.                   
CN                                                                   
CN              BOUNDARIES ARE SPECIFIED VIA NUMBER PAIRS.    
       
CN              EACH NUMBER PAIR IS OF THE FORM (N(I), Z(I)). 
THERE  
CN              ARE N(I) AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 
CN              Z(I-1) AND Z(I), WHERE Z(0) IS THE LOWER 
REACTOR     
CN              BOUNDARY IN THE Z-DIRECTION. NUMBER PAIRS 
MUST BE    
CN              GIVEN IN ORDER OF INCREASING MESH 
COORDINATES. ALL   
CN              AXIAL COARSE-MESH REBALANCE BOUNDARIES 
MUST COINCIDE 
CN              WITH THE MESH LINES WHICH BOUND MESH 
INTERVALS.      
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
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3.3. A.NIP3

A.NIP3 is an input for describing the geometric options and it is identical 

to DIF3D. A.NIP3 must be written in a free format, UNFORM=A.NIP3. 

Thus, the first two columns must contain the card type number and the 

options of the SP2 calculations must be started from the fourth column.  

C**********************************************************************-
C                                                                    
CF          A.NIP3                                                   
CE          NEUTRONICS MODEL INPUT FOR CODES WHICH 
REQUIRE CCCC      
CE          INTERFACE FILES                                          
C                                                                    
CN                      THIS BCD DATA SET MUST BE WRITTEN IN 
FREE    
CN                      (UNFORM=A.NIP3).
CN                                                                   
CN                 ***  CARD TYPE DIRECTORY  ***                  
   
CN                                                                   
CN    TYPE                     CONTENTS                             
 
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CN                                                                   
CN  AVAILABLE CARDS IN SOLTRAN                                   
    
CN                                                                   
CN    CARD 01, PROBLEM TITLE
CN    CARD 02, INPUT PROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS
CN    CARD 03, GEOMETRY
CN    CARD 04, EXTERNAL BOUNDARY CONDITION
CN    CARD 05, EXTERNAL BOUNDARY CONDITION CONSTANT
CN    CARD 07, AREA SPECIFICATION
CN    CARD 09, (AXIAL) VARIABLE MESH STRUCTURE
CN    CARD 13, MATERIAL ASSIGNMENTS
CN    CARD 14, COMPOSITION SPECIFICATIONS
CN    CARD 15, REGION/COMPOSITION CORRESPONDENCE
CN    CARD 30, REGION DEFINITIONS FOR ARRAYS OF HEXAGONS   
           
CN    CARD 34, COMPOSITION- AND GROUP-DEPENDENT 
BUCKLING               
CN    CARD 35, DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEF. SCHEME             
        
CN    CARD 36, DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEF./COMPOSITION 
CORRESPONDENCE 
CN    CARD 37, FISSION ENERGY CONVERSION FACTORS             
       
CN    CARD 38, CAPTURE ENERGY CONVERSION FACTORS           
   
CN                                                                   
CN   NOT AVAILABLE CARDS IN SOLTRAN 
CN                                                                   
CN    CARD 06, REGION BOUNDARY COORDINATES (NOT 
PERTINENT FOR 
CN             TRIANGULAR OR HEX)
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CN    CARD 10, INTERNAL BLACK ABSORBER CONDITIONS
CN    CARD 11, INTERNAL BLACK ABSORBER CONDITION 
CONSTANTS
CN    CARD 12, ALTERNATIVE BUCKLING (BUCKLING DATA WILL 
BE AVAILABLE IN 
CN             CARD 34)
CN    CARD 19, EXTRANEOUS SOURCES
CN    CARD 22, SEARCH PARAMETER DATA  
CN    CARD 23, CONCENTRATION MODIFIERS FOR CRITICALITY 
SEARCH 
CN    CARD 24, MESH MODIFIERS FOR CRITICALITY SEARCH 
CN    CARD 25, BUCKLING MODIFIERS FOR CRITICALITY SEARCH
CN    CARD 26, ALPHA MODIFIERS FOR CRITICALITY SEARCH
CN    CARD 29, HEXAGON DIMENSION (IT WILL BE DESCRIBED IN 
CARD 30)
CN    CARD 31, BACKGROUND REGION FOR ARRAYS OF HEXAGONS  
 
CN    CARD 39, NUCLIDE SET ASSIGNMENTS         
CN    CARD 40, SOURCE EDIT, SYNTHESIS TRIAL FUNCTION 
SOURCE   
CN    CARD 41, NATURAL DECAY INHOMOGENEOUS SOURCE     
CN    CARD 42, SOURCE SPECTRA                      
CN    CARD 43, GRAPHICS OUTPUT CONTROL             
CN    CARD 44, ASSIGNMENT OF REGION TO CONTROL ROD BANK  
CN    CARD 21, SEARCH EDIT OPTIONS AND CONVERGENCE 
CRITERIA 
C                                                                    
C**********************************************************************-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM TITLE (TYPE 01)                                
  
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1          01                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2          ANY ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS.                    
     
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          INPUT PROCESSING SPECIFICATION (TYPE 02)            
     
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           02                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           POINTR DEBUGGING EDIT FOR GEOMETRY 
PROCESSING MODULE.  -
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                              
   
CD                                                                   
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CD  3           GEOMETRY PROCESSING MODULE EDIT.              
       
CD              0...NO EDITS (DEFAULT).                              
CD              1...PRINT GEOMETRY EDITS.                           
 
CD                                                                   
CD  4           SIZE OF MAIN CORE STORAGE ARRAY FOR 
GEOMETRY         
CD              PROCESSING MODULE (GNIP4C) IN REAL*8 WORDS   
        
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                              
   
CD                                                                   
CD  5           SIZE OF BULK CORE STORAGE ARRAY FOR 
GEOMETRY         
CD              PROCESSING MODULE (GNIP4C) IN REAL*8 WORDS   
        
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                              
   
CD                                                                   
CD  6           SIZE OF MAIN CORE STORAGE ARRAY FOR CROSS 
SECTION    
CD              PROCESSING MODULES IN REAL*8 WORDS.            
      
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                              
   
CD                                                                   
CD  7           SIZE OF BULK CORE STORAGE ARRAY FOR CROSS 
SECTION    
CD              PROCESSING MODULES IN REAL*8 WORDS.            
        –
CD                                                                   
CD  8           POINTR DEBUGGING EDIT FOR CROSS SECTION 
PROCESSING   
CD              MODULES(NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                    
      
CD                                                                   
CD  9           CROSS SECTION PROCESSING EDIT.                   
    
CD              0...NO EDITS (DEFAULT).                              
CD              1...PRINT CROSS SECTION EDITS.                      
 
CD                                                                   
CD  10          REGION/MESH INTERVAL PRINTER-PLOTTER MAP 
EDIT DURING 
CD              GEOMETRY PROCESSING(NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)    
          
CD                                                                   
CD  11          ZONE(COMPOSITION)/MESH INTERVAL 
PRINTER-PLOTTER MAP  
CD              EDIT DURING GEOMETRY PROCESSING.               
      
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN)                              
   
CD              1...PRINT ZONE MAP.                                  
CD                                                                   
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM GEOMETRY SPECIFICATIONS (TYPE 03)        
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C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           03                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           GEOMETRY TYPE.                                      
 
CD             110...HEXAGONAL, FULL CORE.                         
  
CD             114...HEXAGONAL, SIXTH CORE SYMMETRY.            
     
CD             116...HEXAGONAL, THIRD CORE SYMMETRY.           
      
CD             120...HEXAGONAL-Z, FULL CORE IN PLANE.            
    
CD             124...HEXAGONAL-Z, SIXTH CORE SYMMETRY IN 
PLANE.      
CD             126...HEXAGONAL-Z, THIRD CORE SYMMETRY IN 
PLANE.      
CD                                                                   
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
--------------

C---------------------------------------------------------
--------------
CR          EXTERNAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (TYPE 04)            
       
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           04                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT LOWER "X" BOUNDARY 
OF REACTOR. 
CD                                                                   
CD  3           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT UPPER "X" BOUNDARY 
OF REACTOR. 
CD                                                                   
CD  4           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT LOWER "Y" BOUNDARY 
OF REACTOR. 
CD                                                                   
CD  5           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT UPPER "Y" BOUNDARY 
OF REACTOR. 
CD                                                                   
CD  6           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT LOWER Z BOUNDARY OF 
REACTOR.   
CD                                                                   
CD  7           BOUNDARY CONDITION AT UPPER Z BOUNDARY OF 
REACTOR.   
CD                                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD              2...PHI=0.                                           
CD              3...PHI PRIME=0.                                     
CD              4...D * PHI PRIME + A * PHI = 0.                     
CD              6...REPEATING (PERIODIC) WITH OPPOSITE FACE.     
    
CD              7...REPEATING (PERIODIC) WITH NEXT ADJACENT 
BOUNDARY 
CD                  (SEE DISCUSSION BELOW).                         
 
CD              8...INVERTED REPEATING ALONG THIS FACE         
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CD                  (180 DEGREE ROTATION).                          
 
CD              9...INCOMING ANGULAR FLUX ZERO (TRANSPORT 
ONLY).     
CD              10..REFLECTIVE (TRANSPORT ONLY).                  
   
CD              11..PERIODIC (TRANSPORT ONLY).                     
  
CD              12..WHITE (TRANSPORT ONLY).                        
  
CD                                                                   
CN   LOWER "X" AND "Y" BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MUST BE 
SAME EACH 
CN   OTHER IN 2-D CALCULATIONS. SO, LOWER "Y" WILL BE 
IGNORED IN 2-D       
CN   CALCULATIONS. AND UPPER "X" AND UPPER "Y" DENOTE THE 
EXTERNAL   
CN   BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. IN THE HEXAGON, U AND V 

DIRECTIONS ARE NOT 
CN   PERPENDICULAR WITH Y OR X AXIS. SO, WE ASSUME THAT 

ONLY UPPER "X" 
CN   COVERS ALL EXTERNAL BOUNDARIES INCLUDING U AND V 

DIRECTIONS.    
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          EXTERNAL BOUNDARY CONDITION CONSTANTS (TYPE 
05)          
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           05                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           BOUNDARY DESIGNATOR.                              
   
CD              XL..."X" LOWER.                                      
CD              XU..."X" UPPER.                                      
CD              YL..."Y" LOWER.                                      
CD              YU..."Y" UPPER.                                      
CD              ZL...Z LOWER.                                        
CD              ZU...Z UPPER.                                        
CD                                                                   
CD  3           VALUE OF CONSTANT A REFERRED TO ON CARD 
TYPE 04.     
CD                                                                   
CD  4           HIGHER-ENERGY GROUP NUMBER FOR WHICH 
CONSTANTS APPLY.  -
CD                                                                   
CD  5           LOWER-ENERGY GROUP NUMBER FOR WHICH 
CONSTANTS APPLY. 
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          AREA SPECIFICATIONS (TYPE 07)                          
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C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           07                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           AREA LABEL (REPEATED ON ADDITIONAL TYPE 07 
CARDS).   
CD                                                                   
CD  3           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  4           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  5           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  6           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  8           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  9           LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  10          LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  11          LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
CD                                                                   
CD  12          LABEL OF REGION COMPRISING AREA.                
     
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          VARIABLE-MESH STRUCTURE (TYPE 09)                  
      
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           09                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COORDINATE DIRECTION.                              
  
CD              X..."X" COORDINATE DIRECTION.                       
 
CD              Y..."Y" COORDINATE DIRECTION.                       
 
CD              Z...Z-COORDINATE DIRECTION.                         
 
CD                                                                   
CD  3           NUMBER OF INTERVALS.                              
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CD                                                                   
CD  4           UPPER COORDINATE.                                  
  
CD                                                                   
CD  5           NUMBER OF INTERVALS.                              
   
CD                                                                   
CD  6           UPPER COORDINATE.                                  
  
CD                                                                   
CD  7           NUMBER OF INTERVALS.                              
   
CD                                                                   
CD  8           UPPER COORDINATE.                                  
  
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS (TYPE 13)                    
    
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           13                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           MATERIAL LABEL (REPEATED ON ADDITIONAL 
TYPE 13 CARDS). -
CD                                                                   
CD  3           UNIQUE ISOTOPE LABEL.                              
  
CD                                                                   
CD  4           ISOTOPE ATOM DENSITY (ATOMS/CC * 1.E-24).      
      
CD                                                                   
CD  5           UNIQUE ISOTOPE LABEL.                              
  
CD                                                                   
CD  6           ISOTOPE ATOM DENSITY (ATOMS/CC * 1.E-24).      
      
CD                                                                   
CD  7           UNIQUE ISOTOPE LABEL.                              
  
CD                                                                   
CD  8           ISOTOPE ATOM DENSITY (ATOMS/CC * 1.E-24).      
      
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          COMPOSITION SPECIFICATIONS (TYPE 14)                 
    
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
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======================================================= 
CD  1           14                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COMPOSITION LABEL (REPEATED ON ADDITIONAL 
TYPE 14    
CD              CARDS).                                              
CD                                                                   
CD  3           MATERIAL LABEL.                                     
 
CD                                                                   
CD  4           MATERIAL VOLUME FRACTION.                       
     
CD                                                                   
CD  5           MATERIAL LABEL.                                     
 
CD                                                                   
CD  6           MATERIAL VOLUME FRACTION.                       
     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           MATERIAL LABEL.                                     
 
CD                                                                   
CD  8           MATERIAL VOLUME FRACTION.                       
     
C                                                                    
CN              COMPOSITION LABELS MUST BE NON-BLANK.        
        
CN                                                                   
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          ASSIGNMENT OF REGION TO COMPOSITION (CCCC 
ZONE)          
CR          (TYPE 15)                                                
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           15                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COMPOSITION (CCCC ZONE) LABEL (REPEATED ON 
ADDITIONAL  -
CD              TYPE 15 CARDS).                                      
CD                                                                   
CD  3           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  4           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  5           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  6           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
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REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  7           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  8           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  9           REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  10          REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  11          REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
CD                                                                   
CD  12          REGION LABEL OR AREA LABEL DEFINING 
REGION(S)        
CD              CONTAINING SPECIFIED COMPOSITION.                
    
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          HEXAGON DIMENSION (TYPE 29)                          
    
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           29                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           DIMENSION OF HEXAGON ACROSS FLATS.            
       
CD                                                                   
CD  3           TOTAL NUMBER OF HEXAGONAL RINGS IN THE 
REGION OF     
CD              SOLUTION.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  4           FOR TRIANGULAR AND TRIANGULAR-Z 
GEOMETRIES, THE      
CD              NUMBER OF EQUAL PARTS INTO WHICH EACH SIDE 
OF THE    
CD              BASIC EQUILATERAL TRIANGLES MAKING UP THE 
HEXAGONS 
CD              ARE SUBDIVIDED.  THUS E.G., IF COLS       
CONTAIN 3, THE 
CD              HEXAGON CONTAINS 54 MESH POINTS INSTEAD OF 
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THE NORMAL
CD              6.                                                   
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          LOCATIONS OF THE REGIONS FOR THE TRIANGULAR, 
TRIANGULAR-Z,       
CR          HEXAGONAL (TYPE 30)          
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           30                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           REGION LABEL (REPEATED ON ADDITIONAL TYPE 
30 CARDS). 
CD                                                                   
CD  3           HEXAGONAL RING NUMBER WHERE REGION IS 
LOCATED.       
CD                                                                   
CD  4           STARTING HEXAGON POSITION FOR THIS REGION.   
        
CD                                                                   
CD  5           FINAL HEXAGON POSITION FOR THIS REGION.        
      
CD                                                                   
CD  6           LOWER Z BOUNDARY OF REGION.                     
     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           UPPER Z BOUNDARY OF REGION.                      
    
CD                                                                   
C                                                                    
CN                                                                   
CN            OPTIONS                REGION OF SOLUTION        
CN       ========================   
============================  
CN               110                   ENTIRE FIGURE AS SHOWN 
BELOW  
CN               114                   IN THE 60 DEGREE SECTOR 
F-C   
CN               116                   IN THE 120 DEGREE SECTOR 
F-G  
CN                                                                   
CN                      G               E              C             
CN                                                                   
CN                        *             *            *               
CN                                                                   
CN       B                  *           *          *                 
CN          *                                                       D   
CN             *              *         *        *               *   
CN                *           ====== ====== ======            *     
 
CN                   *        =3,5 = =3,4 = =3,3 =              *      
   
CN                      *     ====== ====== ======      *           
 
CN                         ====== ====== ====== ======             
  
CN                         =3,6 = =2,3 = =2,2 = =3,2 =               
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CN                         ====== ====== ====== ======             
  
CN                     ====== ====== ====== ====== ======        
    
CN                     =3,7 = =2,4 = =1,1 = =2,1 = =3,1 =  *  *  *  *  
*  *  F 
CN                     ====== ====== ====== ====== ======        
    
CN                         ====== ====== ====== ======             
  
CN                         =3,8 = =2,5 = =2,6 = =3,12=               
CN                         ====== ====== ====== ======             
  
CN                            ====== ====== ======      *           
 
CN                            =3,9 = =3,10= =3,11=            *        
 
CN                            ====== ====== ======           *      
CN                                                               *   
CN                                                                  A   
CN                                                                   
CN                                                                   
CN              IF SECTOR A-D IS GIVEN AS THE INPUT OF 114, 
SOLTRAN  
CD              CHOOSES THE SECTOR F-D AND ALLOCATES IT 
INTO SECTOR  
CD              D-C. SO, 30 DEGREE SYMMETRIC IS ASSUMED.       
         
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          COMPOSITION AND GROUP DEPENDENT BUCKLING 
SPECIFICATIONS  
CR          (TYPE 34)                                                
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           34                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
 
CD                                                                   
CD  3           BUCKLING (B**2).                                     
CD                                                                   
CD  4           HIGHER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
BUCKLING   
CD              IN COLS. 13-24 APPLIES.                              
CD                                                                   
CD  5           LOWER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
BUCKLING    
CD              IN COLS. 13-24 APPLIES.                              
CD                                                                   
CD  6           BUCKLING (B**2).                                     
CD                                                                   
CD  7           HIGHER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
BUCKLING   
CD              IN COLS. 37-48 APPLIES.                              
CD                                                                   
CD  8           LOWER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
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BUCKLING    
CD              IN COLS. 37-48 APPLIES.                              
C                                                                        
                                                              
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FACTOR 
SCHEME (TYPE 35)   
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           35                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FACTOR 
SCHEME LABEL.  
CD                                                                   
CD  3           FIRST DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
MULTIPLIER, A1.   
CD                                                                   
CD  4           FIRST DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
ADDITIVE       
CD              TERM, B1.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  5           SECOND DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
MULTIPLIER, A2.  
CD                                                                   
CD  6           SECOND DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
ADDITIVE      
CD              TERM, B2.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  7           THIRD DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
MULTIPLIER, A3.   
CD                                                                   
CD  8           THIRD DIMENSION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
ADDITIVE       
CD              TERM, B3.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  9           HIGHER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
DATA IN    
CD              COLS. 13-48 APPLY.                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  10          LOWER ENERGY BROAD GROUP NUMBER TO WHICH 
DATA IN     
CD              COLS. 13-48 APPLY.                                   
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS-COMPOSITION    
CR          CORRESPONDENCE (TYPE 36)                              
   
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
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======================================================= 
CD  1           36                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           DIRECTIONAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FACTOR 
SCHEME LABEL  -
CD              (SEE CARD TYPE 35).                                  
CD                                                                   
CD  3           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE  
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  4           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE  
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  5           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  6           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  7           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  8           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  9           COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  10          COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  11          COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
CD                                                                   
CD  12          COMPOSITION TO WHICH DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
FACTORS ARE 
CD              ASSIGNED.                                            
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          FISSION ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR DATA (TYPE 37)  
        
C                                                                    
CL    FORMAT-----(I2,10X,3(A6,E12.5))                                
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           37                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
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CD                                                                   
CD  3           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (FISSIONS/WATT-SEC.).                                
CD                                                                   
CD  4           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
 
CD                                                                   
CD  5           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (FISSIONS/WATT-SEC.).                                
CD                                                                   
CD  6           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
 
CD                                                                   
CD  7           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (FISSIONS/WATT-SEC.).                                
C                                                                    
CN              IF TYPE 37 OR TYPE 38 CARDS ARE PROVIDED FOR 
A       
CN              A PARTICULAR COMPOSITION, THE ENERGY 
CONVERSION      
CN              FACTORS IN DATA SET ISOTXS WILL BE IGNORED 
FOR THAT  
CN              COMPOSITION, AND THE DATA ON THE TYPE 37 
AND TYPE 38 
CN              CARDS WILL BE USED INSTEAD.                      
    
CN                                                                   
CN              THE ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR ANY 
COMPOSITION NOT 
CN              REFERENCED ON A TYPE 37 OR TYPE 38 CARD 
WILL BE      
CN              DETERMINED FROM DATA IN ISOTXS.                 
     
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          CAPTURE ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR DATA (TYPE 
38)          
C                                                                    
CL    FORMAT-----(I2,10X,3(A6,E12.5))                                
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           38                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
 
CD                                                                   
CD  3           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (CAPTURES/WATT-SEC.).                              
  
CD                                                                   
CD  4           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
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CD                                                                   
CD  5           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (CAPTURES/WATT-SEC.).                              
  
CD                                                                   
CD  6           COMPOSITION LABEL.                                  
 
CD                                                                   
CD  7           ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THIS 
COMPOSITION        
CD              (CAPTURES/WATT-SEC.).                              
  
C                                                                    
CN              IF TYPE 37 OR TYPE 38 CARDS ARE PROVIDED FOR 
A       
CN              A PARTICULAR COMPOSITION, THE ENERGY 
CONVERSION      
CN              FACTORS IN DATA SET ISOTXS WILL BE IGNORED 
FOR THAT  
CN              COMPOSITION, AND THE DATA ON THE TYPE 37 
AND TYPE 38 
CN              CARDS WILL BE USED INSTEAD.                      
    
CN              THE ENERGY CONVERSION FACTOR FOR ANY 
COMPOSITION NOT 
CN              REFERENCED ON A TYPE 37 OR TYPE 38 CARD 
WILL BE      
CN              DETERMINED FROM DATA IN ISOTXS.                 
     
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
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3.4. A.HMG4C

A.HMG4C is an input for describing the cross section homogeneous 

options and it is identical to DIF3D. A. HMG4C must be written in a free 

format, UNFORM=A. HMG4C. Thus, the first two columns must contain the 

card type number and the options must be started from the fourth column.  

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM TITLE (TYPE 01)                                
  
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           01                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           ANY ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS.                   
      
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-

C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
CR          PROBLEM OPTIONS (TYPE 02)                             
   
C                                                                    
CD  #          CONTENTS...IMPLICATIONS, IF ANY              
CD  ========  
======================================================= 
CD  1           02                                                   
CD                                                                   
CD  2           SIZE OF MAIN CORE CONTAINER ARRAY IN REAL*8 
WORDS    
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                             
   
CD                                                                   
CD  3           PRINT FILE MASTER CONTROL FLAG.                 
     
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                             
   
CD                                                                   
CD  4           COMPXS EDIT FLAG.                                   
 
CD              0...NO EDIT (DEFAULT).                               
CD              1...PRINT COMPLETE EDIT OF THE CREATED 
COMPXS FILE.  
CD                                                                   
CD  5           ISOTXS EDIT FLAG.                                    
CD              0...NO EDIT (DEFAULT).                               
CD              1...PRINT RUNNING EDIT OF ISOTXS                  
   
CD                                                                   
CD  6           POINTR DEBUGGING EDIT FLAG.                      
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CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                             
   
CD                                                                   
CD  7           PROMPT FISSION SPECTRUM OPTION FLAG.          
       
CD              0...IGNORE ISOTOPE FISSION VECTORS, IF PRESENT 
IN    
CD                  ISOTXS, AND USE THE SET FISSION VECTOR 
FOR ALL   
CD                  COMPOSITIONS (DEFAULT). IF A SET FISSION 
SPECTRUM  
CD                  IS NOT PRESENT IN ISOTXS, THE COMPOSITION 
FISSION  
CD                  SPECTRA WILL BE COMPUTED BY THE TOTAL 
FISSION    
CD                  SOURCE WEIGHTING METHOD USING ISOTOPE 
FISSION    
CD                  VECTORS.                                         
CD              1...USE ISOTOPE FISSION VECTORS, IF PRESENT IN 
ISOTXS, 
CD                  TO COMPUTE COMPOSITION FISSION VECTORS 
WITH TOTAL  -
CD                  FISSION SOURCE WEIGHTING, I.E., UNDER 
ASSUMPTION 
CD                  THAT FLUX IS GROUP INDEPENDENT. THIS IS 
THE      
CD                  PREFERRED WEIGHTING METHOD. IF AN 
ISOTOPE FISSION 
CD                  VECTOR IS NOT PRESENT, THE SET FISSION 
VECTOR WILL 
CD                  BE USED IN ITS PLACE.                           
 
CD              2...USE ISOTOPE FISSION VECTORS, IF PRESENT IN 
ISOTXS, 
CD                  TO COMPUTE COMPOSITION FISSION VECTORS 
WITH      
CD                  NU*SIGMA(FISSION) WEIGHTING. THIS METHOD 
OF      
CD                  COMPUTING A FISSION SPECTRUM IS NOT 
RECOMMENDED. 
CD                  IF AN ISOTOPE FISSION VECTOR IS NOT 
PRESENT, THE 
CD                  SET FISSION VECTOR WILL BE USED IN ITS 
PLACE.    
CD                                                                   
CD  8           AUXILIARY OUTPUT FILE MASTER CONTROL FLAG.  
         
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                             
   
CD                                                                   
CD  9           EDIT FLAG FOR A SUPPLIED COMPXS FILE.          
      
CD              (NOT USED IN SOLTRAN).                             
   
C                                                                    
C---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-
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3.5. Sample Problem

Numerical results are presented in this section for the SNR benchmark 

problem18. Diffusion and SP2 nodal results are compared with reference Sn 

transport calculations in terms of the accuracy of the multiplication factor, 

the respective spatial flux distributions and the computational effort 

required to achieve this accuracy. In particular, the computed values of the 

multiplication factor as well as the errors in the flux or fission rate 

averaged over specified regions of the core. The reference solutions are 

obtained by the triangular-mesh discrete ordinates code, TWOHEX19, using 

the S8 approximation with24 triangles per hexagon. All the calculations 

were performed on a PC with a Pentium-II processor.

3.5.1. SNR Benchmark Problem  Three-Dimensional Results

The SNR problem is a four-group, 300MWe, three-dimensional, 

homogeneous fast reactor benchmark problem as specified in reference 17, 

No. 18-A6, for which several solutions with the DIF3D code have been 

reported in references 1 and 17. This core consists oftwo zones surrounded 

by radial and axial blankets with a vacuum boundary condition. The height 

of the active core is 95 cm and each axial blanket is 40 cm thick with a 

11.2003 cm lattice pitch as shown in Figure 3.5.1. The full core model 

includes a total of 18 control rods, with 12 of these rods inserted partially 

at the core upper part. The sample input for three-dimensional SNR 

problem is attached in Appendix A. 

Numerical results for the three-dimensional SNR benchmark problem are 

shown in Table 3.5.1 In this table, the percentage errors of the 

region-average group fluxes and the eigenvalues are relative to the 

diffusion FDM solution, not to the solution of TWOHEX because it is a 

two-dimensional Sn method code. The diffusion FDM solution is obtained by 

the Richardson extrapolation of DIF3D and the diffusion nodal means the 

nodal solution of DIF3D with one node per hexagon. In this table, one finds 

that the CPU time of the SP2 nodal method is similar to the diffusion nodal 

method but the SP2 nodal estimates a greater eigenvalue and there are 

large errors in the regions of the control rods and followers in the first 

group. However, since the SP2approximation is more transport-like than the 
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Figure 3.5.1 The Core Layout of the SNR-300 Benchmark Problem 

diffusion theory, it is not rigorous to compare the SP2 solution with the 

solutions of the diffusion theory. So, a detailed discussion of the SP2 results 

will be done withthe two-dimensional calculations by comparing them with 

the transport calculations. 
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　 　 Diffusion SP2

Group Region FDM Nodal Nodal

1

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Rods

Followers

4.0569E+06

2.4870E+06

3.0649E+05

3.6273E+05

1.2640E+06

2.3688E+06

-0.3

0.5

-0.4

0.0

-0.3

-0.6

-0.4

3.4

-6.9

-4.9

-9.0

-9.8

2

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Rods

Followers

1.9072E+07

1.0594E+07

2.2209E+06

3.4705E+06

6.1898E+06

1.2375E+07

-0.2

0.2

1.0

-0.1

-0.4

-0.1

-0.6

0.4

-0.9

-1.9

-3.1

-0.8

3

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Rods

Followers

1.7579E+06

9.2860E+05

3.0960E+05

5.2703E+05

4.6361E+05

1.3897E+06

-0.1

-0.2

1.9

-0.1

-1.4

0.6

-0.6

-0.4

0.5

-1.6

-3.4

0.8

4

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Rods

Followers

3.2706E+05

1.5343E+05

9.0518E+04

1.9564E+05

5.3702E+04

3.4029E+05

0.2

-0.2

2.5

0.5

-3.7

1.0

-0.3

-0.9

1.7

-0.5

-5.8

3.8
K-effective 1.00989 0.13 0.61 

CPU time(sec) 　 33.6 34.6 

Table 3.5.1 Summary of the Results for the 3-Dimensional SNR Problem
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　 　 TWOHEX Diffusion SP2

Group Region S8 FDM Nodal Nodal

1

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

3.9959E+08

2.2033E+08

4.2106E+07

2.2607E+08

3.7732E+08

1.1

-2.6

4.1

7.5

6.0

0.8

-2.1

3.8

7.3

5.3

0.5

0.2

-2.6

-2.3

-4.0

2

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

2.0041E+09

9.7117E+08

3.2088E+08

1.0840E+09

2.1387E+09

0.8

-0.9

-2.5

2.7

1.0

0.6

-0.7

-1.5

2.4

0.8

0.2

-0.4

-2.9

-0.1

0.2

3

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

1.8100E+08

8.0415E+07

4.3493E+07

7.3641E+07

2.2813E+08

0.8

-0.6

-3.5

1.9

0.0

0.7

-0.7

-1.4

0.7

0.8

0.3

-0.8

-2.4

-1.0

1.2

4

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

3.1766E+07

1.1780E+07

1.1744E+07

6.4377E+06

0.6

-1.0

-5.5

2.6

1.0

-0.9

-2.6

-1.5

0.6

-1.2

-2.9

-2.9

3.5.2 SNR Benchmark Problem ; Two-Dimensional Results

The two-dimensional SNR problems correspond to the "rods in" and "rod 

out" configurations, representing horizontal slices taken through the upper 

and lower half part of a core, respectively. An axial buckling is assumed 

tobe zero in both cases and the reference solutions are obtained from the 

two-dimensional triangular mesh discrete ordinates code, TWOHEX with the 

S8 approximation, 24 triangles per hexagon. Table 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 show the 

results, where the diffusion FDM solution means the Richardson 

extrapolation of DIF3D as mentioned in reference 1. 

Table 3.5.2 Results of the 2-Dimensional Rod-in SNR Problem with Isotropic   

 Scattering*)
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Followers 4.6872E+07 -2.3 -0.8 3.1
K-effective 1.13062 -0.59 -0.47 -0.09 

CPU time(sec) 113.7 　 1.0 1.2 

*) used the cross sections given in reference 18
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　 TWOHEX Diffusion SP2

Group Region S8 FDM Nodal Nodal

1

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

3.3884E+08

2.2932E+08

4.3591E+07

2.7389E+08

1.0

2.3

4.8

5.0

0.8

1.8

4.4

4.6

0.7

0.3

-2.3

-4.5

2

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

1.8228E+09

1.1011E+09

3.5611E+08

1.5524E+09

0.6

0.5

2.1

0.3

0.5

0.3

1.1

0.3

0.2

-0.3

-2.6

0.1

3

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

1.7141E+08

1.0074E+08

4.8958E+07

1.6384E+08

0.6

0.3

3.0

0.7

0.4

0.5

1.1

0.1

0.2

-0.8

-2.2

1.0

4

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

3.1631E+07

1.7030E+07

1.3467E+07

3.2495E+07

0.4

0.3

5.1

3.2

0.4

0.7

2.5

1.8

0.3

-1.2

-2.8

2.8
K-effective 1.22962 -0.44 -0.35 -0.19 

CPU time(sec) 112.4 　 0.9 1.0 

Table 3.5.3 Results of the 2-Dimensional Rod-out SNR Problem with Isotropic     

Scattering*)

*) used the cross sections given in reference 18

One can see that the eigenvalues of TWOHEX are always larger than 

those of the diffusion FDM solutions. The same trend occurs between the 

SP2 and diffusion nodal calculations that is to say, because the low-order 

SPN solutions often catch up with the transport effect to some degree,11,13 

the eigenvalues of the SP2 nodal calculations arelager than those of the 

nodal diffusion calculations. Therefore, the eigenvalues of the SP2 nodal are 

closer to the results of TWOHEX by up to 80% than those of the diffusion 

nodal. So, the larger eigenvalues of the SP2 nodal calculations in the 

three-dimensional problem given in table 3.5.1 were also reasonable. The 
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Group Inner Core Outer Core
Radial 

Blanket

Axial 

Blanket

Control 

Rod
Follower

1

2

3

4

25.0

20.7

7.5

6.0

22.8

18.7

6.9

5.3

24.3

19.4

7.9

7.8

31.3

25.6

9.7

10.0

36.6

10.2

3.0

1.9

146.1

131.1

29.8

46.9

errors of the region-averaged fluxes were generally reduced in the SP2 

nodal calculations. Especially, the region-averaged fluxes in the regions of 

the control rods and the followers were remarkably reduced, i.e., the 

SP2nodal underestimated the maximum by 4.5% in the follower region but 

the diffusion nodal overestimated the maximum by 7.3% in the rod region. 

These opposite signs of the errors between the SP2 and diffusion 

calculations are consistently found in the reference 8, and we can explain 

why there were big errors in the three-dimensional calculations shown in 

Table 3.5.1. Considering the results with the diffusion lengths shown in the 

Table 3.5.4, the relatively larger errors occur in the regions with long 

diffusion lengths. Because the SP2 and diffusion equations could be 

considered as an asymptotic approximation of a transport equation in 

optically thick regions,13,14 it is natural that there are big errors in the 

regions with long diffusion lengths, but the magnitudes of the errors of the 

SP2 nodal are smaller thanthose of the diffusion nodal.

3.5.4 Comparison of the Diffusion Lengths (cm)

In spite of that the SP2has a capability to treat the anisotropic scattering 

as described in Eq. (2.2.1). We could not consider the anisotropic scattering 

effect in these benchmark problems because the SNR problems are 

composed of isotropic cross sections. Thus, in order to consider the 

anisotropic scattering effect, we generated the P2 cross sections with the 

same cross section structureswith the cross sections given in reference 20 

except for the second order anisotropic scattering cross sections. Here, the 

P2 cross sections were generated by using the TRANSX 20 and TWODANT 

codes. Tables 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 show the results calculated by using the P2 

cross sections. In these tables, one can see that the accuracy of the SP2 

nodal improved but the accuracy of the diffusion nodal remained the same 
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as the results of the isotropic scattering calculations; i.e., the eigenvalues 

were improved by up to 50% and the maximum error of the 

region-averaged flux reducedfrom 4.5% to 3.4% in the SP2 nodal 

calculations. These results are natural because that the SP2 equations can 

treat an anisotropic scattering effect, but this is impossible in the diffusion 

equations. 

Lastly, even if the SP2 nodal equations require additional computations to 

obtain the surface-averaged sources, it is negligible and the total 

computational effort is essentially the same as the diffusion nodal 

computations. 
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　 TWOHEX Diffusion SP2

Group Region S8 Nodal Nodal

1

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

4.2622E+08

2.2890E+08

4.2781E+07

2.3244E+08

3.9798E+08

0.7

2.0

2.4

7.2

5.4

0.5

0.0

-2.9

-1.1

-3.0

2

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

1.9987E+09

9.3798E+08

3.1222E+08

1.0400E+09

2.1509E+09

0.7

0.7

1.7

2.4

0.9

0.3

-0.5

-2.9

0.1

0.5

3

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

1.9117E+08

8.4492E+07

4.4590E+07

8.3394E+07

2.3141E+08

0.7

0.8

2.0

1.3

0.5

0.3

-1.0

-2.8

-0.3

0.9

4

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Rods

Followers

3.6868E+07

1.2921E+07

1.2569E+07

7.2898E+06

5.4164E+07

0.9

1.0

3.1

1.5

0.8

0.6

-1.3

-3.3

-2.7

2.6
K-effective 1.13268 -0.35 -0.00 

CPU time(sec) 306.4 0.8 0.9 

Table 3.5.5 Results of the 2-Dimensional Rod-in SNR Problem with Anisotropic  

  Scattering*)

*) used the cross sections generated by TRANSX/TWODANT code system
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　 TWOHEX Diffusion SP2

Group Region S8 Nodal Flat

1

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

3.5723E+08

2.3974E+08

4.4704E+07

2.8424E+08

0.6

1.7

3.0

4.7

0.6

0.2

-2.5

-3.4

2

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

1.8076E+09

1.0828E+09

3.5194E+08

1.5434E+09

0.5

0.3

1.3

0.2

0.3

-0.3

-2.7

0.2

3

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

1.7950E+08

1.0570E+08

5.1124E+07

1.6532E+08

0.5

0.6

1.7

0.2

0.2

-0.9

-2.5

0.6

4

Inner

Outer

Radial Blanket

Followers

3.6429E+07

1.8923E+07

1.4673E+07

3.6975E+07

0.4

0.9

2.9

1.7

0.2

-1.3

-3.1

2.4
K-effective 1.23708 -0.24 -0.09 

CPU time(sec) 272.1 0.8 0.9 

Table 3.5.6 Results of the 2-Dimensional Rod-out SNR Problem with Anisotropic  

  Scattering*)

*) used the cross sections generated by TRANSX/TWODANT code system
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Purpose Variable Name Type

For editing the output
output_file,output_stat, 

output_form Character(12)

output_unit Integer

multiplication factor keff, kold Real(dble)

Calculate the elapsed 
time cp_time(3) Real(dble)

Read ISOTXS
isotxs_file_data Ttpe(isotxs_file_data_TYPE)

file_wide_chi_data TYPE(file_wide_chi_data_TYPE)
isotopic_xs TYPE(isotopic_xs_TYPE)

Store the 
composition-wise cross 

sections
composition_xs TYPE(composition_xs_set_TYPE)

Store the node 
information

node
hexahonal_info TYPE(node_data_TYPE)

coarse_mesh TYPE(hexagonal_information_TYPE)

Coupling coefficients
transverse_coefficient Real(dble)

const(5) Real(dble)

3.6 Programming Information

Table 3.6.1 shows the common block data used in the SOLTRAN code, 

and the parameters and the definitions of the types are described in Table 

3.6.2. If the common block data are defined as pointer variables, their sizes 

and memories are allocated dynamically during an execution after obtaining 

the information of their sizes. 

Figure 3.6.1 shows the SOLTRAN code. In the modules of input_treatment, 

problem_treatment, and geometry_treatment, SOLTRAN obtains all the 

information for the memory allocations and allocates them. And it solves the 

SP2 nodal equations in the module of the sp2_solver.

Table 3.6.1 The Common Block Data used in SOLTRAN
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Table 3.6.2 Meaning of the Parameters and the Type Definitions

module parameters
   integer, parameter  :: dble=8,sngl=4,mult=2
   integer, parameter  :: i6=6,i12=12
   character(len=dble) :: blank='        '
end module parameters

TYPE radial_position_type
    INTEGER(sngl) :: ring
    INTEGER(sngl) :: position
END TYPE radial_position_type

TYPE node_data_type
CHARACTER(len=dble) :: composition, region
    INTEGER(sngl)       :: region_number,composition_number,area_number
    REAL(dble), DIMENSION(:)  , POINTER :: fission_rate,lxyz1
    REAL(dble), DIMENSION(:,:) , POINTER :: flux,outgoing_current,source,side_source
    REAL(dble), DIMENSION(:,:,:) , POINTER :: p_matrix,r_matrix,sp_matrix
END TYPE node_data_type

TYPE coarse_mesh_data_type
    REAL(dble), DIMENSION(:)   , POINTER :: disappearance,production,factor
    REAL(dble), DIMENSION(:,:)  , POINTER :: incoming,matrix_b,Q,P,source
END TYPE coarse_mesh_data_type

TYPE hexagonal_information_type
TYPE(radial_position_type)                      :: location
    INTEGER(sngl)                                  :: color,geodst_index
    INTEGER(sngl)                                  :: row,column
    INTEGER(sngl)         , DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: side,side_node
TYPE(radial_position_type) , DIMENSION(:), POINTER :: side_node_info
REAL(dble)                                     :: volume
END TYPE hexagonal_information_type

TYPE composition_xs_set_type                            
  CHARACTER(len=dble)                    :: cname 

REAL(dble)   , DIMENSION(:)   , POINTER :: 
xa,xtot,xrem,xf,xnf,pc,a1,a2,b1,& 

b2,c1,c2, xn2n,chi,xeff
REAL(dble)   , DIMENSION(:)   , POINTER :: alpha,xrems,kappa3,
REAL(dble)   , DIMENSION(:,:)  , POINTER :: xtr,snudel,xscti

   REAL(dble)   , DIMENSION(:,:,:) , POINTER :: xsctu,xsctd
   REAL(dble)                               :: fpws,cpws
   INTEGER(sngl)                            :: kbr,ichi,istrpd
   INTEGER(sngl), DIMENSION(:)   , POINTER :: nup,ndn
END TYPE composition_xs_set_type

TYPE isotxs_file_data_type
CHARACTER(len=dble)                      :: hsetid(i12)
CHARACTER(len=dble) , DIMENSION(:) , POINTER :: hisonm
REAL(sngl)        , DIMENSION(:) , POINTER :: vel, emax, 

chi
INTEGER            , DIMENSION(:) , POINTER :: loca
REAL(sngl)                                 :: emin

END TYPE isotxs_file_data_type

TYPE file_wide_chi_data_type
REAL(sngl) , DIMENSION(:,:) , POINTER :: chi
INTEGER , DIMENSION(:  ) , POINTER :: isspec

END TYPE file_wide_chi_data_type

TYPE scattering_sub_block_type
   REAL(sngl), dimension(:,:,:,:), pointer :: scat
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END TYPE scattering_sub_block_type

TYPE chi_data_type
   REAL(sngl)   , dimension(:,:), pointer :: chiiso
   INTEGER(sngl), dimension(:)  , pointer :: isopec
END TYPE chi_data_type

TYPE principle_xs_type
   REAL(sngl)   , dimension(:,:) , pointer :: strpl,stotpl,strpd
   REAL(sngl)   , dimension(:) , pointer :: sngam,sfis,snutot,chiso,snalf,snp,sn2n,snd,snt
END TYPE principle_xs_type 

TYPE isotope_control_data_type
CHARACTER(len=8)             :: habsid,hident,hmat
   REAL(sngl)                       :: amass,efiss,ecapt,temp,sigpot,adens
   INTEGER(sngl)                   :: kbr,ichi,ifis,ialf,inp,in2n,ind,int,ltot,ltrn,istrpd
   INTEGER(sngl), dimension(:) , pointer :: idsct,lord
   INTEGER(sngl), dimension(:,:) , pointer :: jband,ijj                         
END TYPE isotope_control_data_type

TYPE isotopic_xs_type 
TYPE(scattering_sub_block_type) , dimension(:), pointer :: scattering_sub_block
     TYPE(chi_data_type)           , dimension(:), pointer :: chi_data
     TYPE(principle_xs_type)        , dimension(:), pointer :: principle_xs
TYPE(isotope_control_data_type) , dimension(:), pointer :: isotope_control_data
END TYPE isotopic_xs_type
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 sp2nem input_treatment 

problem_treatment 

generation_composition_xs

read_isotxs 

read_and_get_ncmp 

read_and_get_ncmp 

write_ndxsrf 

write_znadtn 

calculate_composition_xs 

geometry_treatment 

compute_coefficients 

sp2_solver 

flux_current_initialization 

compute_group_source 

compute_partial_currents 

compute_flux_moments 

solve_CMR_equations 

get_fission_rate 

check_convergence 

write_output 

Figure 3.6.1 Module and Subroutine Map of SOLTRAN 
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Appendix A. Sample Input for the Three-Dimensional SNR-300 Problem

BLOCK=OLD
BLOCK=SP2
UNFORM=A.SP2
01    SNR300 BENCHMARK
02    90000 9000000
03    2   0  0  4500  200
04    1  1  1  22   111  11  1  1  3   0
10    40  32
UNFORM=A.HMG4C
02    950000  1  1  1
UNFORM=A.NIP3
01    SNR - BENCHMARK  
02    0  1 90000 150000 0 0  1 1  0  0  1
03    126
04    7  4   7  4   4  4

05    XU 0.5 1 4
05    YU 0.5 1 4
05    ZU 0.5 1 4
05    ZL 0.5 1 4

07    CORE1     M1B M1C                  
07    CORE2     M2B M2C              
07    CORE3 M3A M3B M3C M3D          
07    CORE4 M4A         M4D 
07    CORE5         M5C M5D 
07    CORE6 M6A M6B M6C     

09    Z 5   40.00
09    Z 10 135.00 
09    Z 5  175.00 

14    CORE1T I1  1.0
14    CORE2T I2  1.0
14    CORE3T I3  1.0
14    CORE4T I4  1.0
14    CORE5T I5  1.0
14    CORE6T I6  1.0
      
15    CORE1T     M1B M1C               
15    CORE2T     M2B M2C            
15    CORE3T M3A M3B M3C M3D          
15    CORE4T M4A         M4D
15    CORE5T         M5C M5D
15    CORE6T M6A M6B M6C

29   11.2003

30  M4A   1  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   1  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   1  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   1  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   2  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   2  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   2  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   2  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   3  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   3  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   3  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   3  0    0   135.00 175.00 
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30  M4A   4  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   4  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   4  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   4  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   4  1    1     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   4  1    1    40.00  87.50
30  M6C   4  1    1    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   4  1    1   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   4  4    4     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   4  4    4    40.00  87.50
30  M6C   4  4    4    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   4  4    4   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   4  7    7     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   4  7    7    40.00  87.50
30  M6C   4  7    7    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   4  7    7   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   5  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   5  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   5  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   5  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   6  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M1B   6  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M1C   6  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   6  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   6  1    1     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   6  1    1    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   6  1    1    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   6  1    1   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   6  6    6     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   6  6    6    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   6  6    6    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   6  6    6   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   6  11   11     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   6  11   11    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   6  11   11    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   6  11   11   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   7  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   7  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   7  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   7  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   7  3    3     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   7  3    3    40.00  87.50
30  M5C   7  3    3    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   7  3    3   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   7  5    5     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   7  5    5    40.00  87.50
30  M5C   7  5    5    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   7  5    5   135.00 175.00 

30  M6A   7  9    9     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   7  9    9    40.00  87.50
30  M5C   7  9    9    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   7  9    9   135.00 175.00 
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30  M6A   7  11   11     0.00  40.00 
30  M6B   7  11   11    40.00  87.50
30  M5C   7  11   11    87.50 135.00 
30  M5D   7  11   11   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   8  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   8  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   8  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   8  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M3A   8  1    1     0.00  40.00 
30  M3B   8  1    1    40.00  87.50
30  M3C   8  1    1    87.50 135.00 
30  M3D   8  1    1   135.00 175.00 

30  M3A   8  8    8     0.00  40.00 
30  M3B   8  8    8    40.00  87.50
30  M3C   8  8    8    87.50 135.00 
30  M3D   8  8    8   135.00 175.00 

30  M3A   8  15   15    0.00  40.00 
30  M3B   8  15   15   40.00  87.50
30  M3C   8  15   15   87.50 135.00 
30  M3D   8  15   15  135.00 175.00 

30  M3A   9  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M3B   9  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M3C   9  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M3D   9  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   9  4    6     0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   9  4    6    40.00  87.50
30  M2C   9  4    6    87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   9  4    6   135.00 175.00 

30  M4A   9  12   14    0.00  40.00 
30  M2B   9  12   14   40.00  87.50
30  M2C   9  12   14   87.50 135.00 
30  M4D   9  12   14  135.00 175.00 

30  M3A  10  0    0     0.00  40.00 
30  M3B  10  0    0    40.00  87.50
30  M3C  10  0    0    87.50 135.00 
30  M3D  10  0    0   135.00 175.00 

30  M3A  11  5    7     0.00  40.00 
30  M3B  11  5    7    40.00  87.50
30  M3C  11  5    7    87.50 135.00 
30  M3D  11  5    7   135.00 175.00 

30  M3A  11  15   17    0.00  40.00 
30  M3B  11  15   17   40.00  87.50
30  M3C  11  15   17   87.50 135.00 
30  M3D  11  15   17  135.00 175.00 

NOSORT=A.ISO
 OV ISOTXS*     TKKIM *     1
 1D      4     6     0     3     0     1     1     1
 2D *NA COOLED FBR BENCHMARK FOUR GROUP CROSS SECTIONS              
   *
*      * I1     I2     I3     I4     I5     I6
0.76800E+00 0.23200E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
1.72336E+09 4.02463E+08 7.97003E+07 3.15946E+07 1.05000E+07 8.00000E+05
1.00000E+04 1.00000E+03 0.00000E+00
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     0     3     6     9    12    15
 4D      I1   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.11587     0.21220     0.46137     0.34571     0.11587
0.21220     0.46137     0.34571     0.69059E-03 1.83076E-03 0.92948E-02
0.17305E-01 0.39123E-02 0.18286E-02 0.36334E-02 0.92415E-02 3.036066
2.91217     2.881874    2.879511 
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.023597    0.0         0.16153E-02
0.40791E-05 0.0         0.46838E-02 0.42309E-07 0.44493E-07
 4D      I2   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.11588     0.21213     0.46770     0.35349     0.11588
0.21213     0.46770     0.35349     0.66221E-03 1.83957E-03 1.00354E-02
0.20476E-01 0.48531E-02 0.26377E-02 0.51332E-02 0.13238E-01 3.079063
2.914926    2.884945    2.882535 
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.023262    0.0         0.15718 E-02
0.46451E-05 0.0         0.43414E-02 0.40724E-07 0.49968E-07
 4D      I3   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.14584     0.28443     0.52703     0.40732     0.14584
0.28443     0.52703     0.40732     1.11527E-03 3.06346E-03 1.002116E-02
0.13000E-01 0.27688E-02 0.44347E-04 0.12274E-03 0.34952E-03 2.7964110
2.44098     2.423171    2.422951 
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.032071    0.0         0.27776E-02
0.38880E-05 0.0         0.58971E-02 0.90018E-07 0.45039E-07
 4D      I4   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     1     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.12270     0.23133     0.46274     0.33749     0.12270
0.23133     0.46274     0.33749     8.22780E-04 2.17087E-03 7.64083E-03
0.97185E-02 0.19453E-02 0.31065E-04 0.87566E-04 0.23769E-03 2.790264
2.441880    2.423086    2.422988 
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.026322    0.0         0.22889E-02
0.28907E-05 0.0         0.53536E-02 0.62133E-07 0.33248E-07
 4D      I5   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.13317     0.25355     0.58044     0.54168     0.13317
0.25355     0.58044     0.54168     0.18670E-02 0.12643E-01 0.634405E-01
0.16868
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.022946    0.0         0.37687E-02
0.10320E-05 0.0         0.86815E-02 0.70361E-11 0.10489E-07
 4D      I6   GFK     1
1.00000E+02 0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0         0.0
     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0     1     1     0   200
     1     1     2     3     4     1     1     1     1     1
 5D 0.07221     0.11487     0.32642     0.19272     0.07221
0.11487     0.32642     0.19272     0.21631E-03 0.16880E-03 0.11468E-02
0.78660E-03
 7D 0.0         0.0         0.012942    0.0         0.12871E-02
0.68780E-06 0.0         0.34533E-02 0.43633E-11 0.69903E-08
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<첨부 7> KAFAX-E70

NEA-xxxx KAFAX-E70. (Abstract last modified 22-APR-2008)

KAFAX-E70, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and 12-Group Photon 
Cross Section Library Based on ENDF/B-VII.0 for Fast Reactors 

1. NAME–

KAFAX-E70

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AND OTHER 
MACHINE VERSION PACKAGES 

Program-namePackage-ID Status
KAFAX-E70 NEA-xxxx/xx Submitted

Machines used:
Package-ID Orig.Computer Test Computer
NEA-xxxx/xx Many Computers Many Computers

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OR FUNCTION – 

The KAFAX-E70 is a MATXS-format, 150-group neutron and 
12-groupphoton cross section library for fast reactors based on 
ENDF/B-VII.0. This library was originally generated for the KALIMER 
(Korea Advanced LIquid MEtal Reactor) core analyses. It includes 144 
nuclide data (Table 1) processed by the NJOY99.245 code patched with 
NEA020. The library can be utilized to generate the problem-dependent 
group constants for neutron and/or photon transport calculations through the 
DANTSYS, DOORS, or PARTISN code systems. 

4. METHODS–

The KAFAX-E70 was generated at 300, 600, 900, and 1200 K. It contains 
the self-shielded cross sections for 5 to 10background cross sections 
depending on the nuclides. The neutron group structure consists of 
one-eighth lethargy widths in almost all the energy ranges, except between 
1 and 10 keV in which one-sixteenth lethargy widths were used. (Table 2) 
The LANL 12-group structure (IGG=3) provided in the NJOY code was 
selected as a photon group structure. In the NJOY processing, an 
equilibrium core flux of the KALIMER-150 core was used as a weighting 
function. The background cross sections for a self-shielding were also 
selected from those of the calculations. The library has been validated 
through the fast benchmark experiments takenfrom the CSEWG benchmark 
specifications and BFS critical assemblies. 

5. RESTRICTIONS–
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6. TYPICAL–

7. UNUSUAL

8. RELATED–

DANTSYS 3.0: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional, Multigroup, Discrete 
Ordinate Transport Code System

DOORS-3.2: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates 
Neutron/Photon Transport Code System

PARTISN 4.00: Time-Dependent, Parallel Neutral Particle Transport Code 
System

TRANSX 2.15: Code System to Produce Neutron, Photon, and Particle 
Transport Tables for Discrete-Ordinates and Diffusion Codes from Cross 
Sections in MATXS Format

9. STATUS

NEA-xxxx/xx:APR-2008Submitted

10. REFERENCES-

C.-S Gil, "ZZ KAFAX-F22, 80 and 24 Groups Cross-Section Library in 
MATXS Format Based on JEF-2.2 for Fast Reactors," NEA-1650, 
OECD/NEA Data Bank, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France (2002). 
D.H. Kim and C.-S. Gil, "Benchmark Calculations for Fast Reactors using 
JEFF-3.1, ENDF/B-VII and JENDL-3.3," JEFDOC-1108, JEFF/EFF/EAF 
Meetings, OECD/NEA, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France (2005).
D.H. Kim, C.-S. Gil, and Y.-O. Lee, "Validation Tests of the Multigroup 
Cross Section Libraries for Fast Reactors,"PHYSOR-2006, ANS Topical 
Meeting on Reactor Physics, Vancouver, BC, Canada (2006).

11. HARDWARE–

Hard disk spaces of 223 MB are required. 

12. PROGRAMMINGxxxx/xx:

13. SOFTWARE–

14. OTHER–

15. NAMEF–

Do Heon Kim
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
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Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: kimdh@kaeri.re.kr

Choong-Sup Gil
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: csgil@kaeri.re.kr

Young-Ouk Lee
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: yolee@kaeri.re.kr

16. MATERIALxxxx/xx:

KAFAX-E70: MATXS-format library
INDEX-E70: Index file for KAFAX-E70
KAFAX-E70_abs.doc: This document

17. CATEGORIES

- Z.Data 

Keywords: MATXS-FORMAT LIBRARY, FAST REACTORS, KALIMER, 
ENDF/B-VII.0 
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No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40
 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48

H-1 
H-2 
He-3 
He-4 
Li-6 
Li-7 
Be-9 
B-10 
B-11 
C-nat
N-14 
N-15 
O-16 
F-19 
Na-23
Mg-24
Mg-25
Mg-26
Al-27
Si-28
Si-29
Si-30
P-31 
Cl-35
Cl-37
Ar-40
K-39 
K-40 
K-41 
Ca-40
Ca-42
Ca-43
Ca-44
Ca-46
Ca-48
Ti-46
Ti-47
Ti-48
Ti-49
Ti-50
V-nat
Cr-50
Cr-52
Cr-53
Cr-54
Mn-55
Fe-54
Fe-56

h1  
h2  
he3 
he4 
li6 
li7 
be9 
b10 
b11 
cnat
n14 
n15 
o16 
f19 
na23
mg24
mg25
mg26
al27
si28
si29
si30
p31 
cl35
cl37
ar40
k39 
k40 
k41 
ca40
ca42
ca43
ca44
ca46
ca48
ti46
ti47
ti48
ti49
ti50
vnat
cr50
cr52
cr53
cr54
mn55
fe54
fe56

 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80
 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96

Fe-57  
Fe-58  
Co-59  
Ni-58  
Ni-60  
Ni-61  
Ni-62  
Ni-64  
Cu-63  
Cu-65  
Ga-69  
Ga-71  
Y-89   
Zr-90  
Zr-91  
Zr-92  
Zr-93  
Zr-94  
Zr-95  
Zr-96  
Nb-93  
Mo-92  
Mo-94  
Mo-95  
Mo-96  
Mo-97  
Mo-98  
Mo-99  
Mo-100 
Ag-107 
Ag-109 
Cd-106 
Cd-108 
Cd-110 
Cd-111 
Cd-112 
Cd-113 
Cd-114 
Cd-115m
Cd-116 
Sn-112 
Sn-113 
Sn-114 
Sn-115 
Sn-116 
Sn-117 
Sn-118 
Sn-119

fe57  
fe58  
co59  
ni58  
ni60  
ni61  
ni62  
ni64  
cu63  
cu65  
ga69  
ga71  
y89   
zr90  
zr91  
zr92  
zr93  
zr94  
zr95  
zr96  
nb93  
mo92  
mo94  
mo95  
mo96  
mo97  
mo98  
mo99  
mo100 
ag107 
ag109 
cd106 
cd108 
cd110 
cd111 
cd112 
cd113 
cd114 
cd115m
cd116 
sn112 
sn113 
sn114 
sn115 
sn116 
sn117 
sn118 
sn119

 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Sn-120 
Sn-122 
Sn-123 
Sn-124 
Sn-125 
Sn-126 
Eu-151 
Eu-153 
Gd-152 
Gd-154 
Gd-155 
Gd-156 
Gd-157 
Gd-158 
Gd-160 
W-182  
W-183  
W-184  
W-186  
Re-185 
Re-187 
Au-197 
Pb-206 
Pb-207 
Pb-208 
Bi-209 
Th-232 
Pa-233 
U-233  
U-234  
U-235  
U-236  
U-238  
Np-237 
Pu-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
Am-241 
Am-242 
Am-242m
Am-243 
Cm-242 
Cm-243 
Cm-244 
Cm-245 
Cm-246

sn120 
sn122 
sn123 
sn124 
sn125 
sn126 
eu151 
eu153 
gd152 
gd154 
gd155 
gd156 
gd157 
gd158 
gd160 
w182  
w183  
w184  
w186  
re185 
re187 
au197 
pb206 
pb207 
pb208 
bi209 
th232 
pa233 
u233  
u234  
u235  
u236  
u238  
np237 
pu238 
pu239 
pu240 
pu241 
pu242 
am241 
am242 
am242m
am243 
cm242 
cm243 
cm244 
cm245 
cm246

Table 1. List of Nuclides for KAFAX-E70
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No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40

2.0000E+07
1.6905E+07
1.4918E+07
1.3499E+07
1.1913E+07
1.0000E+07
8.8250E+06
7.7880E+06
6.8729E+06
6.0653E+06
5.3526E+06
4.7237E+06
4.1686E+06
3.6788E+06
3.2465E+06
2.8650E+06
2.5284E+06
2.2313E+06
1.9691E+06
1.7377E+06
1.5335E+06
1.3533E+06
1.1943E+06
1.0540E+06
9.3014E+05
8.2085E+05
7.2440E+05
6.3928E+05
5.6416E+05
4.9787E+05
4.3937E+05
3.8774E+05
3.4218E+05
3.0197E+05
2.6649E+05
2.3518E+05
2.0754E+05
1.8315E+05
1.6163E+05
1.4264E+05

 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48
 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80

1.2588E+05
1.1109E+05
9.8037E+04
8.6517E+04
7.6351E+04
6.7379E+04
5.9462E+04
5.2475E+04
4.6309E+04
4.0868E+04
3.6066E+04
3.1828E+04
2.8088E+04
2.6058E+04
2.4788E+04
2.1875E+04
1.9305E+04
1.7036E+04
1.5034E+04
1.3268E+04
1.1709E+04
1.0333E+04
9.7070E+03
9.1188E+03
8.5664E+03
8.0473E+03
7.5598E+03
7.1017E+03
6.6715E+03
6.2673E+03
5.8876E+03
5.5308E+03
5.1958E+03
4.8810E+03
4.5852E+03
4.3074E+03
4.0465E+03
3.8013E+03
3.5710E+03
3.3546E+03

 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96
 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

3.1514E+03
2.9604E+03
2.7811E+03
2.6126E+03
2.4543E+03
2.3056E+03
2.1659E+03
2.0347E+03
1.9114E+03
1.7956E+03
1.6868E+03
1.5846E+03
1.4886E+03
1.3984E+03
1.3137E+03
1.2341E+03
1.1593E+03
1.0891E+03
1.0231E+03
9.6112E+02
8.4818E+02
7.4852E+02
6.6057E+02
5.8295E+02
5.1445E+02
4.5400E+02
4.0065E+02
3.5358E+02
3.1203E+02
2.7536E+02
2.4301E+02
2.1445E+02
1.8926E+02
1.6702E+02
1.4739E+02
1.3007E+02
1.1479E+02
1.0130E+02
8.9398E+01
7.8893E+01

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

6.9623E+01
6.1442E+01
5.4222E+01
4.7851E+01
4.2229E+01
3.7267E+01
3.2888E+01
2.9023E+01
2.5613E+01
2.2603E+01
1.9947E+01
1.7603E+01
1.5535E+01
1.3710E+01
1.2099E+01
1.0677E+01
9.4225E+00
8.3153E+00
7.3382E+00
6.8680E+00
6.4760E+00
5.7150E+00
5.0435E+00
4.4509E+00
3.9279E+00
3.4664E+00
3.0591E+00
1.1254E+00
4.1400E-01
1.5230E-01
1.3888E-04

Table 2. 150-Group Neutron Energy Group Structure
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<첨부 8> KAFAX-F31

NEA-xxxx KAFAX-F31. (Abstract last modified 22-APR-2008)

KAFAX-F31, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and 12-GroupPhoton 
Cross Section Library Based on JEFF-3.1 for Fast Reactors 

1. NAME–

KAFAX-F31

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AND OTHER 
MACHINE VERSION PACKAGES 

Program-namePackage-ID Status
KAFAX-F31 NEA-xxxx/xx Submitted

Machines used:
Package-ID Orig.Computer Test Computer
NEA-xxxx/xx Many Computers Many Computers

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OR FUNCTION – 

The KAFAX-F31 is a MATXS-format, 150-group neutron and 12-group 
photon cross section library for fast reactors based on JEFF-3.1. This 
library was originally generated for the KALIMER (Korea Advanced LIquid 
MEtal Reactor) core analyses. It includes 142 nuclide data (Table 1) 
processed by the NJOY99.245 code patched with NEA020. The library can 
be utilized to generate the problem-dependent group constants for neutron 
and/orphoton transport calculations through the DANTSYS, DOORS, or 
PARTISN code systems. 

4. METHODS–

The KAFAX-F31 was generated at 300, 600, 900, and 1200 K. It contains 
the self-shielded cross sections for 5 to 10 background cross sections 
depending on the nuclides. The neutron group structure consists of 
one-eighth lethargy widths in almost all the energy ranges, except between 
1 and 10 keV in which one-sixteenth lethargy widths were used. (Table 2) 
The LANL 12-group structure (IGG=3) provided in the NJOY code was 
selected as a photon group structure. In the NJOY processing, an 
equilibrium core flux of the KALIMER-150 core was used as a weighting 
function. The background cross sections for a self-shielding were also 
selected from those of the calculations. The library has been validated 
through the fast benchmark experiments taken from the CSEWG benchmark 
specifications and BFS critical assemblies. 

5. RESTRICTIONS–
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6. TYPICAL–

7. UNUSUAL

8. RELATED–

DANTSYS 3.0: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional, Multigroup, Discrete 
Ordinate Transport Code System

DOORS-3.2: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates 
Neutron/Photon Transport Code System

PARTISN 4.00: Time-Dependent, Parallel Neutral Particle Transport Code 
System

TRANSX 2.15: Code System to Produce Neutron, Photon, and Particle 
Transport Tables for Discrete-Ordinates and Diffusion Codes from Cross 
Sections in MATXS Format

9. STATUS

NEA-xxxx/xx:APR-2008Submitted

10. REFERENCES-

C.-S Gil, "ZZ KAFAX-F22, 80 and 24 Groups Cross-Section Library in 
MATXS Format Based on JEF-2.2 for Fast Reactors," NEA-1650, 
OECD/NEA Data Bank, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France (2002). 
D.H. Kim and C.-S. Gil, "Benchmark Calculations for Fast Reactors using 
JEFF-3.1, ENDF/B-VII and JENDL-3.3," JEFDOC-1108, JEFF/EFF/EAF 
Meetings, OECD/NEA, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France(2005).
D.H. Kim, C.-S. Gil, and Y.-O. Lee, "Validation Tests of the Multigroup 
Cross Section Libraries for Fast Reactors,"PHYSOR-2006, ANS Topical 
Meeting on Reactor Physics, Vancouver, BC, Canada (2006).

11. HARDWARE–

Hard disk spaces of 211 MB are required. 

12. PROGRAMMINGxxxx/xx:

13. SOFTWARE–

14. OTHER–

15. NAMES–

Do Heon Kim
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
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Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: kimdh@kaeri.re.kr

Choong-Sup Gil
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: csgil@kaeri.re.kr

Young-Ouk Lee
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: yolee@kaeri.re.kr

16. MATERIALxxxx/xx:

KAFAX-F31: MATXS-format library
INDEX-F31: Index file for KAFAX-F31
KAFAX-F31_abs.doc: This document

17. CATEGORIES

- Z.Data 

Keywords: MATXS-FORMAT LIBRARY, FAST REACTORS, KALIMER, 
JEFF-3.1 
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No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40
 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48

H-1 
H-2 
He-3 
He-4 
Li-6 
Li-7 
Be-9 
B-10 
B-11 
C-nat
N-14 
N-15 
O-16 
F-19 
Na-23
Mg-24
Mg-25
Mg-26
Al-27
Si-28
Si-29
Si-30
P-31 
Cl-35
Cl-37
Ar-40
K-39 
K-40 
K-41 
Ca-40
Ca-42
Ca-43
Ca-44
Ca-46
Ca-48
Ti-46
Ti-47
Ti-48
Ti-49
Ti-50
V-nat
Cr-50
Cr-52
Cr-53
Cr-54
Mn-55
Fe-54
Fe-56

h1   
h2   
he3  
he4  
li6  
li7  
be9  
b10  
b11  
cnat 
n14  
n15  
o16  
f19  
na23 
mg24 
mg25 
mg26 
al27 
si28 
si29 
si30 
p31  
cl35 
cl37 
ar40 
k39  
k40  
k41  
ca40 
ca42 
ca43 
ca44 
ca46 
ca48 
ti46 
ti47 
ti48 
ti49 
ti50 
vnat 
cr50 
cr52 
cr53 
cr54 
mn55 
fe54 
fe56

 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80
 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96

Fe-57  
Fe-58  
Co-59  
Ni-58  
Ni-60  
Ni-61  
Ni-62  
Ni-64  
Cu-63  
Cu-65  
Ga-nat 
Y-89   
Zr-90  
Zr-91  
Zr-92  
Zr-93  
Zr-94  
Zr-95  
Zr-96  
Nb-93  
Mo-92  
Mo-94  
Mo-95  
Mo-96  
Mo-97  
Mo-98  
Mo-99  
Mo-100 
Ag-107 
Ag-109 
Cd-106 
Cd-108 
Cd-110 
Cd-111 
Cd-112 
Cd-113 
Cd-114 
Cd-115m
Cd-116 
Sn-112 
Sn-114 
Sn-115 
Sn-116 
Sn-117 
Sn-118 
Sn-119
Sn-120
Sn-122

fe57   
fe58   
co59   
ni58   
ni60   
ni61   
ni62   
ni64   
cu63   
cu65   
ganat  
y89    
zr90   
zr91   
zr92   
zr93   
zr94   
zr95   
zr96   
nb93   
mo92   
mo94   
mo95   
mo96   
mo97   
mo98   
mo99   
mo100  
ag107  
ag109  
cd106  
cd108  
cd110  
cd111  
cd112  
cd113  
cd114  
cd115m 
cd116  
sn112  
sn114  
sn115  
sn116  
sn117  
sn118  
sn119  
sn120  
sn122

 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

Sn-123 
Sn-124 
Sn-125 
Sn-126 
Eu-151 
Eu-153 
Gd-152 
Gd-154 
Gd-155 
Gd-156 
Gd-157 
Gd-158 
Gd-160 
W-182  
W-183  
W-184  
W-186  
Re-185 
Re-187 
Au-197 
Pb-206 
Pb-207 
Pb-208 
Bi-209 
Th-232 
Pa-233 
U-233  
U-234  
U-235  
U-236  
U-238  
Np-237 
Pu-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
Am-241 
Am-242 
Am-242m
Am-243 
Cm-242 
Cm-243 
Cm-244 
Cm-245 
Cm-246

sn123  
sn124  
sn125  
sn126  
eu151  
eu153  
gd152  
gd154  
gd155  
gd156  
gd157  
gd158  
gd160  
w182   
w183   
w184   
w186   
re185  
re187  
au197  
pb206  
pb207  
pb208  
bi209  
th232  
pa233  
u233   
u234   
u235   
u236   
u238   
np237  
pu238  
pu239  
pu240  
pu241  
pu242  
am241  
am242  
am242m 
am243  
cm242  
cm243  
cm244  
cm245  
cm246

Table 1. List of Nuclides for KAFAX-F31
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No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40

2.0000E+07
1.6905E+07
1.4918E+07
1.3499E+07
1.1913E+07
1.0000E+07
8.8250E+06
7.7880E+06
6.8729E+06
6.0653E+06
5.3526E+06
4.7237E+06
4.1686E+06
3.6788E+06
3.2465E+06
2.8650E+06
2.5284E+06
2.2313E+06
1.9691E+06
1.7377E+06
1.5335E+06
1.3533E+06
1.1943E+06
1.0540E+06
9.3014E+05
8.2085E+05
7.2440E+05
6.3928E+05
5.6416E+05
4.9787E+05
4.3937E+05
3.8774E+05
3.4218E+05
3.0197E+05
2.6649E+05
2.3518E+05
2.0754E+05
1.8315E+05
1.6163E+05
1.4264E+05

 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48
 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80

1.2588E+05
1.1109E+05
9.8037E+04
8.6517E+04
7.6351E+04
6.7379E+04
5.9462E+04
5.2475E+04
4.6309E+04
4.0868E+04
3.6066E+04
3.1828E+04
2.8088E+04
2.6058E+04
2.4788E+04
2.1875E+04
1.9305E+04
1.7036E+04
1.5034E+04
1.3268E+04
1.1709E+04
1.0333E+04
9.7070E+03
9.1188E+03
8.5664E+03
8.0473E+03
7.5598E+03
7.1017E+03
6.6715E+03
6.2673E+03
5.8876E+03
5.5308E+03
5.1958E+03
4.8810E+03
4.5852E+03
4.3074E+03
4.0465E+03
3.8013E+03
3.5710E+03
3.3546E+03

 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96
 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

3.1514E+03
2.9604E+03
2.7811E+03
2.6126E+03
2.4543E+03
2.3056E+03
2.1659E+03
2.0347E+03
1.9114E+03
1.7956E+03
1.6868E+03
1.5846E+03
1.4886E+03
1.3984E+03
1.3137E+03
1.2341E+03
1.1593E+03
1.0891E+03
1.0231E+03
9.6112E+02
8.4818E+02
7.4852E+02
6.6057E+02
5.8295E+02
5.1445E+02
4.5400E+02
4.0065E+02
3.5358E+02
3.1203E+02
2.7536E+02
2.4301E+02
2.1445E+02
1.8926E+02
1.6702E+02
1.4739E+02
1.3007E+02
1.1479E+02
1.0130E+02
8.9398E+01
7.8893E+01

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

6.9623E+01
6.1442E+01
5.4222E+01
4.7851E+01
4.2229E+01
3.7267E+01
3.2888E+01
2.9023E+01
2.5613E+01
2.2603E+01
1.9947E+01
1.7603E+01
1.5535E+01
1.3710E+01
1.2099E+01
1.0677E+01
9.4225E+00
8.3153E+00
7.3382E+00
6.8680E+00
6.4760E+00
5.7150E+00
5.0435E+00
4.4509E+00
3.9279E+00
3.4664E+00
3.0591E+00
1.1254E+00
4.1400E-01
1.5230E-01
1.3888E-04

Table 2. 150-Group Neutron Energy Group Structure
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<첨부 9> KAFAX-J33

NEA-xxxx KAFAX-J33. (Abstract last modified 22-APR-2008)

KAFAX-J33, A MATXS-Format, 150-Group Neutron and 12-GroupPhoton 
Cross Section Library Based on JENDL-3.3 for Fast Reactors 

1. NAME–

KAFAX-J33

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AND OTHER 
MACHINE VERSION PACKAGES 

Program-namePackage-ID Status
KAFAX-J33 NEA-xxxx/xx Submitted

Machines used:
Package-ID Orig.Computer Test Computer
NEA-xxxx/xx Many Computers Many Computers

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OR FUNCTION – 

The KAFAX-J33 is a MATXS-format, 150-group neutron and 12-group 
photon cross section library for fast reactors based on JENDL-3.3. This 
library was originally generated for the KALIMER (Korea Advanced LIquid 
MEtal Reactor) core analyses. It includes 136 nuclide data(Table 1) 
processed by the NJOY99.245 code patched with NEA020. The library can 
be utilized to generate the problem-dependent group constants for neutron 
and/or photon transport calculations through the DANTSYS, DOORS, or 
PARTISN code systems. 

4. METHODS–

The KAFAX-J33 was generated at 300, 600, 900, and 1200 K. It contains 
the self-shielded cross sections for 5 to 10 background cross sections 
depending on the nuclides. The neutron group structure consists of 
one-eighth lethargy widths in almost all the energy ranges, except between 
1 and 10 keV in which one-sixteenth lethargy widths were used. (Table 2) 
The LANL 12-group structure (IGG=3) provided in the NJOY code was 
selected as a photon group structure. In the NJOY processing, an 
equilibrium core flux of the KALIMER-150 core was used as a weighting 
function. The background cross sections for a self-shielding were also 
selected from those of the calculations. The library has been validated 
through the fast benchmark experiments taken from the CSEWG benchmark 
specifications and BFS critical assemblies. 

5. RESTRICTIONS–
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6. TYPICAL–

7. UNUSUAL

8. RELATED–

DANTSYS 3.0: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional, Multigroup, Discrete 
Ordinate Transport Code System

DOORS-3.2: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates 
Neutron/Photon Transport Code System

PARTISN 4.00: Time-Dependent, Parallel Neutral Particle Transport Code 
System

TRANSX 2.15: Code System to Produce Neutron, Photon, and Particle 
Transport Tables for Discrete-Ordinates and Diffusion Codes from Cross 
Sections in MATXS Format

9. STATUS

NEA-xxxx/xx:APR-2008Submitted

10. REFERENCES-

C.-S Gil, "ZZ KAFAX-F22, 80 and 24 Groups Cross-Section Library in 
MATXS Format Based on JEF-2.2 for Fast Reactors," NEA-1650, 
OECD/NEA Data Bank, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France (2002). 
D.H. Kim and C.-S. Gil, "Benchmark Calculations for Fast Reactors using 
JEFF-3.1, ENDF/B-VII and JENDL-3.3," JEFDOC-1108, JEFF/EFF/EAF 
Meetings, OECD/NEA, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France(2005).
D.H. Kim, C.-S. Gil, and Y.-O. Lee, "Validation Tests of the Multigroup 
Cross Section Libraries for Fast Reactors,"PHYSOR-2006, ANS Topical 
Meeting on Reactor Physics, Vancouver, BC, Canada (2006).

11. HARDWARE–

Hard disk spaces of 197 MB are required. 

12. PROGRAMMINGxxxx/xx:

13. SOFTWARE–

14. OTHER–

15. NAMEORS–

Do Heon Kim
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
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Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: kimdh@kaeri.re.kr

Choong-Sup Gil
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: csgil@kaeri.re.kr

Young-Ouk Lee
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: yolee@kaeri.re.kr

16. MATERIALxxxx/xx:

KAFAX-J33: MATXS-format library
INDEX-J33: Index file for KAFAX-J33
KAFAX-J33_abs.doc: This document

17. CATEGORIES

- Z.Data 

Keywords: MATXS-FORMAT LIBRARY, FAST REACTORS, KALIMER, 
JENDL-3.3 
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No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40
 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48

H-1 
H-2 
He-3 
He-4 
Li-6 
Li-7 
Be-9 
B-10 
B-11 
C-nat
N-14 
N-15 
O-16 
F-19 
Na-23
Mg-24
Mg-25
Mg-26
Al-27
Si-28
Si-29
Si-30
P-31 
Cl-35
Cl-37
Ar-40
K-39 
K-40 
K-41 
Ca-40
Ca-42
Ca-43
Ca-44
Ca-46
Ca-48
Ti-46
Ti-47
Ti-48
Ti-49
Ti-50
V-nat
Cr-50
Cr-52
Cr-53
Cr-54
Mn-55
Fe-54
Fe-56

h1   
h2   
he3  
he4  
li6  
li7  
be9  
b10  
b11  
cnat 
n14  
n15  
o16  
f19  
na23 
mg24 
mg25 
mg26 
al27 
si28 
si29 
si30 
p31  
cl35 
cl37 
ar40 
k39  
k40  
k41  
ca40 
ca42 
ca43 
ca44 
ca46 
ca48 
ti46 
ti47 
ti48 
ti49 
ti50 
vnat 
cr50 
cr52 
cr53 
cr54 
mn55 
fe54 
fe56

 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80
 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96

Fe-57  
Fe-58  
Co-59  
Ni-58  
Ni-60  
Ni-61  
Ni-62  
Ni-64  
Cu-63  
Cu-65  
Ga-69  
Ga-71  
Y-89   
Zr-90  
Zr-91  
Zr-92  
Zr-93  
Zr-94  
Zr-95  
Zr-96 
Mo-92  
Mo-94  
Mo-95  
Mo-96  
Mo-97  
Mo-98  
Mo-99  
Mo-100 
Ag-107 
Ag-109 
Cd-106 
Cd-108 
Cd-110 
Cd-111 
Cd-112 
Cd-113 
Cd-114 
Cd-116 
Sn-112 
Sn-114 
Sn-115 
Sn-116 
Sn-117 
Sn-118 
Sn-119
Sn-120
Sn-122
Sn-123

fe57  
fe58  
co59  
ni58  
ni60  
ni61  
ni62  
ni64  
cu63  
cu65  
ga69  
ga71  
y89   
zr90  
zr91  
zr92  
zr93  
zr94  
zr95  
zr96  
mo92  
mo94  
mo95  
mo96  
mo97  
mo98  
mo99  
mo100 
ag107 
ag109 
cd106 
cd108 
cd110 
cd111 
cd112 
cd113 
cd114 
cd116 
sn112 
sn114 
sn115 
sn116 
sn117 
sn118 
sn119 
sn120 
sn122 
sn123

 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

Sn-124 
Sn-126 
Eu-151 
Eu-153 
Gd-152 
Gd-154 
Gd-155 
Gd-156 
Gd-157 
Gd-158 
Gd-160 
W-182  
W-183  
W-184  
W-186 
Pb-206 
Pb-208 
Bi-209 
Th-232 
Pa-233 
U-233  
U-234  
U-235  
U-236  
U-238  
Np-237 
Pu-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
Am-241 
Am-242 
Am-242m
Am-243 
Cm-242 
Cm-243 
Cm-244 
Cm-245 
Cm-246

sn124  
sn126  
eu151  
eu153  
gd152  
gd154  
gd155  
gd156  
gd157  
gd158  
gd160  
w182   
w183   
w184   
w186   
pb206  
pb208  
bi209  
th232  
pa233  
u233   
u234   
u235   
u236   
u238   
np237  
pu238  
pu239  
pu240  
pu241  
pu242  
am241  
am242  
am242m 
am243  
cm242  
cm243  
cm244  
cm245  
cm246

Table 1. List of Nuclides for KAFAX-J33
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No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

No.
Upper Energy 
Boundary(eV)

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40

2.0000E+07
1.6905E+07
1.4918E+07
1.3499E+07
1.1913E+07
1.0000E+07
8.8250E+06
7.7880E+06
6.8729E+06
6.0653E+06
5.3526E+06
4.7237E+06
4.1686E+06
3.6788E+06
3.2465E+06
2.8650E+06
2.5284E+06
2.2313E+06
1.9691E+06
1.7377E+06
1.5335E+06
1.3533E+06
1.1943E+06
1.0540E+06
9.3014E+05
8.2085E+05
7.2440E+05
6.3928E+05
5.6416E+05
4.9787E+05
4.3937E+05
3.8774E+05
3.4218E+05
3.0197E+05
2.6649E+05
2.3518E+05
2.0754E+05
1.8315E+05
1.6163E+05
1.4264E+05

 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48
 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65
 66
 67
 68
 69
 70
 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80

1.2588E+05
1.1109E+05
9.8037E+04
8.6517E+04
7.6351E+04
6.7379E+04
5.9462E+04
5.2475E+04
4.6309E+04
4.0868E+04
3.6066E+04
3.1828E+04
2.8088E+04
2.6058E+04
2.4788E+04
2.1875E+04
1.9305E+04
1.7036E+04
1.5034E+04
1.3268E+04
1.1709E+04
1.0333E+04
9.7070E+03
9.1188E+03
8.5664E+03
8.0473E+03
7.5598E+03
7.1017E+03
6.6715E+03
6.2673E+03
5.8876E+03
5.5308E+03
5.1958E+03
4.8810E+03
4.5852E+03
4.3074E+03
4.0465E+03
3.8013E+03
3.5710E+03
3.3546E+03

 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96
 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

3.1514E+03
2.9604E+03
2.7811E+03
2.6126E+03
2.4543E+03
2.3056E+03
2.1659E+03
2.0347E+03
1.9114E+03
1.7956E+03
1.6868E+03
1.5846E+03
1.4886E+03
1.3984E+03
1.3137E+03
1.2341E+03
1.1593E+03
1.0891E+03
1.0231E+03
9.6112E+02
8.4818E+02
7.4852E+02
6.6057E+02
5.8295E+02
5.1445E+02
4.5400E+02
4.0065E+02
3.5358E+02
3.1203E+02
2.7536E+02
2.4301E+02
2.1445E+02
1.8926E+02
1.6702E+02
1.4739E+02
1.3007E+02
1.1479E+02
1.0130E+02
8.9398E+01
7.8893E+01

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

6.9623E+01
6.1442E+01
5.4222E+01
4.7851E+01
4.2229E+01
3.7267E+01
3.2888E+01
2.9023E+01
2.5613E+01
2.2603E+01
1.9947E+01
1.7603E+01
1.5535E+01
1.3710E+01
1.2099E+01
1.0677E+01
9.4225E+00
8.3153E+00
7.3382E+00
6.8680E+00
6.4760E+00
5.7150E+00
5.0435E+00
4.4509E+00
3.9279E+00
3.4664E+00
3.0591E+00
1.1254E+00
4.1400E-01
1.5230E-01
1.3888E-04

Table 2. 150-Group Neutron Energy Group Structure
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<첨부 10> KASHIL-E70

NEA-xxxx KASHIL-E70. (Abstract last modified 27-APR-2008)

KASHIL-E70, A MATXS-Format, 199-Group Neutron and 42-Group Photon 
Cross Section Library Based on ENDF/B-VII.0 for Shielding Applications 

1. NAME–

KASHIL-E70

2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH PROGRAM IS DESIGNED AND OTHER 
MACHINE VERSION PACKAGES 

Program-namePackage-ID Status
KASHIL-E70 NEA-xxxx/xx Submitted

Machines used:
Package-ID Orig.Computer Test Computer
NEA-xxxx/xx Many Computers Many Computers

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM OR FUNCTION – 

The KASHIL-E70 is a MATXS-format, 199-group neutron and 42-group 
photon cross section library for shielding applications based on 
ENDF/B-VII.0. The library contains 204 nuclide data including 8 thermal 
scattering law data (Table 1) processed by the NJOY99.259 code patched 
with NEA024. The library can be utilized to generate the 
problem-dependent group constants for neutron and/or photon transport 
calculations through the DANTSYS, DOORS, or PARTISN code systems. 

4. METHODS–

The KASHIL-E70 was generated at 300, 600, 1000, and 2100 K. It contains 
the self-shielded cross sections for 5 to 8 background cross sections 
depending on the nuclides. The infinite diluted cross sections for H-1, H-2, 
C-nat, and Be-9 are included at temperatures given in the thermal 
scattering law data. The Legendre orders of scattering are P7 for light 
nuclides (up to Cu-65) and P5 for the remainder of the nuclides. This 
library has a VITAMIN-B6 energy group structure, i.e. 199 groups for the 
neutron and 42 groups for the photon. The group structure can be useful 
for a broader range of applications such as a variety of reactor design and 
shielding problems including thermal and fast reactor systems. The neutron 
and photon weighting functions are of the form typicallyused for fission 
reactor shielding problems. For the neutron, the weighting function is 
composed of a smoothly varying combination of a Maxwellian thermal 
spectrum, a 1/E slowing down spectrum, and a fission spectrum (IWT=4 in 
GROUPR module of NJOY). For the photon, the function is composed of a 
1/E spectrum, with a roll-off at lower energies and a similar drop-off at 
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higher energies (IWT=3 in GAMINR module of NJOY). The library has been 
validated through the shielding benchmark experiments such as 
PCA-REPLICA, NESDIP-2, Winfrith Iron 88, Winfrith Graphite, etc. 

5. RESTRICTIONS–

6. TYPICAL–

7. UNUSUAL

8. RELATED–

DANTSYS 3.0: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional, Multigroup, Discrete 
Ordinate Transport Code System

DOORS-3.2: One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates 
Neutron/Photon Transport Code System

PARTISN 4.00: Time-Dependent, Parallel Neutral Particle Transport Code 
System

TRANSX 2.15: Code System to Produce Neutron, Photon, and Particle 
Transport Tables for Discrete-Ordinates and Diffusion Codes from Cross 
Sections in MATXS Format

9. STATUS

NEA-xxxx/xx:27-APR-2008Submitted

10. REFERENCES-

C.-S Gil, "ZZ KASHIL-E6, 175 N, 42 Gamma Groups Cross Sections in 
MATXS Format Based on ENDF/B-VI.5 for Shielding Applications," 
NEA-1649, OECD/NEA Data Bank, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France (2002). 
C.-S. Gil, J.-D. Kim, and J. Chang, "Analysis of Pressure Vessel 
Surveillance Dosimetry Inserted into Korean PWR," Reactor Dosimetry: 
Radiation Metrology and Assessment, J.G. Williams, et al., Eds., pp. 
101-107, West Conshohocken, PA (2001).
D.H. Kim, C.-S. Gil, J.-D. Kim, and J. Chang, "Generation and Validation of 
a Shielding Library Based on ENDF/B-VI.8," Radiation Protection Dosimetry, 
115, 232 (2005).

11. HARDWARE–

Hard disk spaces of 734 MB are required. 

12. PROGRAMMINGxxxx/xx:

13. SOFTWARE–
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14. OTHER–

15. NAMEAND–

Do Heon Kim
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: kimdh@kaeri.re.kr

Choong-Sup Gil
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: csgil@kaeri.re.kr

Young-Ouk Lee
Nuclear Data Evaluation Lab.
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600, Korea
E-mail: yolee@kaeri.re.kr

16. MATERIALAVAILABLExxxx/xx:

KASHIL-E70: MATXS-format library
INDEX-E70: Index file for KASHIL-E70
KASHIL-E70_abs.doc: This document

17. CATEGORIES

- Z.Data 

Keywords: MATXS-FORMAT LIBRARY, VITAMIN-B6, SHIELDING 
APPLICATION, ENDF/B-VII.0 
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No. Nuclide
Name of 
Isotope No. Nuclide

Name of 
Isotope No. Nuclide

Name of 
Isotope

  1
  2
  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9
 10
 11
 12
 13
 14
 15
 16
 17
 18
 19
 20
 21
 22
 23
 24
 25
 26
 27
 28
 29
 30
 31
 32
 33
 34
 35
 36
 37
 38
 39
 40
 41
 42
 43
 44
 45
 46
 47
 48
 49
 50
 51
 52
 53
 54
 55
 56
 57
 58
 59
 60
 61
 62
 63
 64
 65

H-1 
H-1
H-1
H-1
H-2
H-3 
He-3 
He-4 
Li-6 
Li-7 
Be-9 
Be-9
Be-9
B-10 
B-11 
C-nat
C-nat
N-14 
N-15 
O-16 
O-17
F-19 
Na-23
Mg-24
Mg-25
Mg-26
Al-27
Si-28
Si-29
Si-30
P-31 
S-32
S-33
S-34
S-36
Cl-35
Cl-37
K-39 
K-40 
K-41 
Ca-40
Ca-42
Ca-43
Ca-44
Ca-46
Ca-48
Sc-45
Ti-46
Ti-47
Ti-48
Ti-49
Ti-50
V-nat
Cr-50
Cr-52
Cr-53
Cr-54
Mn-55
Fe-54
Fe-56
Fe-57  
Fe-58  
Co-59  
Ni-58  
Ni-60  

hh2o     
hch2     
benzine  
hzrh     
dd2o     
h3       
he3      
he4      
li6      
li7      
be9      
bemetal  
bebeo    
b10      
b11      
cnat     
graphite 
n14      
n15      
o16      
o17      
f19      
na23     
mg24     
mg25     
mg26     
al27     
si28     
si29     
si30     
p31      
s32      
s33      
s34      
s36      
cl35     
cl37     
k39      
k40      
k41      
ca40     
ca42     
ca43     
ca44     
ca46     
ca48     
sc45     
ti46     
ti47     
ti48     
ti49     
ti50     
vnat     
cr50     
cr52     
cr53     
cr54     
mn55     
fe54     
fe56     
fe57     
fe58     
co59     
ni58     
ni60     

 71
 72
 73
 74
 75
 76
 77
 78
 79
 80
 81
 82
 83
 84
 85
 86
 87
 88
 89
 90
 91
 92
 93
 94
 95
 96
 97
 98
 99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Ga-69  
Ga-71  
Y-89   
Zr-90  
Zr-91  
Zr-92  
Zr-94  
Zr-96  
Nb-93  
Mo-92  
Mo-94  
Mo-95  
Mo-96  
Mo-97  
Mo-98  
Mo-100 
Pd-102
Pd-104
Pd-105
Pd-106
Pd-108
Pd-110
Ag-107 
Ag-109 
Cd-106 
Cd-108 
Cd-110 
Cd-112 
Cd-113 
Cd-114 
Cd-116 
In-113
In-115
I-127
Xe-124
Xe-126
Xe-128
Xe-129 
Xe-130 
Xe-131 
Xe-132 
Xe-134    
Xe-136    
Cs-133    
Ba-138    
Pr-141    
Nd-143    
Nd-145    
Nd-146    
Nd-148    
Nd-150    
Pm-147    
Sm-147    
Sm-151    
Sm-152
Eu-151 
Eu-152
Eu-153
Eu-154
Eu-155 
Gd-152 
Gd-154 
Gd-155 
Gd-156 
Gd-157 

ga69     
ga71     
y89      
zr90     
zr91     
zr92     
zr94     
zr96     
nb93     
mo92     
mo94     
mo95     
mo96     
mo97     
mo98     
mo100    
pd102    
pd104    
pd105    
pd106    
pd108    
pd110    
ag107    
ag109    
cd106    
cd108    
cd110    
cd112    
cd113    
cd114    
cd116    
in113    
in115    
i127     
xe124    
xe126    
xe128    
xe129    
xe130    
xe131    
xe132    
xe134    
xe136    
cs133    
ba138    
pr141    
nd143    
nd145    
nd146    
nd148    
nd150    
pm147    
sm147    
sm151    
sm152    
eu151    
eu152    
eu153    
eu154    
eu155    
gd152    
gd154    
gd155    
gd156    
gd157    

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

Lu-176
Hf-174
Hf-176   
Hf-177   
Hf-178   
Hf-179   
Hf-180   
Ta-181   
Ta-182
W-182  
W-183  
W-184  
W-186  
Re-185 
Re-187 
Ir-191
Ir-193
Au-197 
Pb-206 
Pb-207 
Pb-208 
Bi-209 
Th-230
Th-232 
Pa-231
Pa-233 
U-232
U-233  
U-234  
U-235  
U-236  
U-237
U-238  
Np-237 
Np-238   
Np-239   
Pu-236   
Pu-237   
Pu-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
Pu-243
Pu-244
Am-241 
Am-242 
Am-242m
Am-243 
Cm-241
Cm-242 
Cm-243 
Cm-244 
Cm-245 
Cm-246
Cm-247   
Cm-248   
Bk-249   
Cf-249   
Cf-250   
Cf-251   
Cf-252   
Cf-253   
Es-253

lu176   
hf174   
hf176   
hf177   
hf178   
hf179   
hf180   
ta181   
ta182   
w182    
w183    
w184    
w186    
re185   
re187   
ir191   
ir193   
au197   
pb206   
pb207   
pb208   
bi209   
th230   
th232   
pa231   
pa233   
u232    
u233    
u234    
u235    
u236    
u237    
u238    
np237   
np238   
np239   
pu236   
pu237   
pu238   
pu239   
pu240   
pu241   
pu242   
pu243   
pu244   
am241   
am242   
am242m  
am243   
cm241   
cm242   
cm243   
cm244   
cm245   
cm246   
cm247   
cm248   
bk249   
cf249   
cf250   
cf251   
cf252   
cf253   
es253

Table 1. List of Nuclides for KASHIL-E70
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 66
 67
 68
 69
 70

Ni-61  
Ni-62  
Ni-64  
Cu-63  
Cu-65

ni61     
ni62     
ni64     
cu63     
cu65

136
137
138
139
140

Gd-158 
Gd-160 
Dy-164
Ho-165
Lu-175

gd158    
gd160    
dy164    
ho165    
lu175
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제 3 장  연구개발 목표달성도 및 

      관련 분야에의 기여도

제 1 절 목표달성도

우리나라는 1994년부터 OECD/NEA와 Data Bank Service 협력협정을 맺고

NEA Data Bank 로부터 2500여종의 전산코드 및 실험데이터를 제공받아

왔으나  실제로 기여한 부분은 너무 미약하여 NEA Data Bank에서

몇년전부터는 계속하여 시정하여 줄 것을 요구하였다.

그런데도 여전히 시정이 되지 않으므로 NEA Data Bank에서는 

신청한 코드를 보내주지 않는 일이 일어나게 되었다.

따라서 이 과제에서는 원자력연구원내에서의 코드를 선정하여 시범적으로

NEA Data Bank에 10개의 코드를 등록하는 작업을 수행하였다.

앞으로 원자력관련 국내 원자력 유관기관과 긴밀한 협력체제를 구축하여 

 NEA Data Bank와 우리나라와의 평등한 관계가 유지되기를 희망한다.
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제 4 장  연구개발 결과의 활용계획 

 우리나라는 1994년도부터 OECD/NEA Data Bank에 있는 전산코드를  제

공만 받고 기여를 하지 못하였는데 본 과제 수행결과 국내 원자력 관련 전

산코드 10set를   OECD/NEA Data  Bank에 등록함으로써 OECD/NEA와

의 국제협력 관계를 증진시켰다.

  또한, 우리나라에서 개발한 전산코드를 전세계 이용자들이 사용할 수 있는

기반을 구축하여 우리나라의 위상을 높이는 계기가 될 것이다.

향후, 국내에서 개발한 전산코드들을 체계적으로 관리 및 제공할 수 있는 절

차와 제도 개발이 필요하다.  
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